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The purpose of the present study was to explore ESL students‟ interactions in 

task-based synchronous computer-mediated communication (SCMC) in Second Life, a 

virtual environment by which users can interact through representational figures. I 

investigated Low-Intermediate and High-Intermediate ESL students‟ interaction patterns 

before, during, and after three kinds of tasks, a Jigsaw task, a Decision-making task, and 

a Discussion task.  

The findings were that the Low and High-Intermediate ESL students engaged in 

several forms of interaction during the pre- and post-task periods in Second Life, such as 

checking their voice chat function, checking members, moving their avatars, and closings. 

These activities pointed to the nature of Second Life voice chat interaction as 

preconditions for further conversation, and for closing their conversation. Official task 

period activities revealed factors for task success, such as a leader, a structured way of 

approaching a task, no technical problem, and establishing a sense of telepresence 

(Schroeder, 2002) before the task. Concerning negotiation of meaning, the High-

Intermediate students made more negotiation during the Decision-making tasks than the 
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Jigsaw tasks, caused mainly by lexical meanings. The wrong answer team and the 

incomplete team engaged in more negotiations than the correct answer team and the 

complete team. However, the Low-Intermediate students in the complete team made more 

negotiations of meaning than the incomplete team. Both levels of students had fewer 

negotiations during the Discussion task than in the Jigsaw and Decision-making tasks, 

and they used comprehension checks, confirmation checks, and clarification requests as 

strategies for negotiation, overwhelmingly focused on meaning rather than form.  

The students played with their avatars more often during the Discussion task 

session than during the Jigsaw or Decision-making tasks, and their use of avatars seemed 

simply to be for fun, although another way explaining what students were doing is to 

recognize that they were also exploring the affordances of Second Life. Generally, the 

Low-Intermediate students had a positive attitude toward their learning experience in 

Second Life, whereas the High-Intermediate students expressed a more neutral view of 

their experience in Second Life.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

The overarching purpose of the present study was to explore ESL students‟ 

interactions in synchronous computer-mediated communication (SCMC) in Second Life. 

One of the main goals of the present study was to examine a new form of technology, 

Second Life, to see whether it can provide pedagogical benefits in second language 

acquisition (SLA) situation. By exploring voice chat and communicative features of 

avatars, I hoped to provide insights into the potential applicability of Second Life, in 

terms of multimodality, to enhance students‟ communication competence. The second 

goal of the present study was to examine ESL students at different proficiency levels, 

Low-Intermediate and High-Intermediate, to identify interesting patterns in their 

interactions using voice chat and avatar use SCMC in terms of pre- and post-task 

activities. By exploring the students‟ interactions during the unofficial task periods, which 

allowed them more freedom and control of their activities than during the task period, I 

hoped to provide some description of a general phenomena and to offer insights into 

designing better activities for the use of Second Life in SLA. The third goal was to 

investigate the effect of different tasks in terms of negotiation of meaning, 

communicative effectiveness, group dynamics or approaches to the task, and the use of 

the Second Life environment. By exploring students‟ interactions during the official task 

period using these four constructs, I hoped to provide a description of the general process 

for each task type and the factors that influenced task success or failure. Ultimately, I 

hoped to offer implications for task-based ESL/EFL classes in using Second Life.  

To obtain samples of language use of low intermediate and high intermediate 

levels of ESL students, I used three types of tasks, a jigsaw task, a decision-making task, 

and an open discussion, representing the continuum of communicative tasks by Pica, 

Kanagy, and Falodun (1993). On that continuum, the jigsaw is the most communication 

demanding and discussion is the least restrictive. Groups of students were formed, with 
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two or three people to a group. In addition, even though Second Life has many functions, 

students were asked to use only voice-chat functions in terms of communication mode, 

and only some avatar movement and gesture functions for the purpose of the study. After 

all tasks were done, I administrated a survey and conducted interviews about Second Life 

use, especially about students‟ general experience with Second Life, a sense of 

“telepresence” or “copresence,” their views of the task, and the communicative functions 

of avatars to explore students‟ learning experience with Second Life and its relationship 

with task accomplishment.   

The data were first analyzed by focusing on pre-task and post-task activities, the 

unofficial periods. Next, I examined task effects for the three types of tasks in terms of 

negotiation of meaning (Varonis & Gass, 1985), communication effectiveness (Yule & 

Powers, 1994), group dynamics and Second Life environment use. Because of difficulties 

in recording data, especially the low intermediate students‟ interactions, only some of the 

groups were analyzed in greater detail, representative of each task type. 

 

RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY  

The present study explored low and high intermediate ESL students‟ interactions 

using different tasks and a voice-chat SCMC environment. To examine students‟ free 

activities during the unofficial pre- and post-task periods, I analyzed the data in terms of 

frequently observed phenomena and drew several themes about the activities. To examine 

fully learners‟ language use, I analyzed the data during the official task period in terms of 

negotiation of meaning and communication effectiveness. From an interactional 

perspective of SLA, most studies in task-based instruction have focused on these three 

constructs, negotiation of meaning, communication strategy use, and communication 

effectiveness (Ellis, 2003). Because the present study began from an interactional 

perspective in a task-based SCMC environment, it seemed sensible to begin by exploring 

some of these features for a richer understanding of learners‟ language use and the effects 

of task type in an avatar-based environment. In terms of negotiation of meaning, Varions 

and Gass‟s (1985) model was used as a basis of coding because many studies on 
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negotiation of meaning in synchronous computer-mediated communication have used this 

model (Lee, 2000; Toyoda & Harrison, 2002; Smith, 2003; O‟Rourke, 2005).  

Concerning communicative effectiveness, Yule and Powel‟s (1994) model of 

communication outcomes was used to examine students‟ effectiveness of interaction. 

Even though the model is limited to referential problems, I attempted to use it to explain 

the managing of all types of conversational problems. Thus, this model was used to 

provide a fuller explanation of students‟ management of communication breakdowns, as 

connected to negotiation of meaning. 

Because there was no study as of yet of interaction in voice synchronous 

computer-mediated communication with avatars in a virtual world, I used two other 

constructs, group dynamics and Second Life environment use, to explore fully the nature 

of students‟ interactions in Second Life, and how they solved the tasks. To examine the 

factors that contributed to task success or failure, I analyzed how different levels of ESL 

students approached the tasks and how they solved any encountered problems under the 

category of “Group dynamics.” I also used another category, “Second Life environment”, 

to explore how the students used their avatars or other virtual objects in Second Life 

during the task. The findings may prove insightful about the nature of learner-to-learner 

interaction in a virtual world, especially about how voice-chat and different tasks type in 

Second Life affect interaction. Ultimately, the findings may contribute not only to a better 

understanding of low and high intermediate ESL students‟ language use but also to an 

expansion of research in SLA studies to new technological environments.  

Another major goal of this study was to explore Second Life as an alternative 

environment for second or foreign language instruction, especially exploring the 

affordances of Second Life, voice chat and the use of communicative features of avatars. 

Even though there are other virtual world platforms such as “Travelers” and “Active 

Worlds,” Second Life was chosen because of its growing number of users and growing 

interest from educators (Cooke-Plagwitz, 2008). In addition, new technology may allow 

different models of second or foreign language instruction from traditional face-to-face 

classrooms, instruction that allows students and teachers in different locations to interact. 
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Moreover, even though Second Life provides various functions, because it was not 

originally developed for education purposes, and the text communication of Second Life 

can distract students‟ interaction with small windows and many other visuals, only voice-

chat and avatar movements and gestures were allowed in this study in order to reduce 

cognitive overload by visuals (Mayer, 2001; Iiyoshi, Hannafin, & Wang, 2005). In 

addition, with “copresence” or “telepresence” (Schroeder, 2002), Second Life might have 

more affective benefits than traditional face-to-face classroom interactions or text-only 

synchronous communication. Also, I was interested in whether avatars as an embodiment 

of the self might be beneficial in portraying aspects of communication that are a part of 

real life interaction. Moreover, because of a lack of studies on Second Life in second or 

foreign language education, in contrast to other content areas, the findings might give 

insights about the applicability of communication modes and avatar features of Second 

Life in second or foreign language education.  

Finally, the present study explores task effects on SCMC interaction. The task 

types followed Pica et al.‟s (1993) taxonomy of communicative task types. I used jigsaw, 

decision-making and open discussion tasks, with the jigsaw tasks likely to engender the 

most communication breakdowns and the discussion task the least. Because previous 

studies on task type and its effects on SCMC interaction have produced contradictory 

conclusions (Blake, 2000; Smith, 2003; Smith, 2004), with jigsaw tasks eliciting the 

greatest amount of negotiation in Blake‟s (2000) study, but Smith‟s (2003) study found 

that decision-making tasks yielded more negotiations, the present study explored the 

contradictions in the literature and examined the task effects in avatar-based SCMC 

interaction. Moreover, because most communication breakdowns occur due to lexical 

problems in SCMC studies (Blake, 2000; Smith, 2001, 2003, 2004), the content of each 

task was designed to have unknown words, following Smith (2001, 2003, 2004) and 

Peterson (2006), except some of the topics in the open discussion task.  
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

Based on the rationale of the study, and under the larger aim of exploring ESL 

students‟ interactions in task-based SCMC using Second Life, the present study was 

guided by two research questions.  

1. How do low and high intermediate ESL students interact during the unofficial 

task periods and in what pre- and post-task activities do they engage?  

2. What is the effect of task type, structure vs. unstructured, on the students‟ 

interaction? How do students complete each task? What factors influence 

completion or incompletion of each task in Second Life?  

 

OVERVIEW OF THE NEXT CHAPTERS 

The next chapter, Chapter 2, includes a brief review of the literature in areas that 

are relevant to my study. Chapter 3 details the procedures and method used to carry out 

my study including data sources and data analysis used to describe phenomena associated 

with the students‟ interactions in unofficial and official task period activities, and the 

issue of credibility of this study. In Chapter 4, I present the results in two large parts: 1) 

an overall descriptions of emerging phenomena, 2) themes drawn from the overall 

descriptions. Each part is divided into several sub-sections and includes excerpts from the 

data. Finally, in Chapter 5, I discuss the results, suggesting implications for use of Second 

Life in ESL/EFL class and research on Second Life. In this last chapter, I also point to 

some limitations concerning my study and offer suggestions for future research.  
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

 

This chapter presents a review of theoretical and empirical work in areas that are 

relevant to my study. It is divided into three sections. First, some of key concepts 

associated with an interactional perspective are introduced as the theoretical framework 

of my study. Then, an introduction to Second Life with sample studies is provided. 

Finally, the research on tasks and their roles in second language acquisition and in 

synchronous computer-mediated communication are presented.   

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: INTERACTIONAL PERSPECTIVES  

In this section, the key concepts and hypothesis of interactional perspectives on 

Second Language Acquisition (SLA) will be provided. As the theoretical foundation of 

the present study, I provide brief explanations of the input hypothesis, interactional 

hypothesis, output hypothesis, feedback, and attention. As evidence of language use from 

an interactional perspective, I introduce the constructs of negotiation of meaning by Gass 

and Varonis (1985) and communication outcome model by Yule and Powers (1994). 

Finally, a summary of studies from an interactionist perspective will be provided.  

In the early years of SLA research, theorists and researchers assumed a view of 

the learners as autonomous with the acquisition process viewed as an internal process 

involving only the learners themselves (UG, Cognitive perspective, and Functional and 

pragmatic perspectives, Mitchell & Myles, 1998). However, during the 1980‟s and early 

1990‟s, empirical studies of target language interactions became increasingly prevalent. 

This body of research focused on social aspects of second or foreign language learning, 

emphasizing interaction as a catalyst of successful learning. As they introduced the 

interactional perspective, researchers proposed that language learning is stimulated by 

communicative pressure during interaction. They examined relationships between 

interaction and the mechanisms (e.g., noticing, attention) that mediate these interactions 

(Gass, 2003). They were also concerned about the role of language use in interlanguage 

development and how learners receive input, produce output, and negotiate meaning 

guided by feedback. The following sections will present key concepts and hypotheses in 
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the interactional perspective of SLA.  

 

Input Hypothesis 

A leading SLA researcher, Krashen (1982, 1985) proposed his Input Hypothesis 

and claimed that exposure to “comprehensible input” is both a necessary and sufficient 

condition for SLA. The hypothesis stated that “Humans acquire language in only one 

way-by understanding messages, or receiving „comprehensible input‟ … We move from i, 

our current level, to i+1, the next level along the natural order, by understanding input 

containing i+1” (Krashen, 1985, p.2). Based on this hypothesis, he further stated: 

“Speaking is a result of acquisition and not its cause. And, if input is understood, and 

there is enough of it, the necessary grammar is automatically provided” (Krashen, 1985, 

p.2). He also suggested three stages necessary for input turning into intake: (a) 

understanding a second language i + 1 form (i.e., linking it to meaning); (b) noticing a 

gap between the second language i +1 form and the interlanguage rule that the learner 

currently controls; and (c) the reappearance of the i +1 form with minimal frequency 

(Krashen, 1984, pp.138-9, cited in Ellis, 2003). Even though presented without agreement 

about the concepts of “i + 1,” “noticing a gap,” and “understanding,” and little empirical 

evidence, Krashen‟s hypothesis inspired other researchers to create new hypotheses, the 

Interactional hypothesis (Long, 1980, 1981, 1983) and Output hypothesis (Swain, 1985, 

1995), and led to constructing a body of interactional perspectives of SLA. The next 

section will examine the important concepts and hypotheses of interactionalists, starting 

with Long‟s Interactional hypothesis. Next, I will focus on Swain‟s Ouput hypothesis and 

on feedback. Finally, some of the achievements and limitations of the interactionalists‟ 

viewpoint will be summarized.    

 

Interactional Hypothesis  

Inspired by Krashen‟s work, Long (1980, 1981, 1983) observed Native Speaker-

Native Speaker (NS-NS) and Native Speaker- Non-Native Speaker (NS-NNS) pairs‟ 

communication. In terms of grammatical complexity, there were no differences between 
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NS-NS and NNS-NNS, but when they had communication difficulties, NS-NNS pairs 

used many more conversational tactics such as repetitions, confirmation checks, and 

clarification requests. In fact, when a NS-NNS pair has communication breakdowns, the 

NNS provides feedback about his/her lack of comprehension, and then the NS provides 

modified input. This cycle assists acquisition. Initially, Long (1983) proposed that only 

modified input facilitates acquisition. However, he later extended his hypothesis to 

include output as also important in language acquisition. Interactions between NS-NNS 

and also between NNS-NNS expose learners to negative evidence and to recognize the 

inadequacy in their interlanguage system. This provides learners opportunities to produce 

output and push them to modify their incomprehensible output. Long (1996) proposed 

that negotiation of meaning facilitates acquisition because it connects input, internal 

learner capacities, particularly selective attention, and output in productive ways. Thus, 

the Interactional Hypothesis emphasizes both input and output during interaction among 

interlocutors.  

 

Output Hypothesis  

In French immersion programs in Quebec, which were totally input-based 

instruction, students improved their comprehension ability but they did not show higher 

levels of proficiency in terms of grammatical accuracy after they exited the program. This 

imbalance led Swain (1985, 1995) to propose the Output Hypothesis. She proposed three 

functions of learner output: a) the /noticing/triggering function, or what might be referred 

to as the consciousness-raising role of output; b) the hypothesis-testing function; and c) 

the metalinguistic function, or what might be referred to as its “reflective” role. In other 

words, while learners are producing their target language, they become aware of the gaps 

between their current L2 system and the target language. This opportunity enables them 

to explore the new forms of language and then to analyze the source of their problems.  

 

Feedback  

Feedback refers to “information given to learners which they can use to revise 
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their interlanguage” (Ellis, 2003, p. 702). Researchers often distinguish between 

“positive” and “negative” feedback. Positive feedback indicates to the learner that his or 

her hypotheses or language production is acceptable in the target language. This helps 

learners to strengthen linguistic knowledge that is already registered in their 

interlanguage system. Negative feedback indicates that certain features in the learner‟s 

language production are impossible in the target language, and it serves as a catalyst for 

the reconstruction of learners‟ interlanguage grammar. Negative or corrective feedback is 

in some instances a necessary condition for SLA (Gass, 1997). Long (1998) categorized 

negative feedback into three categories: explicit feedback (overt correction), implicit 

negative feedback in the form of communication breakdowns (negative moves), and 

implicit negative feedback in the form of recasts. In SLA, most of the research has 

focused on the role of negative feedback, and especially, the role of recasts.  

 

Attention 

SLA researchers were interested in that the amount of attention a learner pays to 

certain linguistic forms during interaction actually leads to intake. Intake refers to new 

language that has been processed sufficiently for it to become incorporated into the 

learners‟ developing second language system. Schmidt (1994) used the term noting to 

refer to the process of bringing some stimulus into focal attention, registering its simple 

occurrence, whether voluntarily or involuntarily. He used the terms understanding and 

awareness for explicit knowledge as “awareness of a rule or generalization” (p. 18).  

 

I use noticing to mean registering the simple occurrence of some event, whereas 

understanding implies recognition of a general principle, rule, or pattern. For example, a second 

language learner might simply notice that a native speaker used a particular form of address on a 

particular occasion, or at a deeper level the learner might understand the significance of such a 

form, realizing that the form used was appropriate because of status difference between speaker or 

hearer. Noticing is crucially related to the question of what linguistic material is stored in 

memory. . . understanding relates to questions concerning how that material is organized into a 

linguistic system.” (Schmidt, 1993, p.26) 

 

In this view, more attention leads to more learning or intake for learning (Schmidt, 

1994).  The importance of attention in learner uptake was registered in Long‟s (1996) 
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later version of his Interactioanl hypothesis. Moreover, his noting hypothesis inspired a 

later body of research in SLA, such as studies on implicit and explicit learning by 

cognitive psychologists and the concept of focus on form in task-based instruction by 

Long (1996).  

 

EVIDENCE OF LANGUAGE USE FROM AN INTERACTIONAL 

PERSPECTIVE    

In this section, for the purpose of the present study, only two constructs as 

evidence for language use are presented. Each pattern was useful to me as a basis of 

analyzing and interpreting data.  

 

Negotiation of Meaning 

Varonis and Gass (1985) developed a model to account for how interlocutors 

negotiate to solve a communication breakdown in NNS and NNS interaction (table 1). In 

their research, they found that “non-understanding” led to negotiation of meaning and 

occurred most frequently in NNS-NNS interaction. The first part of the model consists of 

a Trigger (T) and Resolution (R). A resolution consists of an Indicator (I), a Response (R), 

and a Reaction to the Response (RR). The trigger is what the speaker says to the hearer 

and the indication of non-understanding on the part of the hearer. The hearer has two 

immediate choices: to ignore or to react to the trigger. In the second part (Resolution), an 

indicator is what the hearer says to the speaker to “push down” the conversation. The 

third element, Response, is the speaker‟s response to the indicator that there is a non-

understanding. The fourth element is optional, and is the reaction to the response (RR).  

  

Table 1. Negotiation of Meaning Routine 
Trigger       Resolution 

T           I  R  RR 

T = Trigger (i.e., the utterance which causes misunderstanding) 

I = Indicator (i.e., of misunderstanding) 

R = Response 

RR = Reaction to response (optional) 

Example: 

S1 And your what is your mmm father‟s job? 

S2 My father now is retire.     T 
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S1 retire?      I 

S2 yes      R 

S1 Oh, yes      RR 

 

In the expanded model, they suggested that “comprehension checks” (CC) can 

occur at any point in the process. For example,  

 

Table 2. Extended Model of Negotiation of Meaning 
My father now is retired         retire?      Yes       oh yeah  

T   -------------------------------(CC) I  (CC)  R  (CC)  RR  (CC)  

 

Triggers can initiate conversation at any time and have two forms – questions or neither 

question nor answer. Indicators, which signal a non-understanding, have several ways to 

be expressed such as echoing by rising intonation or falling intonation, explicit statement 

of non-understanding, no verbal response, inappropriate response, summary, surprise 

reaction, and overt correction. As a response to the indicator, responses can follow several 

forms such as repetition, expansion, rephrasing, acknowledgement, and reduction. 

Reaction to responses, which drag the speakers back to the main flow of the conversation, 

is optional.  

Researchers have focused on a limited set of strategies as evidence of negotiation. 

Four strategies in particular have received much attention in research (Ellis, 2003).  The 

first one is comprehension checks and refers to any expression designed to establish 

whether the speaker‟s own preceding utterance has been understood by the addressee, for 

example, “I was really chuffed. Know what I mean?” The second is clarification requests 

and refers to any expression that elicits clarification of the preceding utterance, for 

example,  

A: I was really chuffed. 

B: Uh? 

A: Really pleased.  

The third is confirmation checks and refers to any expression immediately following the 

preceding speaker‟s utterance intended to confirm that the utterance was understood or 

heard correctly, as for example, 
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A: I was really chuffed? 

B: You were pleased? 

A: Yes.  

The last, recasts is defined by Long (1996) as an utterance that rephrases an utterance “by 

changing one or more of its sentence components (subject, verb, or object) while still 

referring to its central meanings,” for example, 

A: I go to cinema at weekend. 

B: You went to the cinema. What did you see? 

A: „Gladiators‟. It was great. (Cited in Ellis, 2003, p. 71) 

Negotiation of meaning has been considered important in SLA because it helps 

learners to achieve “comprehensible input” and to produce “pushed out” language, which 

are critical elements in language acquisition. Thus, there has been a large number of 

studies on negotiation of meaning, not only in SLA but in the field of CMC research. 

Most of the studies in CMC research used Varonis and Gass‟s (1985) model, but some 

researchers have expanded this model (Lee, 2001; Smith, 2003; O‟Rourke, 2005), and 

others have used their own taxonomies (Toyoda & Harrison, 2002). Further explanation 

of each study will be presented in a later section.   

 

Communication Effectiveness 

Yule (1997) focused on examining task process rather than outcomes and 

developed a model of communicative effectiveness for referential communication that 

consisted of two dimensions: identification-of-referent and role-taking dimensions. To 

facilitate communication, learners are required to perceive specific attributes of the 

referent, to distinguish one from another, and to have the linguistic ability to produce the 

referent. Concerning the role-taking dimension, learners need to recognize the 

interlocutor‟s perspective in order to comprehend a message and to attend to any 

feedback for modification of output (Ellis, 2000). Yule and Powers (1994) proposed a 

framework for the micro-analysis of communicative outcomes (Table 3) that shows how 

participants deal with various referential problems.  
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Table 3. Communicative Outcomes (Yule & Powers, 1994) 
 No problems: a referential problem exists but is not identified 

 Non-negotiated solutions: 

 Unacknowledged problem: a problem is identified by the receiver but not acknowledge by 

the sender. 

 Abandoned responsibility: a problem is acknowledged by the sender, but responsibility is 

not taken for solving it.  

 Arbitrary solutions: a problem is acknowledged by the sender who solves it arbitrarily, 

ignoring the receiver‟s contribution.  

 Negotiated solutions: 

 Other-centered solution: the sender tries to solve the problem based on the receivers‟ (and 

the sender‟s) perspective.  

 Self-centered solution: the sender tries to solve the problems by making the receiver‟s 

perspective fit the sender‟s 

 

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF ACHIEVEMENTS AND CRITIQUES OF 

INTERACTIONIST RESEARCH       

Ellis (2003) summarized the achievements and limitations of interactionist 

research. The achievements are as follows: 

 It has been shown that native speaker and non-native speaker interlocutors (child and adult) can 

and will work actively to achieve mutual understanding, at least when undertaking a fairly wide 

range of problem-solving tasks.  

 It has been shown that these negotiations involve both linguistic and interactional modifications, 

which together offer repeated opportunities to “notice” aspects of target language form, whether 

from positive or negative evidence.  

 It has been shown that non-native speaker participants in “negotiations for meaning” can attend to, 

take up and use language items made available to them by their native speaker interlocutors.  

 It has been shown that learners receiving negative feedback, relating to particular target language 

structures, can in some circumstances be significantly advantaged when later tested on those 

structures.  

 

As limitations, research from an interactional perspective has included a limited 

range of participants and settings. Work on interaction has been carried out almost 

entirely within a Western or Anglophone educational setting, and without more cross-

cultural studies of second language interaction, any claims about the universal nature of 

“negotiation for meaning” must be tempered. Furthermore, the model itself is very 

fragmentary and incomplete. All researchers in the Input or Interactionist traditions seem 

to accept in general terms that second language acquisition must be the result of 

interaction between environmental stimuli, a learner-internal language system, and some 

language-specific learning capabilities. In addition, in terms of scope of research, most of 
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the research in this perspective has been of a broad-brush kind, for example, producing 

global characterizations of interactional modifications, or demonstrating the existence of 

recasts or learners‟ re-use of negotiated items. Many more studies on particular language 

structures are needed and in different communication environments.  

 

AVATAR-BASED VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS 

Multiuser Virtual Environments (MUVEs) such as Second Life and Active World 

allow users to create and control avatars, which represent users‟ identities in a virtual 

world. Kim (2000) stated that “avatars are one way in which participants are able to 

create their own persona, and that an important part of building an online community is to 

use personal profiles to distinguish individuals within the online community” (p.101). 

Gerhard, Moore, and Hobbs (2004) also noted that an avatar is a “user embodiment in a 

collaborative virtual environment” (p. 5). These virtual embodiments of self allow users 

to use graphical forms to represent their ideal (or otherwise) appearance and clothes, and 

also to use movements (i.e., flying, walking, or sitting down) or make gestures such as 

waving, clapping, and bowing. Depending on the interface of MUVEs, users can create 

their avatars as female, male, or other animals, which are quite different from their real-

world appearances (Toyoda & Harrison, 2002). The use of avatars is considered 

beneficial in learning because it enhances “telepresence” (Schroeder, 2002) or 

“copresence,” a “sense of being there or sense of being together,” that enhances the social, 

communication, and educational experiences in MUVEs (Ornberg, 2003; Gerhard et al., 

2004). Furthermore, avatars not only motivate students to engage actively but also allow 

students to use real-time, non-verbal communication cues and emotion expressing that 

facilitate communication as in face-to-face environments. As a prototype of Second Life, 

Active World received attention from second language acquisition researchers in the early 

2000.  

Svensson (2003) reported some of the major findings of a three-year project 

entitled “Virtual Wedding Project” (VW Project). Based on a constructivist view of 

learning, a view that emphasizes active process and social learning while minimizing 
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teacher instruction, this project was aimed “to develop analytical skills, explore new 

technology, and open up the classroom to a wider, active audience” (p.130). In this 

project, advanced English learners were asked to build a graphical online world in a 

virtual world, called “EVE,” run by “Active Worlds,” using multimedia and hypertext. 

Because the students were all volunteers and participating in the project as an extra 

classroom activity, their motivation with active engagement was so high that 100% of the 

students passed the project. This was an extremely positive result, compared to non-

project students, who simply participated in regular classroom activities. As the final 

assignment, students were required to give a presentation in the virtual world to 

audiences from all around the world. During this activity, students had the chance to 

develop communicative competence. Avatars also gave the students a sense of being 

present, which resulted in enhanced motivation allowing different experience of 

interaction from real-world face-to-face classroom interaction for the students.     

Toyoda and Harrison (2002) conducted a study on the nature of negotiation of 

meaning in Active World between native speakers (NSs) of Japanese and Japanese L2 

learners. They analyzed the triggers for negotiation of meaning using discourse analysis 

and found nine categories of negotiation: recognition of a new word, misuse of a word, 

pronunciation error, grammatical error, inappropriate segmentation, abbreviated sentences, 

sudden topic change, slow response, and inter-cultural communication gap. However, 

even though the students could use their avatars during their interactions, the data 

analysis focused only on text-based features.  

Peterson (2005) in a preliminary study observed the use of communicative and 

interactional features of avatars by non native speakers (NNSs) of English in Active 

World. Learners were engaged in an opinion exchange task. In terms of avatar use, 

learners only used some of the movement features, such as waving and flying in the 

initial stages of the task. However, they gradually abandoned using avatars and focused 

on text-based communication. In terms of interactional features, they focused on 

interactional and transaction communication strategies. The author described emerging 

taxonomies for each strategy.     
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In an extension of his previous study with Active World, Peterson (2006) focused 

on interaction management strategies, use of the communicative features of avatars and 

its relationship with telepresence, and negotiation of meaning among 24 English as a 

Foreign Language (EFL) students. Concerning strategy use, he found two major 

categories, interactional and transactional strategies with specific subcategories such as 

addressivity, timesaving devices, split turns, and feedback markers as transactional 

strategies. Even though the participants showed only a limited use of avatars because of 

lack of time to practice, they used some movements such as waving and emotional 

expressions such as of joy to facilitate turn-taking. Using pre and post surveys, the 

participants revealed that the use of avatars indeed enhanced a sense of telepresence and 

copresence. Moreover, they were more actively involved in the tasks because of avatars. 

The participants also engaged in negotiation of meaning when lexical problems occurred. 

Moreover, more negotiation occurred during the decision-making task than in the jigsaw 

and opinion-exchange tasks, which is contrary to Pica et al.‟s (1985) taxonomy and the 

findings of Blake (2000) that a jigsaw task elicited the most negotiation of meaning. In 

addition, Peterson concluded that other variables such as task type, sociolinguistic factors, 

context of use, and the mix of technical affordances would influence learners‟ interaction 

in Active World.   

 These studies tried to determine the nature of interaction in Active World from 

different perspectives. However, because of a lack of practice, which influences learner 

use of avatars, the results in terms of utilizing avatars were quite limited. Stevens (2006) 

analyzed the factors that made Active Worlds less than totally successful. First, timing 

mattered. Active Worlds, like Second Life, required many computer resources and high 

speed internet access. Moreover, it required above-average computer skills to explore the 

environment fully. In addition, when Active Worlds was developed in mid-90‟s, 

technology for interlinking people was limited to e-mail, bulletin board, and static 

websites. Thus, people at that time had little “mutual community awareness” to help 

support continuous interaction in Active Worlds. However, with remarkable innovations 

in technology, people have come to have much easier access to computers and the 
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internet with Web 2.0 tools. Thus, nowadays, they have a better understanding of the 

nature and the potential of these virtual environments. Moreover, individuals, from 

company owners to gamers, have experienced success in Second Life, and consequently 

it motivates more users to create accounts in Second Life. Therefore, there is no doubt 

that Second Life has become the most powerful and successful virtual world currently.    

 

Second Life: An Overview 

Second Life was launched in 2003 by Linden Lab, and it has become the most 

popular social virtual world (Varvello, et al., 2008). Second Life consists of a virtual 

land, divided into Regions, where users interact via their avatars. The main innovative 

feature of Second Life is the user-generated content. Avatars participate in the 

development of the virtual environment by creating objects such as cars, walls, and 

buildings. An avatar can walk, run, and fly within a Region, and it also directly can move 

to another Region. By teleporting, an avatar can move within the same Region or to any 

other Region selected from the map. Avatars also can make gestures during interactions 

and they can change their appearance and clothes.  

Even though it was not originally invented for educational purposes, many 

universities and institutions have set up a virtual region in Second Life, purchasing 

islands in Second Life to develop classes or organizations for their own purposes (see 

Stevens, 2006). Furthermore, many researchers and teachers have purchased islands 

individually to create a venue for their research or educational purposes and to share their 

interests with colleagues around the world (Stevens, 2006). A growing number of 

researchers in education have become interested in the impact of Second Life on learning. 

Consequently, positive effects have been reported such as satisfying learning preferences 

for Net Generation students, enhancing student motivation and engagement, facilitating 

collaboration and social interactions, providing immersive, experiencing new learning 

opportunities, unavailable in traditional learning environments, and increasing a sense of 

shared presence and experience (Craig, 2007; Dede, Clarke, Ketelhut, Nelson, & 

Bowman, 2005; FitzGerald, 2007; Gee, 2003; Kirriemuir & McFarlane, 2003; Lamb, 
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2006; New Media Consortium and EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative, 2007; Prensky, 

2006). 

Electronic articles have also introduced Second Life as an alternative learning 

environment, suggesting potential educational uses. Conklin (2007) suggested 101 ways 

to Second Life in college classroom. As a handout to college students and professors, she 

began with a general introduction to Second Life in terms of steps to creating an account 

in Second Life and computer resources to use in Second Life. For the safety of users, she 

included “intellectual property” and “how to report abuse” in the document. She then 

suggested sample activities in various content areas such as biology, geography, and 

language and culture, providing specific references.   

Lamb (2006) introduced the virtual campus in Second Life, especially Harvard 

Law School and Ball State University. In contrast to other distance-education classes, 

Second Life offers students a sense of a real class and copresence. Moreover, as a surreal 

space, it offers an opportunity to elicit one‟s imagination and creativity with avatars and 

developing and decorating a space. It also enables teachers to create varied environments, 

and students can have a learning experience, which is impossible in real world. With 

those advantages, Second Life attracts many universities and other institutions to buy a 

region in which to develop a virtual campus or virtual institutions, despite technical 

glitches than can frustrate the developer as well as users of a region.  

Wong (2006) also introduces many potentials of Second Life as an educational 

platform, such as similar experience to real-classroom environments and active 

engagement of students. Thus, it allows students and teachers to have “a regular sense of 

classroom interaction” and to have international interaction with various students from 

different countries. Even though Second Life has a distracting factor such as flying 

people during a discussion, it has a growing interest from educational perspectives. She 

also introduces positive opinions in terms of educational usefulness of Second Life, citing 

leading educators such as Prensky and Schmidt. 

Cooke-Plagwiz (2008) reported several benefits to Second Life as an educational 

environment. Second Life allows an alternative for nontraditional learners, which brings a 
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“sense of participation and of belonging.” In a real-life “class” environment with 

“classmates,” learners who are seeking alternative ways to get an education can satisfy 

their needs. Second Life also satisfies personal reasons as it allows learners to create their 

own avatars, which are more like their “ideal self.” Furthermore, they can manipulate 

their avatar‟s movements and change its appearance whenever they want. Consequently, 

the self-control of avatars allows learners to get a sense of community, which facilitates 

communication among the members.    

Some educators have also warned about the negative impacts of Second Life in 

education. Bugeja (2007) criticized that “When it comes to technology, we in academics 

usually only see the positives, often without assessment data to justify our expenditures.”
1
 

He argued that educators in Second Life are not well aware of how to deal with virtual 

assault and harassment, which are the two most common violations in the virtual world. 

The reality is that in its terms of service, Linden Lab has the right to solve those 

problems, but it has no obligation to resolve such disputes. However, students are 

exposed to virtual shootings, sexist, racist or offensive avatar behaviors, so it might be the 

teacher‟s burden or obligation to prevent virtual attacks on students.   

It is true that educators have been seeking mainly its positive potentials of Second 

Life, and it is true that much potential has been identified. However, it is also important 

to know what the negative impact might be and how to solve the problems to provide 

students a secure and facilitative learning environment. Moreover, most studies done in 

Second Life are very premature and in the initial stage. Especially in second or foreign 

language education, there have been few studies on Second Life. Thus, the present study 

might be timely-appropriate to satisfy the need for exploring a new technology, Second 

Life, in Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) or distance learning.   

Second Life in Second Language Acquisition 

It is very recent that a body of literature on Second Life has been published in 

SLA research. The following is the findings or suggestions by researchers of SLA in 

terms of using Second Life in second or foreign language instructions.  

                                                      

1 http://chronicle.com/article/Second-Thoughts-About-Secon/46636/  

http://chronicle.com/article/Second-Thoughts-About-Secon/46636/
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Skyes, Oskoz, and Thorne (2008) suggested advantages and disadvantages of 

Synthetic Immersive Environments (SIEs) such as Second Life in terms of L2 pragmatic 

learning. As advantages, they proposed that SIEs allow users to have simulated roles and 

identities, to enhance emotional connection, and to have chances of authentic or low-risk 

practice. These are good conditions for L2 students‟ pragmatic development. As 

disadvantages, SIEs can be a place where users‟ communicative norms might not be 

transferred beyond the immersive world. Moreover, it is possible for the instructors to 

forget to consider non-educational aspects of SIEs, focusing only on the positive effects.   

Kuriscak and Luke (2008) conducted a study on learner attitude toward Second 

Life. Spanish L2 learners participated in a survey after they had had ten times of open 

ended chats either with their classmates or with NS of Spanish. The survey consisted of 

three parts, focusing on computer usage and language learning in general, Second Life in 

particular, and corrective feedback. In terms of attitude toward using computers in 

language learning, students who had discussions with NSs more strongly agreed that 

computers can be beneficial for learning another language. Again, students who 

interacted with NSs showed positive attitude toward Second Life. Concerning attitude 

toward correct feedback, students who interacted with NSs also expressed positive 

attitudes. However, they did not significantly differ from their peers in terms of attitudes 

about corrective feedback from peers or instructors. Thus, their research supports that one 

of the features of Second Life, which allows students to interact with NSs, has a positive 

impact on students‟ learning experience with Second Life. They also analyzed the NS-

NNS data in terms of pragmatic competence to see how the interlocutors constructed their 

identities and managed face during the interaction, especially in openings and closings. 

This opens a possibility of Second Life as an area for developing pragmatic competence 

in SLA.  

Cooke-Plagwitz (2008) suggested specific possibilities for the beginning and 

advanced learners. For beginners, surroundings and avatars can be an infinite source of 

descriptive activities. Avatars‟ different appearances and various sets of movements and 

gestures can provide hours of subject matter descriptions. Advanced learners can have 
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minitours of landmarks and visit virtual cities to talk with various speakers of the target 

language. Using video recording function, the mini-tours can be a “constructive project” 

for them. To show an example of task-based instruction in Second Life, she introduced 

Howard Vickers, who runs “Avatar English.” He invented SurReal Quest (Vickers, 2007) 

adopting WebQuest by Dernie Dodges (www. Webquest.org). In his class, students are 

required to have information quests throughout Second Life, interacting with native 

speakers of English. They also have to present their research findings using audio or 

video podcast. Thus, the students can not only learn English but also develop electronic 

literacy (Warschauer, 1999). Cooke-Plagwitz (2008) also mentioned about the 

affordances of Second Life, which is the incorporation of external media sources such as 

webpages, PowerPoint presentations and videos. As a matter of fact, many teachers use 

that function by blending BlackBoard or Moodle (Kemp & Livingstone, 2006), to 

provide learners synchronous and asynchronous medium of interaction.  

Deutschmann, Panich, and Molka-Danielsen (2009) conducted a study in two oral 

proficiency courses in Second Life. The courses were part of a life-long learning program, 

and Second Life was used as a platform in the program. The students used only voice-

chat and the data were recorded four 90-minute sessions. From the recordings, the authors 

measured students‟ interactions in terms of floor space, turn lengths, and turn-taking 

patterns. They concluded that there were variables that affect meaningful task design in 

Second Life such as authenticity and collaboration. They also insisted that technical and 

social initiations should be considered in course design.   

In addition, Schwienhorst (2002) summed up advantages of virtual environments, 

and most of the advantages can be applied to Second Life.  

 Virtual Reality (VR) allows for greater self-awareness and encourages learners to 

experiment with different roles through the use of virtual representations, thereby 

reducing the affective filter.  

 VR tools such as recording tools may go beyond face-to-face communication in the 

way they can enhance linguistic and cognitive awareness of the learning process, 

especially through the medium of writing.  

 VR supports interaction by locating participants in a shared environment, thus 

allowing for a common linguistic reference point.  

 VR can enhance conversation management and group work by allowing for 

collaboration in a variety of rapidly changing group work scenarios.  
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 VR also supports the implementation of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools; 

these have been show to be successful for limited context such as the military register.  

 As an interface, VR with its underlying spatial metaphors is a more natural way of 

organizing information resources than an interface that relies solely on the use of 

buttons and/or menu bars, providing a multimodal interface to resources supporting 

learning.  

 Shared VR applications enable learners to collaborate on resources in real time.  

 In VR, learners are encouraged and enabled to actively participate in the creation and 

organization of their learning environments.  (p.205) 

 

However, despite these advantages, there are drawbacks to Second Life as a 

second or foreign language learning environment. First, Second Life requires plenty of 

time to practice. Second Life already has numerous functions, and it is adding new 

functions as technology has been developed. Thus, it makes user more complicated. Most 

educators and learners are not expert at controlling these functions, and they do not have 

enough time to explore all the functions. Moreover, Second Life requires fast internet 

access, large memory, and up-dated graphic cards. Thus, it excludes potential users with 

older computers. In addition, it costs much for those who want to explore beyond the free 

basic membership. It is also expensive to buy an island and maintain it monthly. 

Furthermore, there is a lack of specialists who are both expert in Second Life and in SLA 

or curriculum development. To maximize its pedagogical use, it is recommended that 

experts in both areas should design, develop, and upkeep the virtual classes or tasks. The 

biggest problem of Second Life in educational purpose might be the insecurity. In other 

words, outsiders can interrupt the class and use their avatars in undesirable ways. They 

can use vulgar language or commit virtual harassment. Therefore, it is very important to 

inform the students on how to manage those difficult situations (Cooke-Plagwitz, 2008).   

In sum, even though many studies have been done to explore its potential benefits in 

education, Second Life is still a new tool, adding more technologies for researchers or 

educators to explore, especially in second or foreign language education. Given that most 

papers on Second Life justify the need of studies on Second Life, it is predictable that in 

the near future more studies will be done in Second Life. Thus, the present study might 

be one of the cornerstones in SLA research.  
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TASK AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN SYNCHRONOUS 

COMPUTER-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION  

This section will focus on how tasks have been used in Synchronous Computer-

Mediated Communication (SCMC) SLA research from an interactional perspective. The 

first part will be on the definitions and scopes of a task from different researchers. The 

second part will introduce studies from interactional perspectives such as negotiation, the 

effects of task type, and communication strategy use in SCMC.  

SLA researchers and teachers have sought to get samples of learners‟ language use. For 

researchers, the language samples have been important to allow them to investigate the 

process of L2 acquisition, reflecting interlanguage changes over time. For teachers, the 

samples have been evidence to evaluate the process of language learning and feedback 

for modifying class lessons. In fact, for these two stakeholders of SLA, learners‟ language 

use samples have been critical to unveiling the success of L2 acquisition. Different tasks 

have been implemented to elicit language samples in real communication. Thus, there has 

been a large number of publications relating to task-based learning and teaching (Ellis, 

2003).  

In SCMC studies, tasks have been employed as a way of getting learners‟ 

language samples while they were engaging in interaction (Blake, 2000; Smith 2001; 

Smith, 2003; Smith 2004; Peterson, 2005, 2006). Thus, it is reasonable to overview the 

role of task in SLA in general, and in SCMC research in specific in the later section.  

In the following section, definitions and descriptions of “task” proposed by various 

researchers from different perspectives will be provided.  

 

Definition of a Task 

There has been no common ground in terms of definition of task. Different 

researchers use task to refer to different features. They also have different starting points 

in defining a task based on different scope, perspective and criteria. Long (1985) 

provided a broad definition of a task:  

A task is “a piece of work” undertaken for oneself or for others, freely or for some reward. Thus, 

examples of tasks include painting a fence, dressing a child, filling out a form, buying a pair of 
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shoes, making an airline reservation, borrowing a library book, taking a driving test, typing a 

letter, weighing a patient, sorting letters, taking a hotel reservation, writing a check, finding a 

street destination, and helping someone across a road. In other words, by “task” is meant the 

hundred and one things people do in everyday life, at work, at play, and in between. “Tasks” are 

the things people will tell you they do if you ask them and they are not applied linguistics.  

 

According to him, a task is not necessarily related to language use or language production. 

A task could be conducted without verbal engagement because a person can do “sort 

letters” and “dress a child.” Richards, Platt, and Weber (1985), however, proposed a much 

narrower version of task, emphasizing use of language:  

A task is „an activity or action which is carried out as the result of processing or understanding 

language, i.e., as a response. For example, drawing a map while listening to a tape, and listening 

to an instruction and performing a command, may be referred to as tasks. Tasks may or may not 

involve the production of language. A task usually requires the teacher to specify what will be 

regarded as successful completion of the task. The use of a variety of different kinds of tasks in 

language teaching is said to make teaching more communicative…since it provides a purpose for 

classroom activity which goes beyond practice of language for its own sake.‟  

 

Here, Richard et al. clearly stated that a task should be “as the result of processing or 

understanding language” even though it does not necessarily involve language production.  

Also, Nunan (1989) emphasized “language use” as a critical component of a task: 

A communicative task is „a piece of classroom work which involves learners in comprehending, 

manipulating, producing, or interacting in the target language while their attention is principally 

focused on meaning rather than form. The task should also have a sense of completeness, being 

able to stand alone and a communicative act in its own right.‟  

 

Later definitions of task assume language use and emphasize meaning focus and 

objectives or outcomes as a result of completing the task such as Skehan (1996) and Lee 

(2000). Skehan (1996) suggested that a task is “an activity in which: meaning is primary; 

there is some sort of relationship to the real world; task completion has some priority; and 

the assessment of task performance is in terms of task outcome” (cited in Ellis, 2003, p.4). 

Lee (2000) proposed that a task is “(1) a classroom activity or exercise that has: (a) an 

objective obtainable only by the interaction among participants, (b) a mechanism for 

structuring and sequencing interaction, and (c) a focus on meaning exchange; (2) a 

language learning endeavor that requires learners to comprehend, manipulate, and/or 

produce the target language as they perform some set of workplans” (cited in Ellis, 2003, 

p. 4). And finally, Bygate, Skehan, and Swain (2001) suggested a definition of a task, 
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which include all features suggested above: “a task is an activity which requires learners 

to use language, with emphasis on meaning, to attain an objective” (cited in Ellis, 2003, p. 

5).  

Based on the analysis on the previous definitions of a task, Ellis (2003) suggested 

six criterial features of a task that can be identified:   

 A task is a workplan. A task should be a plan to predict learner activity like either teaching 

materials or ad hoc activities.  

 A task involves a primary focus on meaning, which emphasize learners‟ pragmatically 

appropriate language use not language display.  

 A task involves real-world processes of language use. A task should be related to or reflect real-

world communication.  

 A task can involve any of the four language skills such as receptive and productive skills.  

 A task engages cognitive processes such as selecting, classifying, ordering, and reasoning, which 

circumscribe the range of linguistic forms.  

 A task has a clearly defined communicative outcome, which indicates when participants stop a 

task. (p.9) 

 

Theoretical Perspectives on Task-based Research  

There are two different theoretical perspectives on task-based research. From a 

psycholiguistic perspective, tasks are viewed as workplans that predict certain kinds of 

language use. This provides learners the data that they need for learning. Long‟s (1983) 

Interactional hypothesis, Skehan‟s (1998) cognitive approach and Yule‟s (1994) 

framework of communicative efficiency belong to this perspective. From a socio-cultural 

perspective, tasks are viewed as a venue for co-constructing knowledge by participants. 

Tasks are conducted by individuals with different backgrounds and goals so that it is 

difficult to predict exactly the language learners will produce. This approach emphasizes 

the “dialogic process” during a task performance, which determines language use and 

learning. Pedagogically, the psycholinguistic perspective provides information for 

planning and the socio-cultural perspectives unfolds certain kinds of extemporization that 

teachers and learners have to make during the performance (see Ellis, 2000).  

 

Classification of Task  

Ellis (2003) proposed that there are two types of task: focused and unfocused. 

Focused tasks “aim to induce learners to process, receptively or productively, some 

particular linguistic feature, for example, a grammatical structure” (Ellis, 2003, p. 16). 
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Basically, because a task has to elicit learners‟ communicative language use, focused 

tasks pursue double goals, one to use communicative language, and the other to use 

specific linguistic forms or target features. Contrary to focused tasks, unfocused tasks 

“predispose learners to choose from a range of forms but they are not designed with the 

use of a specific form in mind” (Ellis, 2003, p. 16). There could be two ways that can 

make learners to use specific forms during tasks. One is to design a task that learners 

have to use those particular forms to complete it. The other is to design a task that makes 

language itself the content of a task.  

As a more specific and instructive typology, Pica, Kanagy, and Falodun (1993) 

proposed communicative tasks for second language instruction and research. By 

combining “goals” and “activity,” which are frequently referred to in the literature as 

features of task, they developed a communication task typology. As a basis of the 

typology, they suggested four conditions for communication tasks: 

 Each interactant holds a different portion of information which must be exchanged and 

manipulated in order to reach the task outcome.  

 Both interactants are required to request and supply this information to each other.  

 Interactans have the same or convergent goals. 

 Only one acceptable outcome is possible from their attempts to meet this goal.  

 

Pica et al. suggested that only under those conditions will negotiation be more 

likely to occur for learners to provide understandable input, give feedback to each other, 

and finally modify their language when they have difficulties or problems.  

The typology is comprised of interactant relationship (information holder, information 

requester, information supplier, and information requester-supplier relationship), 

interaction requirement, goal orientation, and outcome options. Pica et al. listed five types 

of tasks, i.e., jigsaw, information gap, problem-solving, decision-making, opinion 

exchange. They tried to show how each task type can be distinguished in terms of each 

category, listed above. According to them, jigsaw tasks are the most facilitative, and 

opinion exchange is the least facilitative. In jigsaw tasks, learners have different 

information that needs to be combined in order to accomplish the task (as a two-way task). 

Furthermore, interaction is required to develop mutual relationships, and interactants are 

expected to achieve a convergent goal with only single outcome. Thus, this type of task 
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satisfies all requirements for learners‟ comprehension of input, feedback on production, 

and modification of interlanguage. Moreover, these three elements are the core of SLA 

from an interactional perspective. Unlike jigsaw tasks, in opinion exchange tasks, there is 

no requirement for interaction and no single outcome. A single learner can dominate the 

task, and the task can end with no mutual consensus, which gives the least opportunity for 

comprehension of input, feedback on production, and modification of interlanguage.      

Because the present study is to see how students negotiate during communication 

breakdowns, the tasks will follow Pica et al.‟s (1993) typology. The tasks I have chosen 

are jigsaw, decision-making, and discussion, a spectrum from most and to least 

facilitative communication tasks. By using these types of tasks, the present study intends 

to examine how students present language use depending on task types in Second Life.   

 

SCMC studies on Negotiation of Meaning and Task   

This section will focus on a detailed description of what is involved in 

Synchronous Computer-Mediated Communication (SCMC) and on important relevant 

studies.  

 

Features of Synchronous Computer-Mediated Communication (SCMC) 

Computer-Mediated Communication refers to communication via computers. 

CMC includes both synchronous modes (e.g., real-time chat and video-conferencing) and 

asynchronous modes (e.g., e-mails and bulletin boards) (Herring, 1999). In a text-based 

SCMC, participants are interacting by typing their messages and reading their 

interlocutors‟ messages in real time. The exchanges are faster than written exchanges, but 

slower than spoken language. SCMC is a hybrid of spoken and written communication. 

In addition, it allows multiple participants to communicate simultaneously, but 

information is limited to typed text without any visual or audio cues. Language in CMC 

is often less correct, complex, and coherent than standard written language. The majority 

of the language is created by deliberate choice made by users to economize on typing 

effort, mimic spoken language features, or express themselves creatively (Herring, 2003). 
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Synchronicity gives more constraints in terms of language use as Ko (1996) found out: 

fewer complements, more stranded prepositions, and shorter words than in a comparably-

sized corpus of formal writing (cited in Herring, 2003). Moreover, because of the nature 

of technology, SCMC has a lack of coherence, where a sender may make a second move 

before receiving responses to the first, and a message may interrupt a turn (Murry, 1988). 

This results in disrupted turn adjacency (Herring, 1999). Furthermore, other linguistic 

features of SCMC are addressivity, abbreviation, and paralinguistic indications of 

prosodic cues, actions, and gestures (Werry, 1996). Addressivity occurs by putting a 

person‟s name at the start of an utterance to avoid ambiguity and discontinuity. To reduce 

the time and effort, users employ abbreviated forms such as acronyms and symbols. 

Users also develop a complex set of orthographic strategies to compensate for the lack of 

intonation and paralinguistic cues, and a set of codes and conventions to symbolize 

gestures using capital letters or emoticons.  

 

SCMC and SLA 

SCMC in language instruction originated in the mid 1980s in the English 

Department at Gallaudet University in Washington, DC, where it served as a tool to help 

deaf individuals to communicate in English rather than American Sign Language 

(Beauvois, 1997). Murray (2000) noted that SCMC occurs in real time (i.e., in a manner 

similar to face-to-face conversation, in which interlocutors can expect immediate 

responses from one another), in such contexts as IRC MOOs (Internet Relay Chat, Multi-

Object Oriented), internet chatrooms, and other online chat systems.  

Early research on SCMC in SLA focused on its comparison to face-to-face 

interaction resulting in statements about its similarity to spoken/written language, its use 

of simplified registers, its organizational structure, and its mechanisms for maintaining 

topic cohesion (Murray, 2000). Other studies have focused on motivational increase 

(Warschauer, 1996), learner participation (Kern, 1995), and quality and quantity of output 

(Kern, 1995; Warschauer, 1996). Studies on SCMC have suggested that it has positive 

effects on SLA (Blake, 2000; Fernadez-Garcia & Martinex-Arbelaiz, 2000; Kitade, 2000; 
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Pellettieri, 2000; Smith, 2003). However, those studies are limited to linguistic and 

affective benefits of SCMC (Abrams, 2006). In the studies examining task type in SCMC, 

even if researchers have suggested that task types affect the interactions among students, 

there has been no consensus as to which task type would facilitate more interaction. 

Furthermore, it seems that researchers do not pay attention to how different modes of 

SCMC affect students‟ second or foreign language learning. In addition, most of the 

studies have a very small number of participants (Beauvois, 1995; Warschauer, 1996; Lee, 

2004) and are female dominated (Lee, 2004; Payne & Ross, 2005; Satar & Ozdener, 

2008). Other variables such as familiarity with the tools and age can also be considered as 

a problem. Furthermore, different researchers use different tools for their specific studies, 

and some researchers have created their own scales or assessment tools to measure 

language abilities or affective domains depending on their purpose of the study. Therefore, 

there is a problem of comparability of study results.     

 

SCMC Studies from Interactional Perspectives  

Many researchers in SLA focused on negotiation of meaning in SCMC 

environments, and most of the studies were done only in text-based SCMC. The 

following describes studies on SCMC environments from interactional perspectives. 

Lee (2001) conducted a study to examine learners‟ communicative strategy use with 40 

Spanish learners who participated in online chat for open-ended discussion. She found 

that learners in SCMC session negotiated meaning, especially focusing on lexical 

problems. The students focused on more meaning than form. Moreover, they used similar 

communicative strategies such as clarification checks and self-repair to face-to-face 

conversation. The most common strategies were comprehension checks, clarification 

checks, confirmation checks, use of English, self-corrections, word invention, request, 

and use of approximation.  

Fernandez-Garcia and Matinez-Arbelaiz (2002) conducted a study using Open 

Transport (OT) with Spanish learners. They used Varonis and Gass‟s (1985) model of 

negotiation of meaning and found instances of negotiation among learner-to-learner 
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interaction during SCMC sessions. Furthermore, learners negotiated the meanings most 

often when there was a communication breakdown caused by lexical problems. The 

majority of negotiation routines were single indicator coming from conversational 

participants. Moreover, learners used “explicit statements of non-understanding” the most 

frequently and they also used echo and the repetition of the unknown lexical item as 

indicators, which correspond to typical strategies found in oral interactions. As a response, 

learners used their native language equivalent frequently, which did not appear in Varonis 

and Gass‟s study.  

Blake and Zyzik (2003) examined interactions between heritage speakers (HS) of 

Spanish and Spanish learners in a two-way jigsaw task. They used the task of Blake 

(2000), the “apartment hunting” task, and Varonis and Gass‟s (1985) negotiation routine 

model. The participants negotiated meanings during the conversation, most frequently 

about lexical problems, and most of the problems were resolved by the heritage speakers. 

Furthermore, the interaction patterns between HS-NNS were similar to NNS-NNS pairs 

such as clarification, recast, expansion, and self-correction.    

Tudini (2006) showed that negotiation with Native Speakers (NSs) via chat 

facilitated the development of students‟ intercultural competence. Focused on self-

initiated negotiation routines by learners of Italian, he found triggers by intercultural 

(content and pragmatic) issues during NS-NNS one-to-one interaction. He found that 

more than half of the negotiation was learner-initiated, and NSs provided negative 

feedback as a form of recasts or negotiation of meaning. Moreover, triggers more often 

involved lexical, syntactic and interpretive negotiations than intercultural issues. He 

concluded that learners dominated the conversation, and intercultural issues were one of 

the types of triggers.  

Concerning negotiation of meaning in a task-based SCMC instruction, Pallettieri 

(2000) focused on negotiation routines and linguistic modifications while learners were 

engaging in five communication tasks from focused open conversation to more closed 

tasks. She used Varonis and Gass‟s (1985) model for the analysis of negotiation routines, 

and she also distinguished between negotiated modification and incorporations in terms 
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of lexical, morphosyntactic and semantic modifications of learners‟ output. She 

concluded that SCMC chats allowed learners to negotiate meanings over all aspects of the 

discourse and pushed them to form-focused linguistic modifications. In terms of quantity 

and types of negotiation, she suggested that tasks should be goal-oriented and require 

learners to request and obtain information from one another (i.e., two-way tasks). 

Furthermore, the vocabulary of tasks should be beyond learners‟ repertoire, and they 

should have different experiences to increase the quantity of negotiation.  

Blake‟s (2000) study showed that jigsaw tasks elicited more negotiation of 

meaning than information gap tasks corresponding to Pica et al.‟s (1993) study. Based on 

the Interaction Hypothesis, he focused on incidental negotiations, especially with lexical 

problems. Fifty intermediate Spanish learners were asked to participate in jigsaw, 

information-gap, and decision-making tasks. He used Varonis and Gass‟s (1985) model of 

negotiation routines and followed Pica et al.‟s (1993) taxonomy for communication tasks. 

Lexical confusions were the predominant triggers, and others such as pronunciation and 

grammar (gender marking, verbal aspects) were also found. He suggested that jigsaw 

tasks might be better for allowing form-focused instruction.  

Smith (2003) conducted a study on the effect of task type and negotiation in 

SCMC with 14 intermediate-level of ESL learners. Using the model developed by 

Varonis and Gass (1985), he found that one-third of total turns were negotiation, and the 

predominant triggers were lexical problems. Furthermore, he suggested an expanded 

model of negotiation routines in CMC environments. In terms of task type, learners were 

asked to do two tasks: jigsaw and decision-making tasks, and he found that the decision-

making tasks elicited more turns than jigsaw tasks, contrary to the previous research (Pica 

et al., 1993; Blake, 2000). Moreover, jigsaw tasks elicited more incidental negotiation, 

and the decision-making tasks elicited more negotiation sequences. He interpreted the 

results using the notion of task-induced saliency, which means that more involvement 

elicits better retention for unknown words (Laufer & Hulstijin, 2001).  

Smith (2004) conducted another study on lexical acquisition based on the 

previous study with the same task types (i.e., jigsaw and decision-making). He found that 
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one third of the interactions involved negotiation of meaning, and lexical problems led to 

most of the negotiation. Furthermore, learners retained the previously unknown words, 

which were negotiated, much better than not negotiated ones.  

Many studies on negotiation of meaning in text-based SCMC reflect the model of 

negotiation of routine by Varonis and Gass (1985). In fact, the previous findings support 

that SCMC environments can elicit conversational patterns similar to face-to-face oral 

communication. Moreover, lexical problems elicited the most negotiation of meaning. In 

terms of task type, it is controversial which task type promotes more negotiation of 

meaning. However, as Smith (2003) stated task-induced saliency could well explain this 

phenomenon because what encourages learners to engage and actively be involved in a 

task for better retention is not task type, but the task difficulty or the content of task. As 

Pallettieri (2000) suggested, task difficulty could play a critical role in terms of learners‟ 

negotiation. If they have more difficulties caused by their lack of knowledge about the 

content of the task, especially lexicon items, they would have more communication 

breakdowns so that they would have more negotiation, which ultimately would lead to 

better retention in their memory.   

Studies on voice chat have been rare, and most were done to compare voice-chat 

to text-chat. Jepson (2005) studied the repair moves in SCMC NNS text chat in 

comparison to voice chat.  Anonymous NNSs of English using “e-English,” a private 

online English language school, participated five times in five-minute text-chats and 

voice-chats. Analyzing NNS-NNS interaction data in terms of negotiation of meaning and 

negative feedback, Jepson compared the frequency of negotiation of meaning and 

negative feedback in text and voice chat. Text-chat had a lower number of repair moves 

than voice-chat, and voice-chat had frequent use of repair work related to pronunciation.  

However, because the participants were not randomly assigned and they were all 

anonymous users without profile, there might be many variables that affect the 

participants‟ use of repairs such as cultural differences and proficiency,  

Blake (2005) conducted a study in which text and voice CMC were used as an 

integral part of the first year Spanish course called “Spanish without Walls” (SWW). It 
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was designed for distance learning. He observed how the instructor and the students 

interacted in terms of negotiation, repair, self-correction, student-directed learning and 

error correction, noticing gaps, explicit correction and chances for practice, and switching 

into personalized or informal conversational pattern. He concluded that the bimodal 

chatting of the system allowed students and the instructor to facilitate linguistic 

interactions that are similar to face-to-face collaborations.  

 In sum, from interactional perspectives, various studies have been done in SCMC 

focusing on negotiation of meaning, the effects of task type, communication strategy use, 

and the effects of different modality. However, the studies comprise only a small portion 

of SLA research, so there is a need of further studies, especially as new tool technology 

becomes available. Thus, the present study might give richer interpretations of the nature 

of interaction by students in a new SCMC tool, Second Life, and it will contribute to SLA 

research development.   
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Chapter 3. Method 
 

This chapter addresses the methods and procedures that I used in developing and 

conducting the study. It is divided into five sections: a description of the overall approach 

and rationale for its use, the research site and participants, data sources and procedures, 

data analysis, and methods used to establish the trustworthiness of the study. 

 

OVERALL APPROACH AND RATIONALE 

Under the large theme of ESL students‟ interaction in task-based learning using 

Second Life, the main purpose of this dissertation study was to investigate ESL students‟ 

interaction during, before, and after an official task period, and how different task types 

affected students‟ interaction.  

Even though a virtual world, such as Second Life, as an interaction environment 

would allow students to have different experiences from face-to-face or other CMC 

contexts, which allow students only one mode of communication, either text or voice, 

there has been little research on English learning in Second Life. Moreover, even though 

there are some studies on the effect of task type on text-based CMC, there are few studies 

of task effects on voice-based CMC. Thus, this study tried to explore the nature of ESL 

students‟ interaction in a virtual world, Second Life, while they were doing different 

types of tasks. Because of the scarcity of previous research, I employed a qualitative 

approach to explore fully the complexity of ESL students‟ interaction. I began by dividing 

students‟ interactions during pre-task, in-task, and post-task, and observed emerging 

categories. Then, I came up with several themes to explain my two research questions. 

For the task effect, I used three task types, jigsaw, decision-making, and open discussion, 

based on Pica et al.‟s (1994) taxonomy. To explain the phenomenon fully, I used four 

constructs, negotiation of meaning by Varonis and Gass (1985), communication outcome 

model by Yule and Powers (1995), group dynamics for approach to a task, and Second 

Life environment for the use of avatars. Moreover, I described learners who were at 

different language proficiency levels.  
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RESEARCH SITE AND PARTICIPANTS 

Research Site 

During the fall semester of 2009, data were collected in the ESL Services at a 

large southwestern university in the US. Two levels of students participated in this study: 

one class of “Level 3” students, and two classes at “Level 6”. All three classes were 

“Listening and Speaking” classes, and they met for 90 minutes everyday. “Level 3” 

students were considered low-intermediate students and “Level 6” students were high-

intermediate. Level 3 students took the class to enhance their English speaking and 

listening skills. Most of the Level 6 students took the class as a preparation for taking the 

TOEFL or to increase their listening or speaking skills.  

 

Participants 

Intact groups were used because the study was part of a classroom activity. In 

terms of the High-Intermediate classes, one class (Class I) had 12 students and the other 

class (Class II) had 13 students. The Low-Intermediate class (Class III) had 13 students. 

However, a total of 11 students of Class I agreed to allow me to us their responses to the 

class activities for my research and a total of 10 students in Class II signed the consent 

form. All 13 students in Class III agreed to participate in this study. Thus, a total of 34 

participated in this study. However, because each lab session had a different number of 

students due to absences, each time students participated in Second Life activities, there 

were different numbers and members in their group. The following is the demographic 

information of the participants in terms of their background in terms of English study and 

computer use. Surveys to gather the background information were administered at the 

first session.  

 

Demographic Information 

High-Intermediate Groups (Class I and Class II) 

From the two classes making up the high-intermediate groups, 13 female and 8 

male students participated in this study. They ranged in age from 18 to 44 years old, with 
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the mean age of 26.5. Their majors were varied: Chemistry, Computer Science & 

Statistics, Computer science, Economic, Education, Finance, German & German 

Literature, Journalism, Petroleum Engineering, Accounting, Business Administration, 

Electrical Engineering, Hotel Management, and Science Education. 11 students were 

college graduates, one student had a Ph. D degree, one student did not have a major yet, 

and five students were preparing to enter a college in the U.S. Students had experience 

studying English in their home country from 3 months to 23 years. However, only 4 

students had any experience learning English in the US; 2 months, 10 months, one year, 

and two years. 12 students had had a standardized tests scores: paper-based TOEFL 

(range of 444-577). IBT (range of 62-77), and TOEIC (range of 850-900). In terms of 

their purpose for taking the class, most of the students had similar goals such as to 

improve listening and speaking skills, to have high score in TOEFL in order to apply to a 

US university or college, and to improve English in general. Some students had different 

purposes such as just enjoying, stimulating my goal of English, and understanding topics 

in business meeting and watching movies without subtitle.   

Students were asked to answer 12 questions concerning computer use during the 

first lab session. A 5 point-Likert scale was used: ranging from 1, Strongly Disagree (1), 

to 5, Strongly Agree).  In table 4, I list the questions and results for each question and 

including the results of the Low-Intermediate class.  

Table 4. List of the Questions and Results of Background Survey  

Questions High-Intermediate Low-Intermediate 

1. I have been using computers for (        ) years. Range: 3-20 years 

Mean: 10.2 years 

Range: 0.5-18 years 

Mean: 7.2 years 

2. I use a computer.   

I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 

Never(1)Seldom(2)Sometimes(3)often(4)very 

often(5)  

Range: 3-5 

Mean: 4.5 

Range: 1-5 

Mean: 3.6 

3. I feel comfortable using a computer.     

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

Range: 3-5 

Mean: 4.0 

Range: 1-5 

Mean: 3.6 

4. Using a computer gives me more opportunities to Range: 2-5 Range: 1-5 
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read and write.  

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

Mean: 4.0 

 

Mean: 3.6 

5. Using a computer gives me more opportunities to 

listen and speak. 

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

Range: 2-5 

Mean: 3.8 

Range: 1-5 

Mean: 3.6 

6. Learning how to use a computer is important for 

my English learning.  

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

Rrange: 2-5 

Mean: 3.9 

Range: 1-5 

Mean: 3.3 

7. I use computer to study English.   

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

Range: 2-5 

Mean: 3.5 

Range: 1-5 

Mean: 3.1 

7-1. Please specify your use of technology in your 

English learning. 

Students use online 

dictionaries and video 

clips such as You Tube, 

American soap opera, 

and CNN news, and 

two students use 

ebooks or online 

articles. One student 

uses testing software 

such as TOEFL, and 

various web pages to 

get information. 

Students use online 

dictionaries, video 

clips, listening ESL 

websites, English study 

program, Podcast, and 

online chat to talk with 

foreign friends. 

8. I would enjoy using a computer to practice my 

English in the future.  

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

Range: 3-5 

Mean: 3.8 

Range: 1-5 

Mean: 3.4 

9. What do you use computers for? Check as many as 

applicable: - games (   )- word process (MS 

WORD) – email - online chat (texting, making a call, 

videoconferencing) - internet search - English 

learning 

All students use 

computers to send and 

receive emails and 

internet search. 15 

students use online chat 

9 students use email, 

and 8 students use a 

computer for online 

chat and internet 

search. They also use a 
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- others (Please specify: _____________________) 

 

and 8 students use word 

process and 12 students 

use English learning 

websites. One students 

use programming 

software and one 

student uses a computer 

for internet shopping 

and to work. One 

student uses a computer 

to watch films and soap 

operas.  

computer to use MS 

word (5 students), to 

learn English (3 

students), to do games 

(3 students), and to 

listen to music (1 

student).  

10. I am familiar with avatars 

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

In terms of avatars, 

36% of the students say 

“disagree” and 18 % 

say “agree.” So, most 

of the students are not 

familiar with avatars.  

Five students (38%) say 

“neutral,” and 46 % 

students “strongly 

disagree” or “disagree.” 

So, they are not 

familiar with avatars.  

11. I am familiar with Second Life.  

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

In terms of Second 

Life, over 60 % 

students “strongly 

disagree” or “disagree.” 

For the students, 

Second Life is new and 

no students have 

previous experience 

with Second Life.  

Concerning Second 

Life, 46% say 

“neutral,” 30% 

“disagree,” and 15% 

“strongly disagree.” As 

Class I and II students, 

Second Life is a new 

tool for them, and no 

student has previous 

experience with Second 

Life.  

12. I am familiar with voice-chat  

I----------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD (1)     D (2)     N (3)      A (4)    SA (5)  

Concerning voice chat, 

27 % of the students 

say “neutral,” 45% of 

the students “agree,” 

and 27% “strongly 

agree.” So, most of the 

Concerning voice chat, 

38% of the students say 

“agree,” and 23% 

“neutral.” So, about 

half of the students are 

familiar with voice 
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students are already 

familiar with voice chat 

such as Skype, MSN 

messenger, Yahoo, and 

Google Talk. They 

usually use these tools 

to communicate with 

their family and friends. 

Most of them use these 

tools very often.  

chat, and they use 

Skype and Gtalk to 

communicate with their 

family and friends.  

 

In sum, the students in the High-Intermediate groups were already familiar with 

computers and they were aware that using computer was important in their English 

learning, even though Second Life was a new tool for them and they were not familiar 

with avatars. However, they were already familiar with voice chat.  

 

Low –Intermediate Group (Class III) 

Thirteen students participated in this survey; 9 female and 4 male students. Their 

ages ranged from 16 to 40, and the average age was 24 years. Their majors were varied: 

Accounting, Agronomist/Genetic Resources, Business Administration, Computational 

Design, Early Childhood Education, Nutrition, Occupational Therapy, and Sports 

Management. Five students were undergraduates and three students were graduates. Four 

students did not have a major. All the students had experience studying English in their 

home country, ranging from one month to 10 years. However, none of the students had 

any experience of studying in the US. Five students had standardized test scores: IBT 

(17), paper-based TOEFL (430), paper-based TOEFL (440), paper- based TOEFL (413), 

GMAT (30). The purposes for taking the class were similar to those reported by students 

in the other groups: to improve English, to apply to US universities or colleges, and to 

score high on the TOEFL. One student had a visa issue and another student took the 

course because it was a university requirement.  

Concerning computer use, Class III students had the same questions with Class I 
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and Class II students. Table 4 summarizes the results. In sum, the Low-Intermediate 

students were familiar with using computers, and for some students, computers were seen 

as important to study English. Like the other students, these students had had no previous 

experience with Second Life and avatar use.  

 

Groupings of Students  

Each student was assigned to a group of two or three people for each task. 

Moreover, because the tasks were part of class activities, the groups were assigned within 

class. The High-Intermediate group, Class I began with Jigsaw tasks and then Decision-

making tasks, and Class II began with Decision-making tasks and then Jigsaw tasks. 

Class III had the same task schedule as Class I. To save time, after all students had 

created an account in Second Life, I designated their avatars to be “located” in a certain 

place as a group of two or three. In this way, when students logged on, they would meet 

their team members‟ avatars immediately. For the same type of task, the same students 

were assigned. However, because of absences in each class, different sessions sometimes 

had different members in a group. All students were assigned two pseudonyms. One was 

for their “real” name, which reflected their gender and ethnicity. The other one was for 

their Second Life first name. All Second Life first names were in English and they 

reflected only gender. For the description of the analysis, pseudonyms for Second Life 

fist name were used. Moreover, in the sample transcript in Chapter 4, if a student used 

another member‟s real name, the pseudonym for his or her real name was used. If a 

student used the other member‟s Second Life first name, the pseudonym for the Second 

Life first name was used. Table 5 lists the members of each lab session, with their 

pseudonyms for “real” and for Second Life. The order of Second Life first names 

correspond to the order of members‟ real name.    
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Table 5. List of the Members 

Class I  

Session Group members with  

real name 

Group members with  

Second Life first name 

Workshop I (11)
2
 Individual work 

Workshop II (10) Group 1: Minji, Andres Group 1: Hannah, Andrew 

Group 2: Serik, Ly Group 2: James, Olivia 

Group 3: Abril, Taras, Hyein Group 3: Julia, Daniel, Emily 

Group 4: Eunsook, Jungin, 

Daeun 

Group 4: Emma, Ava, Mia 

Jigsaw I/ Discussion
3
  (9) Group 1: Ming,Eunsook, Abril Group 1: Sarah, Emma, Julia 

Group 2: Hyein, Jungin, Taras Group 2: Emily, Ava, Daniel 

Group 3: Siny, Serik, Ly Group 3: Dian, James, Oilvia 

Jigsaw II/Discussion  (9) Group 1: Ming, Eunsook, Abril Group 1: Sarah, Emma, Julia 

Group 2: Hyein, Jungin, Taras Group 2: Emily, Ava, Daniel 

Group 3: Minji, Andres, Serik Group 3: Hannah, Andrew, 

James 

Decision-making I/Discussion (8) Group 1: Taras, Jungin, Siny Group 1: Daniel, Ava, Dian 

Group 2: Abril, Eunsook Group 2: Julia, Emma 

Group 3: Ming, Ly, Serik Group 3: Sarah, Olivia, James  

Decision-making II/Discussion (6) Group 1: Abril, Eunsook, Jungin Group 1: Julia, Emma, Ava 

Group 2: Ming, Ly, Minji Group 2: Sarah, Olivia, Hannah 

 

Class II 

Session Group members with 

real name 

Group members with  

Second Life first name 

Workshop I (11) Individual work 

Workshop II (10) Group 1: Minjoo, Oraz, Chao Group 1: Ella, Samuel, Kevin 

Group 2: Jisook, Mariam, 

Abdullah  

Group 2 : Jasmine, Anna, Dylan 

Group 3: Nurlan, Marisa Group 3: Jackson, Jessica 

                                                      
2
 Numbers in parentheses indicate how many students were present.  

3
 A Discussion task was followed by either Jigsaw or Decision-making task.  
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Group 4: Jin, Hyunjin Group 4: Mason, Lauren 

Decision Making I /Discussion 

(10) 

Group 1: Jisook, Nurlan, Jin Group 1: Jasmine, Jackson, 

Mason 

Group 2: Oraz, Minjoo, Marisa Group 2: Samuel, Ella, Jessica,  

Group 3: Mariam, Hyunjin Group 3: Anna, Lauren 

Group 4: Chao, Abdullah Group 4: Kevin, Dylan 

Decision Making II /Discussion 

(8) 

Group 1: Jisook, Jin, Minjoo Group 1: Jasmine, Mason, Ella 

Group 2: Mariam, Hyunjin, 

Kyungah 

Group 2: Anna, Lauren, Lily 

Group 3: Chao, Abdullah Group 3: Kevin, Dylan 

Jigsaw I / Discussion (11) Group 1: Mariam, Kyungah, 

Marisa 

Group 1: Anna, Lily, Jessica 

Group 2: Abdullah, Hyunjin, 

Jisook 

Group 2: Dylan, Lauren, Jasmine 

Group 3: Minjoo, Nurlan, Oraz Group 3: Ella, Jackson, Samuel 

Group 4: Jisook, Marisa Group 4: Jasmine, Jessica 

Jigsaw II/Discussion  (7) Group 1: Mariam, Kyungah, 

Marisa 

Group 1: Anna, Lily, Jessica 

Group 2: Jisook, Jin Group 2: Jasmine, Mason 

Group 3: Minjoo, Nurlan Group 3: Ella, Jackson 

 

Class III  

Session Group members with  

real name 

Group members with  

Second Life first name 

Workshop I (13) Individual work  

Workshop II (13) Group 1: Phuong, Asel, Jieun Group 1: Jennifer, Rachel, Grace 

Group 2: Marisa, Hung, Ravil Group 2: Sophia, Victoria, John 

Group 3: Eunhye, Camran, 

Cebba 

Group 3: Avery, Evan, Allison 

Group 4: Elisa, Askar Group 4: Zoe, Jordan 

Group 5: Lin, Alano Group 5: Maria, Austin 

Jigsaw I /Discussion (12) Group 1: Phuong, Elisa, Jieun Group 1: Jennifer, Zoe, Grace 

Group 2: Marisa, Hung, Ravil, Group 2: Sophia, Victoria, John, 
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Eunhye
4
 Avery 

Group 3: Camran, Cebba Group 3: Evan, Allison 

Group 4: Lin, Alano, Askar Group 4: Maria, Austin, Jordan 

Jigsaw II/Discussion  (12) Group 1: Phuong, Elisa,  Jieun Group 1: Jennifer, Zoe, Grace 

Group 2: Marisa, Hung, Ravil Group 2: Sophia, Victoria, John 

Group 3: Eunhye, Asel, Cebba Group 3: Avery, Rachel, Allison 

Group 4: Lin, Alano, Camran Group 4: Maria, Austin, Evan 

Decision Making I 

/Discussion(12) 

Group 1: Eunhye, Elisa, Hung Group 1: Avery, Zoe, Victoria 

Group 2: Alano, Jieun, Ravil Group 2: Austin, Grace, John 

Group 3: Phuong, Cebba, 

Camran 

Group 3: Jennifer, Allison, Evan 

Group 4: Marisa, Asel, Lin Group 4: Sophia, Rachel, Maria 

Decision Making II /Discussion 

(13) 

Group 1: Hung, Askar Group 1: Victoria, Jordan 

Group 2: Eunhye, Elisa Group 2: Avery, Zoe 

Group 3: Alano, Jieun, Ravil Group 3: Austin, Grace, John 

Group 4: Phuong, Cebba, 

Camran 

Group 4: Jennifer, Allison, Evan 

Group 5: Marisa, Asel, Lin Group 5: Sophia, Rachel, Maria 

 

Focal Group for Second Research Question 

To answer Research Question 1, I combined all the data from all the groups for 

analysis. However, in order to answer Research Question 2, I selected exemplar groups 

for closer analysis. After I watched all the recordings of each group‟s interaction in 

Second Life, I selected groups that could represent each task type. Then, I focused my 

analysis on these groups‟ discourse using close transcriptions rather than considering all 

the data. For the High-Intermediate groups, I chose to focus on the two teams for the 

Jigsaw task:  the “correct answer” team and the “wrong answer” team. In terms of the 

Decision-making task, three teams were selected: a “regular” team, “incomplete” team, 

and “role play” team. For the Discussion task, a “task-only” team, “task and small talk” 

                                                      
4
 Eunhye was originally assigned to Group 3, but she lost in Second Life and joined Group 2.  
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team
5
, “small talk and avatar use” team, and “task, small task and avatar use” team were 

selected. However, with the Low-Intermediate students, because of limited data, I chose 

two groups from the Decision-making task: a “complete” team and an “incomplete” team, 

and one group from the Discussion task, “task and avatar use” team. I will explain why I 

named the groups as I did and my reason for selecting them in Chapter 4. Table 6 lists the 

selected groups and their members. 

Table 6. Selected Group 

High-Intermediate Groups 

Task Type Selected Group Name Group Members 

Jigsaw Correct answer team 

(Class II, JS1, G2)6 

Jisook, Hyunjin, Abdullah 

 

Wrong answer team 

(Class II, JS1, G3) 

Minjoo, Nurlan, Oraz 

 

Decision-making Regular team 

(Class I, DM1, G1) 

Taras, Jungin, Siny 

 

Incomplete team 

(Class II, DM1, G4) 

Chao, Abdullah 

 

Role-play team 

(Class 1, DM1, G2) 

Abril, Eunsook 

 

Discussion Task-only team  

(Class I, DM2, G2) 

Ming, Ly, Minji  

 

Task and small talk team 

(Class II, JSI, G1) 

Mariam, Kyungah, Marisa 

 

Small talk and avatar use team 

(Class II, DM1, G2) 

Oraz, Marisa, Minjoo 

 

Task, small talk, and avatar use team  

(Class II, DM2, G2) 

Mariam, Hyunjin, Kyungah 

 

 

 

                                                      
5 Because there were small number of avatar movement was observed, I name “task and small talk team” 
for distinction of the category.   
6
 JS 1 stands for ‘Jigsaw Task 1,’ and G2 stands for ‘Group 2’.  
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Low-Intermediate Groups 

Task Type Selected Group Name Group Members 

Decision-Making Complete team  

(DM2, G3) 

Alano, Jieun, Ravil 

 

Incomplete team 

(DM2, G4) 

Phuong, Cebba, Camran 

 

Discussion Task and avatar use team 

(DM2, G4) 

JS1, G1: Phuong, Jieun, Elisa 

 

 

Tasks 

All tasks were designed to develop learners‟ effective communication. I adopted 

these tasks from previous studies (Blake, 2000; Peterson, 2006; Smith, 2003), and each 

task followed a discussion task. For example, a Jigsaw task asked the students to put 

different pictures in order, which was used in Smith (2001, 2003, 2004) and Peterson 

(2006)‟s studies. In groups of three, each student had two different pictures, consisting of 

a part of a story. Thus, by interacting, the students must figure out the correct order of the 

six pictures. To encourage more negotiation, less familiar words or unknown words were 

included. Decision-making task was a discussion of appropriate gifts to give individuals 

described in a scenario. In groups of three, students had a different list of items and they 

needed to decide which gift would be good for which person. Most of the items involved 

less familiar words or items that the students would learn in a future class period. Each 

task was implemented twice with different content, but the group remained the same for 

both implementations to ensure familiarity with students‟ interlocutors (Plough & Gass, 

1993; Zuengler, 1993). To facilitate active participation, each task was designed as two-

way tasks, assigning each person a particular role. Moreover, students were required to 

use only voice-chat to communicate. 

In terms of Discussion task, a Discussion task was followed by either a Jigsaw or 

a Decision-making task. The topics were varied such as “What is the best holiday in your 

country?” Some topics were related to a Jigsaw of a Decision-making task, which the 

students were required to do before a Discussion task. For example, after the students 
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were asked to make a decision on the gift of their host family members, they discussed 

about “gift-giving custom” of their country.  

In order to avoid task effects, Class I of the High-Intermediate groups started 

with Jigsaw tasks first, and Class II started with Decision-Making tasks first. Because 

there was only one Low-Intermediate class, this class started with Jigsaw tasks, which 

followed the order of other task-based SCMC studies (Blake, 2000 Smith, 2003; Peterson, 

2006). Table 7 gives the task description for each class.  

Table 7. Task Description 

Class I and Class III 

Session Tasks 

Workshop I Individual practice in “Orientation Island”  

Workshop II  - Review of Workshop I  

- Practicing Voice chat with Avatar movement and gestures 

- Discussion topics:  

1.  What is the best way of learning English? Please tell your 

experience. 

2. Tell me about your experience in the U.S. What are the 

interesting things for you? Did you have cultural shock? How 

was it?  

3. Tell me about your experience in Second Life? Do you like it? 

Why? Or Why not?  

Jigsaw I/ Discussion - Messy Garage 

- Discussion on best holidays in your country.  

Jigsaw II/ Discussion - Bus trip 

- Discussion on public transportation in the U.S. and in your 

country 

Decision-making I/ 

Discussion  

- Shopping for a gift 

- Discussion on gift-giving customs in your country 

Decision-making II/ 

Discussion 

- Garage Sale 

- Discussion on how to sell the items that you chose  
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Class II 

Session Group members 

Workshop I Individual practice in “Orientation Island” 

Workshop II  Review of Workshop I  

- Practicing Voice chat with Avatar movement and gestures 

- Discussion topics:  

1. What is the best way of learning English? Please tell your 

experience. 

2. Tell me about your experience in the U.S. What are the 

interesting things for you? Did you have cultural shock? How 

was it?  

3. Tell me about your experience in Second Life? Do you like it? 

Why? Or Why not? 

Decision Making I/ 

Discussion  

- Shopping for a gift 

- Discussion on gift-giving custom in your country 

Decision Making II/ 

Discussion  

- Garage Sale 

- Discussion on how to sell the items that you chose 

Jigsaw I/ Discussion  - Messy Garage 

- Discussion on best holidays in your country. 

Jigsaw II/ Discussion   - Bus trip 

- Discussion on public transportation in the U.S. and your 

country 

 

My Role as an Instructor and Researcher  

My main role in this study was as the instructor of the lab sessions. I ran the lab 

class by giving directions for each task, including workshops on the basic functions of 

Second Life. Moreover, I was the only technical expert in terms of using Second Life. I 

set up all the computers to have the proper functions before the tasks began and whenever 

students had a technical problem, I provided support. In addition, I was an observer while 

the students were engaging in their task. I kept a research journal throughout the study. 

The teacher of the Low-Intermediate class did not attend the lab sessions, so the students 

relied on me during the lab sessions. The teacher of Level 6, the two classes, attended the 
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lab sessions, but he simply sat at a computer, doing his own work. Because he did not 

interfere in the lab sessions at all, his students also relied on me throughout the sessions.  

 

DATA SOURCES AND PROCEDURE 

Recruiting Participants  

I first asked the director of ESL Services for permissions to conduct my research 

during the fall 2009 semester. After obtaining his permission, I attended a meeting at the 

beginning of the semester where all ESL teachers got together to discuss the new 

semester. I presented my research briefly and 10 teachers agreed to help me. However, 

due to the level and number of their students, I contacted two of the teachers. One teacher 

was supposed to teach two high-intermediate listening and speaking classes, and the other 

teacher was supposed to teach a low-intermediate listening and speaking class. After I 

confirmed their permission, I attended these teachers‟ classes to recruit my participants. 

During the last week of September, 2009, I was introduced to the students. I explained 

my research and asked them to sign a consent form if they agreed to participate.  

 

Lab Schedule  

Concerning the computer lab, for students‟ convenience, I used a lab located at 

ESL services with the High-Intermediate students. However, ESL services did not allow 

one teacher to use the lab every week, but only every other week. So, the lab sessions for 

the two High-Intermediate classes were scheduled every other Friday. For the Low-

Intermediate class, because students agreed to have a lab session every Wednesday, one 

lab session was conducted in the ESL lab, and the next lab was conducted at a lab in the 

College of Education building. Each lab session took about 45 minutes. See Table 8 for 

the time schedule of lab sessions.  

Table 8. Lab Schedule 

Lab Schedule of Class I & Class II 

Session & Date Class & Time 

Workshop I 

October 2, 2009 

Class I: 9:00-9:45 am 

Class II: 10:45-11:30 am  
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Workshop II (10) 

October 16, 2009 

Class I: 9:45-10:30 am  

Class II: 11:30-12:15 pm  

Session I 

October 30, 2009 

Class I: Class I: 9:45-10:30 am 

Class II: 11:30-12:15 pm 

Session II 

November 6, 2009 

Class I: Class I: 9:45-10:30 am 

Class II: 11:30-12:15 pm 

Session III 

November 20, 2009 

Class I: Class I: 9:45-10:30 am 

Class II: 11:30-12:15 pm 

Session IV 

December 4, 2009 

Class I: 9:00-9:45 am 

Class II: 10:45-11:30 am 

 

Lab Schedule of Class III  

Session & Date Time & Place 

Workshop I 

September 30, 2009 

9:00-9:45 am at MML  

Workshop II (10) 

October 7, 2009 

9:45-10:30 am at ESL Lab 

Session I 

October 14, 2009 

9:45-10:30 am at MML  

Session II 

October 28, 2009 

9:45-10:30 am at MML 

Session III 

November 4, 2009 

9:45-10:30 am at ESL lab 

Session IV 

November 18, 2009 

9:00-9:45 am at ESL lab  

 

To allow them not to influence each other directly, members of each team were 

assigned to computers separated as much as possible in the lab. In addition, to facilitate 

the process, I put a name tag with the Second Life account and group number in front of 

each computer, so the students could find their assigned computer as soon as they entered 

the computer lab.  

Moreover, students used new headsets during the task provided by the ESL 

Services director. These were “Microsoft LifeChat LX-3000” headsets high quality sound 
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and a noise-cancelling microphone. Moreover, they were easy to install with USB
7
.  

 

Creating a Second Life account  

When I met the students for the first time to recruit participants, I asked the 

students who signed the consent form to create a Second Life account individually. I 

wanted to save time for the first lab session, and I also wanted to give the students more 

time to explore Second Life by choosing their own avatars, and their own Second Life 

first and last names. Based on the handout I provided, they created an account and sent 

me their Second Life first, last name and password via email. Because only some of the 

students created their accounts on their own time, I prepared several temporary accounts.  

To encourage students to make the account, I helped them after their classes 

during the first two weeks of the research. In the end, 26 students out of 34 created their 

own account by themselves.  

 

Recording  

Concerning the recording of Second Life activity, I used a program, called 

“Camtasia” to capture students‟ voices as well as all movements they made on screen 

through their avatars. Because one of the computer labs (MML) in another college had 

the program, I could monitor and record the students even while I was gathering data at 

ESL services with the help of one of my colleagues who recorded the screen and voices 

of the students. Because each team had two or three members, there were three to five 

teams. So, in order to record students‟ activity in Second Life, I created five avatars to 

represent my presence in each team. To reduce researcher‟s presence, each avatar looked 

like a small box robot and it did not make any movements (refer to figure 1). Each time, 

my assistant used three or five computers remotely to capture each team‟s activity using 

“Camtasia.”  

 

                                                      
7
 For more information, 

http://www.microsoft.com/hardware/digitalcommunication/productdetails.aspx?pid=006  

http://www.microsoft.com/hardware/digitalcommunication/productdetails.aspx?pid=006
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UT 1 Region in Second Life  

In terms of the online space in which the students engaged in the tasks, I used 

“UT Austin 1 Region” because it was an open space for the public, and there were many 

rooms or open places with sofas and tables for group work (figure 1). To minimize 

confusions and misunderstanding, I allocated each team to one small space in the region 

before they started the task. Thus, each team was in different virtual places, being 

separated by about 20 virtual feet, to allow the least interference for voice chat. Moreover, 

I limited the number of each team to two or three people.  

Figure 1. Snapshot of UT Austin 1 Region with the Researcher's Avatar 

 

 

Classroom Observation  

While the students were doing the tasks, I observed them by keeping a research 

journal. I was able to describe some of the regular patterns of the students in terms of 

who was using avatars well or who was only focusing on the task without watching the 

monitors. Moreover, I could find some of the main technical problems and their solutions 

while I observed the class. In addition, I was able to find who the technical expert in a 

team was, and how the team members solved the technical problems. I could also figure 

out how the students settled down with the task and how they became familiar with 

Second Life environment as time went by.  
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Background Survey  

I conducted a background survey (appendix A) at the first lab session. In this 

survey, I included some questions about students‟ demographic information such as their 

age, educational background, the reason they were taking the class, and their previous 

experience with English learning in the US. I also included some questions about their 

computer use and their previous experiences with avatar use, Second Life, and any other 

voice-chat programs.  

  

Workshop I 

The first and second workshops were devoted to training sessions for voice-chat 

and avatar movements. The first workshop was designed to give basic information and 

time to practice basic functions in Second Life. With their accounts, I designated their 

avatars to “Orientation Island” in Second Life, where newcomers could explore various 

basic functions of Second Life such as changing appearances, making gestures, text and 

voice chatting, and flying. To help them understand, I provided a handout including basic 

instructions for these functions and gave them individual guidance. To give them time to 

practice new skills, the students worked individually by following the instructions. 

During this session, students practiced not only the voice chat but also the text chat 

functions of Second Life. During this period, I did not record their activity through 

Camtasia and did not emphasize the voice chat function.   

 

Workshop II 

The second workshop was intended to review the basic functions of Second Life 

and to practice voice chat using avatar gestures and movement. Before the lab session, I 

divided the students into groups of two or three and designated their avatars as a group to 

certain places in “UT 1 Region.” The first 15 minutes was spent in practicing what they 

had learned during Workshop I such as changing their appearance and flying. The rest of 

the workshop was devoted to practicing voice chat with discussion topics such as “What 

is the best way to learn English?” and “What do you think about Second Life?” In 
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addition, students had time to practice making gestures and movements. There was no 

specific task for avatar use and students seemed simply to play with their avatars during 

the discussion and after the discussion. When the students had problems with volume 

control and avatar movements and gestures, I provided individual solutions. Because the 

students were working in their groups, and to test the Camtasia program, I recorded their 

activities during the second workshop.  

 

Task Type 

Jigsaw Tasks (Appendix B) 

At the beginning of each task session, students spent about 10 minutes setting up 

headsets and adjusting the volume for voice chat. After they were all set with the 

equipment, I provided a task handout and gave a brief introduction to the task. Students 

also had time to read directions individually. When they understood the instruction, they 

started the tasks, which was to figure out the order of six pictures as a team. After they 

had finished the picture ordering task, they went on to the Discussion task, explained 

below 

 

Decision-making Tasks (Appendix C) 

Decision-making tasks were done with the same procedure as the Jigsaw tasks. 

When students logged on, their avatars were already designated into a certain place in 

“UT 1 Region” and they had to work with their group members to arrive at a decision on 

a given topic. After they finished the Decision-making task, they went on to the 

Discussion task.  

 

Discussions (Part II of Appendix B and C) 

After finishing either a Jigsaw or Decision-making task, students were given a 

topic and asked to discuss it freely with group members. So, each session had two parts; 

the first part was for one task, which was either a Jigsaw or Decision-making task, and 

the second part was for discussion. Discussion topics varied, such as “what is the best 
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holiday in your country?” and “discuss the public transportation of your country.” Some 

topics were related to the first part of a task. For example, after the students had to make 

a decision on the items to donate at a garage sale, they were asked to discuss how to 

persuade people to buy the items.  

 

Survey on Feedback  

After each class had finished half of the Second Life sessions, I conducted a 

survey in order to see how the students felt about Second Life and their tasks in Second 

Life (Appendix D). In this survey, I included some questions about their feelings about 

speaking English in Second Life, their use of avatars, and what they thought about the 

task. Moreover, I included some open-ended questions, such as what they thought was the 

most interesting thing and the most difficult thing during the task, and I asked for 

suggestions.  

 

Survey on Learning Experience 

At the last lab session, I conducted a survey on students‟ learning experience 

(Appendix E). This survey was intended to check students‟ overall experience in terms of 

leaning English in Second Life, their use of the Second Life environment, and the task 

type. I also included open-ended questions such as the advantages and disadvantages of 

voice-chat in Second Life, and any suggestions for future use.  

  

Semi-structured Interview  

After the last lab session, I conducted semi-structured interviews with volunteers 

(Appendix F). Four students from Class I and five students from Class II agreed to be 

interviewed. From Class III, six students participated in the interview. Because of the 

schedule, Class III students had the interview two weeks earlier than Class I and Class II 

students. At the beginning of the interview, I focused on their general experience with 

Second Life and how Second Life affected their English learning. The second part of the 

interview was about their opinion about task type, avatar use, advantages and challenges 
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of Second Life. In addition, I asked questions about how their group members affected 

their own learning, how they solved problems, and the similarities or differences between 

Second Life voice-chat activities and face-to-face classroom activities. Finally, I asked 

for suggestions for future use or any comments on the use of Second Life. Each student 

took about ten minutes and their interviews were tape recorded.  

 

My Own Reflective Research Journal  

While observing the lab sessions, I wrote down not only descriptive observations 

but also my ongoing reflections, insights, questions, and concerns related to all parts of 

the research process. My research journal helped me to think about solutions to any 

problems and what I should do in my next lab session. Moreover, my research journal 

helped me to have a clear understanding while I was watching the recording files and 

provided me extra information on each session during the data analysis.   

 

DATA  ANALYSIS 

For the overall process of analysis of the data, I began by watching all the 

recorded files by Camtasia. Each file contained the students‟ voice-chat and the recorded 

screen of each team in terms of avatar movement, gestures, or text-chat in Second Life. 

Then, I coded by task type and picked sample groups on which to focus for each task. 

After that, I transcribed their voice-chat with description of their avatar use or Second 

Life environment use. Next, I read all the transcriptions and classified some emerging 

categories. I indentified, defined, and refined the categories, revising the data two or three 

times. For students‟ opinions or perceptions on Second Life activities, I analyzed the 

survey data and listened to the interview recordings. Then, I selected important parts of 

interviews and transcribed these.  

I followed the steps of open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. During 

open coding, I classified the emerging categories with close examination of the data, 

especially the similarities and differences of each task type and each level. During axial 

coding, I reassembled data that I had selected during open coding. I searched for relations 
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among categories to find bigger categories for more precise and complete explanations 

about my research questions. During the process of selective coding, I integrated and 

refined categories in order to represent the main themes of my research.  

 

ASSURING CREDIBILITY OF THE STUDY  

The trustworthiness of my study was supported by prolonged engagement as the 

lab instructor and persistent observation as a researcher, watching all recording files by 

Camtasia, the variety of data sources, triangulation among them, and inviting others to 

check my interpretations through peer debriefing.  

 

Prolonged Engagement and Persistent Observation 

I conducted all lab sessions and wrote research notes for every lab session. This 

provided me with a close examination of every class and the ability to explore fully my 

research questions. All the recording files by Camtasia allowed me to examine how 

students solved each task, what functions of Second Life they used, and the problems 

they encountered.  

 

Triangulation 

In addition to in-depth observation and recording students‟ activity in Second 

Life, I achieved triangulation by employing multiple sources for collection data such as 

surveys and interviews. Triangulation helped me to see the same experience from various 

perspectives, and to clarify the meaning of among data set within a fuller context.  

 

Peer Debriefing  

Through all stages of the study, I regularly discussed my ongoing investigation 

with faculty advisor, who knew a great deal about both the area of my inquiry and the 

methodological issues I faced. In addition, one advisor provided me with technical 

solutions and suggestions whenever I encountered these problems. Throughout the data 

analysis, I continued to meet with my advisor to discuss my understanding of the data. 
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Chapter 4. Results 
 

This chapter is organized into two sections, corresponding to the two research 

questions. Under the large theme of ESL students‟ interaction in task-based synchronous 

computer-mediated communication in Second Life, the first research question, about 

interactions during the unofficial task periods, is addressed in the first section. The 

second section deals with the second research question, about interaction during the 

official task period contrasting different task types. Each section is organized by first an 

overall description and then, the themes that arose in data analysis.  

 

RESEARCH QUESTION 1: How do low and high intermediate ESL students interact 

during the unofficial task periods and what pre- and post-task activities do they engage?   

In order to answer this question, I analyzed students‟ discourse during the periods 

before and after the official task. After I had compiled the transcripts for all the groups, I 

found similar patterns among the data. The data were also analyzed by level, Low-

Intermediate and High-Intermediate. However, with limited data of the Low-Intermediate 

class and the similar patterns of both levels of students during pre and post-task periods, 

the overall descriptions on the High-Intermediate classes will be provided first. Then, 

some descriptions of the activities of Low-Intermediate students will be added whenever 

needed. In the first part, based on the open coding process, overall descriptions of 

emerging phenomena in students‟ interactions during pre and post-task periods are 

provided. Next, I present some of the themes that emerged from the initial data analysis 

of all the students.  

 

OVERALL DESCRIPTIONS 

This section is divided by the levels, and each level has two sub-sections: Before 

task activities and after task activities. Under each sub-section, the descriptions of 

emerging categories of students‟ interaction are provided with excerpts from the 

transcriptions. Names in the excerpts are all pseudonyms of the students‟ Second Life 

first name. If a student said another member‟s real world name, the pseudonym of his or 
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her real world name was used (refer to table 5 for the list of pseudonyms).  

 

High-Intermediate Groups 

11 groups of students from Class I and 13 groups of students from Class II were 

examined. As before, this section has two sub-sections: Before task activities and after 

task activities. Under each sub-section, the descriptions of emerging categories of 

students‟ interaction are provided with excerpts from the transcriptions.  

 

Before Task Activities 

The following are the emerging categories for the High-Intermediate groups 

during the pre-task period.  

 

1. Activities before voice-chat (avatar use or text-chat) 

Because I required the students to set up their Second Life environment for voice-

chat and because it sometimes took a while to get all students set up, they had about five 

minutes before they could begin the first task. During this time, the students tended to use 

their avatars and sometimes they used text-chat before they opened the voice-chat 

function. For example, when they logged in, they started to make their avatars move, 

walk, jump, or fly. Sometimes they tried to use gestures. For example,  

Olivia: Hey! (Gesture) 

Olivia: Boo! (Gesture) 

Olivia: Hey! (Gesture) 

(Class I, JS1, G3) 

 

Moreover, as time went by, students tended to move their avatar to sit on a chair or sofa 

before they began the voice chat. And sometimes they opened the conversation by text-

chat. For example,  

Olivia: Serikkkkkkkk (Text chat) 

Olivia: put on ur cellfone (Text chat) 

Olivia: I mean headfon (Text chat) 

Olivia: e (Text chat) 
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James: how? (Text chat) 

James: eee (Text chat) 

James: you are em dep lam today. (Text chat) 

Olivia: kkkk (Text chat) 

Olivia: hhahahaha (Text chat) 

Olivia: thnkkkkk u. (Text chat) 

(Class I, JS1, G3) 

 

Thus, as a pre-activity to voice-chat, students used the Second Life environment such as 

avatar movements and gestures, and text-chat.  

 

2. Greetings or opening 

Just as in a phone call or face-to-face conversation, when they students opened 

voice-chat, they greeted each other. For example,  

Emma: Hello. 

Julia: Hi, how are you? 

Emma: good. 

(Class I, DM2, G1)  

 

3. Checking voice-chat 

Right after greetings, students checked if the other team members could hear their 

voices. For example,  

Ava: hello, hello, Taras
8
? 

     Do you hear me? 

Dian: Ava, I hear you.  

Ava: oh, hi.  

     Taras do you hear me? But I cannot hear your voice.  

(Class I, DM1, G1)  

 

Thus, as a pre-condition for further interaction, checking each other‟s voice was essential 

for the students. Moreover, like the Low-Intermediate students, most voice-chat problems 

                                                      
8
 Taras is Dian‟s pseudonym of her real name.   
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were solved by me during the early lab sessions. However, as the lab sessions went on, 

when someone had a problem, other team members provided suggestions.  

Olivia: Hello? Do you hear me?  

       No, I can‟t hear you. Click on the talk button.  

Dian: Olivia, can you hear me?  

Olivia: hello. Click the talk button. 

James: ok, ok 

Olivia: I got it. I hear you.  

(Class I, JS1, G3)  

 

Thus, as they had more experience, they could deal with technical problems by 

themselves.  

 

4. Checking members 

After they figured out that they were all in voice-chat, students asked “who is 

who” because some students used different first and last name in Second Life. For 

example,  

Olivia: who is “Dian Umia
9
‟? 

James: Siny 

Olivia: Siny. 

(Class I, JS1, G3)  

 

Sometimes the students checked their members in face to face. For example,  

Jasmine: Do you know who is Mason Cisse? 

Jackson: Mr. Mason? Is that you (face-to-face) 

 

Moreover, even though their avatars were logged on and they could see each other‟s 

avatar, if they could not hear someone‟s voice, they still looked for the person, who did 

not have voice-chat access. For example, even though the other team members could see 

Ava‟s avatar, a small dinosaur, they looked for Ava: 

                                                      
9
 Dian Umia is Siny‟s pseudonym of Second Life first and last name. 
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Emily: where‟s Ava?  

Daniel: Ava, where are you? 

Emily: Ava? 

Daniel: can you hear us? 

…. 

Daniel: let‟s start? Where is Ava? Ava? Press talk button.  

(Class I, JS2, G2)  

 

Thus, clarifying each member in Second Life was important for the students during the 

pre-task period. Moreover, someone‟s presence was figured out by his or her voice, and 

not by the presence of his or her avatar in Second Life.  

 

5. Small talk  

After a team had checked everyone‟s voice and name, they started to engage in 

small talk, bringing up many topics before they started the task. The topics could be 

largely divided into two groups: Topics related to the Second Life environment and topics 

related to their daily lives. In terms of topics about Second Life, topics were about their 

avatars and conversation place, technical problems, and troubleshooting. Interestingly, 

students tended to project themselves into their avatars and to consider the Second Life 

environment as a real life conversation place. In terms of daily life topics, various topics 

were observed, including one taboo topic. First, I will describe Second Life environment 

related topics before going on to descriptions of daily life topics.  

 

A. Topics related to the Second Life environment  

This section is divided into avatar and conversation place related topics, and 

technical problems and troubleshooting related topics.  

i. avatar and conversation place related topics   

Several interesting examples were observed. These examples indicated that 

students projected themselves into their avatars, even though they were physically in the 

same room and they used only a limited number of functions of their avatars. For 

example, James‟s avatar was standing with his back to the other team members. As James 
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did not sit down, other members who were sitting on the chair suggested him to sit:  

Julia: Serik
10

, we are ready waiting for you. Can you sit down, please?  

Emma: Serik, what are you doing?  

Julia: you are not polite.  

(Class I, DM1, G2)  

 

Ava‟s avatar looked like a small dinosaur and her avatar was standing under the table. So, 

one member asked: 

Emily: Ava? Where are you? 

Ava: under the table.  

Emily and Taras: hahahaha… 

(Class I, JS1, G2) 

 

As Ava did not sit, the other member asked: 

Daniel: So, Ava, why don‟t you sit? 

Ava: ok.  

(Class1, DM1, G1) 

 

The students sometimes used their avatars‟ gestures in an appropriate way. For example, 

When Emily asked a question, Ava did not respond. So, Emily used avatar‟s gestures 

appropriately in this situation. 

Emily: Hey! (Gesture) 

      Hey Ava?  

 

Sometimes, their avatars‟ appearance became a topic of conversation. Jasmine‟s avatar 

had no hair: 

Jasmine: I lost my hair. 

Lauren: hahahaha… 

Jasmine: but I can‟t find it. 

Lauren: back in the day, I take off my skirt. I was so embarrassed.  

Jasmine: hahahaha…. 

                                                      

10 Serik is the pseudonym of James‟s real name.  
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Lauren: yeah… 

(Class 2, JS1, G2)  

 

Moreover, they talked about Second Life itself. For example, on the table in Second Life, 

there was a small box and it was hiding Ava.  

Ava: what is in front of you?  

Daniel: in front of whom? 

Dian: Ava.  

Daniel: I think it‟s robot, but I don‟t know.  

Ava: I don‟t know. I cannot see you. What is this box?  

Daniel: no, it‟s not a robot. It‟s just a box.  

Ava: I cannot see you, Siny.  

Dian: we can sit in another chair.  

Ava: ok. How can I move? 

Daniel: same way.  

Ava moves to another chair.  

Daniel: Now, I can see you. 

Ava: Ha..it‟s very difficult.  

(Class I, DM1, G1)  

 

This is a good example of how the students projected themselves into their avatars. As a 

result, before they started the first part of the task, they made their avatars sit so as to see 

each other very well. Thus, even though they were talking in Second Life through their 

avatars, they made their avatars‟ position as similar to face to face conversation. 

Thus, during the pre-task period, the students manipulated the Second Life environment, 

especially their avatars and objects in the conversational place in Second Life. They also 

projected themselves into their avatars and talked as if their avatars were talking in 

Second Life.  

ii. Technical problems and trouble shooting  

Most of the technical problems were related to voice-chat and how to make their avatar 

sit down. Concerns about the voice-chat were mostly solved by me, but students also 

tried to provide suggestions on how to sit down, as they had more experience with 
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Second Life. For example,    

DDOCHI: I don‟t know how to sit down.  

Andrew: ah…press right button… press right mouse.. 

(Class 1, JS2, G3) 

 

Students sometimes asked me, face to face to solve a technical problem directly. For 

example, Lauren‟s avatar failed to sit on a chair and she asked me taking off her headset.  

Lauren: I‟m gonna ask Jiah
11

, Can you…(off) 

(Class 2, DM1, G3) 

 

Or they sometimes confirmed their knowledge about trouble shooting with me.  

Dylan: should I press the talk button? (to the researcher) 

(Class 2, DM2, G3) 

 

Thus, as the students gained more knowledge and expertise with Second Life, they tried 

to solve technical problems by themselves, instead of relying solely on me.  

 

B. Daily life talk  

During the pre-task period, students sometimes talked about their daily lives. For 

example,   

Sarah: what did you do last day? 

(Class I, JS2, G1) 

 

Sarah: Happy Halloween. 

Julia: thank you. Are you going to down town?  

(Class I, JS1, G1)  

 

Students also talked about a taboo topic.  

Jackson: do you like Marihuana?  

Ella: Marihuana? I never try to smoke Marihuana. 

                                                      
11

 My pseudonym 
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     So, I don‟t know I like Marihuana or not. How about you? 

Jackson: ah..you should try. 

Ella: I should? 

Jackson: yeah. 

Ella: did you ever try to smoke Marihuana before? 

Jackson: yes, one time. 

Ella: one time, when? When you… 

Jackson: but I did not know about that.  

Ella: you did not know about that? 

Jackson: yeah. 

Ella: why not? 

Jackson: it didn‟t affect me.  

(Class , JS1, G3)  

 

Thus, the students had various chats during the pre-task period, when they had extra time 

before the official task began. The relaxed environment of Second Life seemed foster 

their free talk about various topics.  

 

After Task Activities 

Because the groups had had enough small talk or had practiced their avatars 

during the second part of the task, the closing was very simple. The following is the 

emerging patterns of closing.  

 

1. Closing with a remark.  

Most of the groups finished their conversation with a closing remark by one of 

the group members. After they agreed to end, they said good bye to each other, just as in 

a face-to-face conversation. For example, 

Olivia: I think we finished, right? 

Dian: yes. We‟ve done. 

James: yes. 

Olivia: good job.  

Dian: thank you. 
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Olivia: Thank you. Bye.  

James: see you out of headsets. 

Olivia: see you. 

Dian: see you. 

James: ok, see you. I‟m logging out.  

(Class I, JS1, G3) 

 

2. Closing with small talk 

After they had finished the second part of the task, and even after they had 

exchanged good byes, they sometimes initiated some casual talk with one of their group 

members.  

Julia: ok. We need to finish conversation. 

Sarah: ok. Thank you. 

Julia: Thank you. It is a pleasure to talk again with you. 

Sarah: Me, too.  

Julia: I hope you have a good Halloween.  

… 

Emma: Do you have Halloween costume? 

Julia: No, I will make it.  

Emma: naked? 

Julia: no, I will make it.  

They are talking about Halloween plan. And then suddenly, 

Julia: Oh, bye girls. 

Sarah: Thank you. Bye. See you.  

(Class I, JS1, G1) 

 

3. Closing by the researcher 

For one group in Class I, I initiated the conversation. They overheard me say: 

(Researcher: when you are done, please say goodbye and log out.) 

Emma: say goodbye? 

Julia: bye 

Sarah: bye 

(Class I, JS2, G1) 
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4. No closing remark 

One group did not say anything about closing. For example,  

Emma: what are you going to do in winter vacation? 

(Class I, DM1, G2) 

 

After that, Emma‟s avatar moved around and Julia‟s avatar did not move. After a pause, 

Julia logged out.  

Thus, the High-Intermediate students showed four patterns of closing, and the 

closings were very informal.  

 

Low-Intermediate Groups 

I examined how the students in the Low-Intermediate groups organized their 

activity or conversation before and after a task. Because of technical problems of 

recording the students‟ activities, I could only examine four groups, and they showed 

similar activities to High-Intermediate students during the pre-task period. The students 

also had similar behaviors during the post-task period to High-Intermediate students. 

However, after the student had finished the first part of the task, either a Jigsaw or 

Decision-making task, they sometimes went on to casual talk during the second part of 

the session when they were supposed to be in the Discussion task. This resulted in 

reducing the time for the official topic, and they talked about whatever they wanted. For 

example, the students were asked to discuss the gift-giving customs of their countries. 

However, before they had finished the discussion part, Evan suddenly asked Jennifer: 

Evan: how‟s your sister? Graduation? 

Jennifer: um…next May.  

(DM1, G4)  

 

Then, suddenly Allison, one of the team members, sang a song: 

Allison: Happy birth day to you, happy birthday to you~ 

Jennifer: why you sing? 

Allison: it‟s Evan‟s birthday. 

Jennifer: oh, really? 
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Evan: no, no my birthday. My birthday is February.  

Then, Evan and Allison sing together.  

(DM1, G4)  

 

Thus, the official discussion petered out, and the students could not have a sense of 

completion of the task as they kept changing topics frequently.  

Moreover, after they had finished the official tasks, both a Jigsaw or Decision-

making task and a Discussion task, the students used more avatar gestures and 

movements than before or in-task period. This sometimes became a part of their 

conversation during the post-task period. For example, Allison, one of the team members, 

suddenly made her avatar go out of the room in Second Life and found a table with cola 

and sofa. Then, she suggested to other team members to join her: 

Allison: Let‟s go to the talk to drink.  

(DM1, G4)  

 

Similar to the pre-task period, other team members sometimes imitated one of the 

members, who used a lot of gestures and movements during the post-task period. For 

example, after their group had finished the second part of the task, John‟s avatar walked 

around, jumped up, and flew. Then, one member, Sophia, asked him how she could make 

her avatar fly:  

Sophia: How flying? 

John: you need to click „page up‟.  

(JS2, G2)  

 

Thus, as one topic of small talk, the students used their avatars to pass the time. They 

sometimes explored the Second Life environment and this became a topic of their talk.  

 

Summary  

Both groups of students showed similar patterns during the periods before and 

after the official task. For them, checking in with each member and whether their voice-

chat was working well were important during the pre-task activity period. Thus, they 
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spent most of this time figuring out who was in and who was out, and whenever other 

members had any problem with their voice-chat, the other members tried to solve the 

problem or they consulted me. Moreover, they liked to use avatar movements and 

gestures just for fun or to practice in this period. After they were all satisfied with their 

voice-chat and volume, some team members engaged in small talk, either about their 

daily lives or about Second Life environment related topics such as how to make their 

avatar move or sit. During the after task period, the students did not spend much time to 

close their conversation. Closing behaviors were very informal and varied: ending with 

closing remarks, ending with small talk or no closing remark, and endings by me.  

 

THEMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE BEFORE AND AFTER TASK ACTIVITIES 

IN SECOND LIFE  

From my analysis of the before and after task periods of all students, I derived 

four themes. The following is a description of each theme with specific examples from 

the data where needed. Data from High-Intermediate groups were mainly used to draw 

the themes, because of limited data from Low-Intermediate group and commonalities 

between the two levels in terms of pre and post-task activities in Second Life. 

Explanation of Low-Intermediate group will be provided whenever needed. 

 

Theme 1: Solving Technical Problems concerning Voice-chat before the official task: 

A Pre-Condition for Success 

Most of the technical problems concerning voice-chat were solved by me during 

the early lab sessions. However, as the students became adjusted to Second Life, when 

one of the members had a technical problem, other members tried to help him or her 

using their own previous experiences. Solving technical problems was important in that it 

was one of the factors that decided the success or failure of the task. All the groups who 

succeeded in completing the tasks had no technical problems during the task, and they all 

fixed technical problems, if they had any, before the task began. By contrast, the teams 

who failed at completing the task or who only did a part of the task always had a member 
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who had a technical problem, especially with voice-chat, and this interrupted the flow of 

conversation. For example, one team came to the wrong answer for the jigsaw task; it had 

a member (Samuel) who had a voice-chat problem and he could not join the conversation 

at the beginning. Thus, any voice-chat problem by any member of the team that had not 

been fixed during the pre-task period and kept occurring during the official task period 

apparently interrupted their conversation or the flow of conversation, and had a negative 

effect in terms of completing the task.  

In addition, it was very important for the students to check their ability to 

communicate with their members in Second Life at the beginning, even though they were 

all together in the same room and they knew who was there or not. In checking in, the 

students used similar practice to face-to-face conversation, by greeting each other as they 

logged in, in line with other SCMC studies. Moreover, every group checked their 

members‟ voices and voice levels as soon as they opened the voice-chat function. This 

phenomenon reflected that in voice-based SCMC, checking other member‟s voice at the 

beginning was a pre-requisite for further interaction.  

 

Theme 2: Setting Telepresence before the task: A Critical Factor for Success  

After the students were satisfied with voice-chat related issues such as volume 

and the quality of others‟ voices, they started to chat or explore the use of their avatars. 

This phenomenon happened when they had extra time before I asked them to start the 

task. (I usually needed ten to fifteen minutes to explain the directions for the task and to 

address any technical issues.) In this pre-task session, they talked about their daily lives, 

but mostly played with their avatars or talked about the Second Life environment. For 

example, James‟s avatar was standing facing with his back to the other team members. As 

James did not sit down, other members whose avatars were sitting suggested that he sit 

down on a chair (Class I, DM1, G2). Moreover, avatars‟ appearances sometimes became 

a topic for small talk. For example, when Jasmine‟s avatar had no hair, it became a topic 

of their talk (Class 2, JS1, G2). 

The students also made their avatars gesture for fun. For example, initiated by 
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John, Sophia followed what John did with his avatar by saying “Boo!” or “Hey!” (Class 

III, JS2, G2) And, sometimes, objects in Second Life became a topic of their conversation 

(Class I, DM1, G1), and students tried to make their avatars sit or see each other‟s avatars 

as in face-to-face interaction (Class I, DM1, G1).  

Playing with avatars could be interpreted as simply off-task behaviors that did 

not contribute to the task completion. Sometimes, such play looked meaningless. 

However, these behaviors might be interpreted as reflecting another way to interact made 

possible by the affordance of Second Life. Because students had extra time to spend, they 

were doing their best to communicate with each other maximizing the affordances of the 

Second Life environment. Thus, even simple imitation of other avatars‟ gestures or 

movements may show the students‟ self-devised way of learning to interact in this virtual 

world.   

These examples also showed that the students projected their identity into their 

avatars. This phenomenon is related to telepresence (Schroeder, 2002) among students. 

Even though they were physically in the same room, because they were also meeting in 

Second Life with their avatars, they made their avatars‟ positions as similar to face-to-

face conversation. Actually, this sense of being together has been said to enhance the 

social, communication and educational experience of students (Ornberg, 2003; Gerhard et 

al., 2004). As a result, successful teams or teams who completed the tasks well 

established this telepresence during the pre-task period, but the less successful teams did 

not seem to care about their avatars‟ position in Second Life. For example, the correct 

answer team for the Jigsaw task of the High-Intermediate group all had avatars sitting at a 

desk, facing each other around a round table. So, this team set the face-to-face-like 

environment for talk in Second Life.  
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Figure 2. Snapshot of a Correct Answer Team  

 

 

The wrong answer team did not make any avatar position change, and their avatars were 

standing, sometimes facing in the other direction at a distance from others.   

 

Figure 3. Snapshot of the Wrong Answer Team  
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In a similar vein, the team that completed the Decision-making task had already 

made their avatars sit each on a chair, facing each other. Or, if they did not make their 

avatars sit, their avatars were standing, facing each other so that it looked like a natural 

face-to-face conversation situation. However, the teams that did not complete the task did 

not make any change in terms of their avatar position in Second Life, and they sometimes 

made their avatars move without any purpose. Thus, setting a sense of being together in 

Second Life during the pre-task period was an important factor that had an impact on the 

success or failure of a task.  

 

Theme 3: Less Importance of After-task Activity  

Compared to the pre-task period, the students spent less time to close their 

conversation. Some groups even did not say anything as members logged out (Class I, 

DM1, G2). The main reason for this phenomenon is that because all the members were in 

the same room within a relatively close distance, they might not feel the necessity to 

make a closing remark or say goodbye in Second Life. Everybody already knew when the 

lab session was finished. So, the closing pattern was nothing like in a face-to-face 

interaction or other CMC interaction. If they were physically at a distance and they could 

not see each other, they might have made some closing remark. Thus, using Second Life 

when in a physically close proximity might preclude the need for the students‟ regular 

pattern of closing a conversation. In addition, the already-established close relationship 

might excuse their impoliteness at the end of the task. From the interview data, some 

students expressed that because they already knew each other, they did not have more 

interest in each other. This resulted in more focus on the task, rather than having more 

small talk. This close relationship led to an abrupt and informal way of closing 

conversations at the end.  

 

Theme 4: No Level Differences for Pre-Task and Post-Task Activities  

There were no particular differences in terms of pre-task activities between the 

Low-Intermediate and High-Intermediate students. They had a similar pattern such as 
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figuring out who was whom, checking voice-chat, trouble shooting, and small talk or 

avatar use. In addition, the process of post-task activity was similar for all students 

regardless of levels: small talk or avatar use, and ending with a closing remark or not. 

Even though the number of words in one utterance for the Low-Intermediate students was 

less than that of the High-Intermediate students, as one might expect, the overall process 

of pre-task and post-task activities seemed very similar to those of higher proficiency 

students.  

Because the students used the pre-task period to set up the environment for 

voice-chat, they only needed certain expressions for regular routine communication and 

some technical knowledge. Because this pre-set language was easy for the Low-

Intermediate students, there was no particular difference between the two levels of 

students. Moreover, I noticed that when they had finished the task, members of a team did 

not have to make any polite and long closing remarks, perhaps because they were in the 

same physical space. Their already-established close relationship with each other also 

could compensate for any impoliteness as they did not say much at the end. Thus, there 

was no difference across the two levels in the post-activity, which involved no language 

task.   

 

Summary  

So far, I have analyzed emerging categories from the pre and post-task behaviors 

for Low-Intermediate and High-Intermediate students. During the pre-task period, all the 

teams checked on whether their members were present and the voice-chat function as a 

pre-condition for further communication. If someone had any technical problem, I most 

often solved the problem. However, as time went by and as the students were used to the 

Second Life environment, the other members tried to help anyone who needed to fix the 

problem. Moreover, for the successful teams, they had already fixed any technical 

problem and set up a good sense of telepresence before they focused on the task. The 

team members made their avatars sit on a chair, facing each other in Second Life, as if set 

up for face-to-face conversation. Furthermore, if they had extra time before the task, they 
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talked about their avatars‟ appearance or made their avatars move or gesture. In terms of 

the post-task period, the students in the two levels did not pay much attention to closing 

their conversation. Because they were in the same room in real life and they already had a 

close relationship, they seemed not to feel the need to say something to end the chat. 

Moreover, because the pre-task and post-task period activities did not put heavy strain on 

any language-related knowledge, students of both proficiency levels showed similar 

patterns. 

  Thus, pre-task activities were related to technical issues as in Theme 1 and 

Theme 2 for better communication and task success, and post-task activities were related 

to closeness of group members and physical proximity. In terms of level differences, 

because there was no demand on language proficiency during pre and post-task periods, 

students of different proficiency levels did not show any particular differences, except 

High-Intermediate students used more sophisticated expressions with longer and more 

words in an utterance than Low-Intermediate students.  
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RESEARCH QUESTION 2: What is the effect of task type, structure vs. unstructured, 

on the students’ interaction? How do the students complete each task? What factors 

influence completion or incompletion of each task in Second Life?  

The second research question I addressed was about students‟ interaction during 

the official task period, focusing on task effects. In order to answer this question, I 

analyzed data associated with three task types, Jigsaw, Decision-making, and Discussion 

tasks, which are on the continuum identified by Pica et al. (1994)‟s taxonomy.  

I selected sample teams
12

 for in-depth analysis. With the High-Intermediate 

students, after I had watched all the Camtasia-recorded files, I found that the groups 

shared some common features, and they could be categorized into similar groupings for 

each task type. In terms of the Jigsaw task, the groups were divided into either teams that 

I called correct answer team or teams that I called wrong answer team. By correct 

answer teams, I mean teams in which the students ordered the six pictures in the correct 

order, and by wrong answer teams, I mean teams whose members failed to come up with 

a correct order. As a structured task, the Jigsaw task required the students to figure out the 

correct order of the six pictures with each person holding only two pictures. Among the 

groups that were categorized either as correct answer teams or wrong answer teams, I 

selected one group that was a particularly good example and had most of the features 

representing this grouping. In terms of the Decision-making task, the groups were 

categorized into three groupings: a regular team, an incomplete team, and a role-playing 

team. As a less structured task type, the Decision-making task did not require the students 

to have a correct answer, so most of the teams completed the task. These I called regular 

teams. However, there were some teams that did not complete the task, and I called these 

teams incomplete teams. Also, I found one group among the complete teams that took a 

different approach than the other teams, considering the task as a role-playing. Thus, I 

called this team as the role-playing team. For the Decision-making task, I chose one 

group for each grouping. For the Discussion task, as the least structured task, the students 

                                                      
12 All the team names were assigned based on whether the official task was correctly finished or not. Thus, 

to capture the whole process including the pre and post-task period activities, these names might not be 

appropriate. In fact, there was no right or wrong answer for the interactions during these off-task periods.  
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showed various patterns in terms of approaching and solving the task. They were divided 

into the task-only team, the task and small talk team, the small talk and avatar use team, 

and the task, small talk, and avatar use team. The label task-only refers to teams whose 

members only focused on the completion of the task and did not engage in any small talk 

or avatar movement. The task and small talk label refers to teams who mainly focused on 

the task, but after its completion, they did some social chatting. The task, small talk, and 

avatar use label refers to teams whose members, after they had completed the task, 

engaged in small talk and played with their avatars. I had one team whose members 

decided not to do the discussion task and instead they talked about various topics while 

they were playing with their avatars. I called this team the small talk and avatar use team. 

As with the other task types, I chose one group for each grouping that was particularly 

good at illustrating the label. With the Low-Intermediate students, because of limited data 

caused by technical problems in recording, I only chose two groups for the Decision-

making task, a complete team and an incomplete team, and one group for the Discussion 

task, a task, small talk, and avatar use team.  

For rich analysis, the discourses of each team were analyzed according to four 

constructs: negotiation of meaning (Varonis & Gass, 1985), communicative effectiveness 

(Yule and Powers, 1994), group dynamics, and Second Life environment. In terms of 

negotiation of meaning, I adopted Varonis and Gass (1985)‟s negotiation of meaning 

routine. It consists of Trigger (T) and Resolution (R) elements. A resolution consists of an 

Indicator (I), a Response (R), and a Reaction to the Response (RR). The trigger is what 

the speaker says to the hearer. The hearer has two immediate choices: to ignore or to react 

to the trigger. In the second part (Resolution), an indicator is what the hearer says to the 

speaker to “push down” the conversation. The third element, Response, is the speaker‟s 

response to the indicator of non-understanding. The fourth element is optional, and 

involves the reaction to the response (RR).  

For communicative effectiveness, I adopted Yule and Powers (1994)‟s 

communicative outcomes model. Even thought this model was originally developed only 

for referential communication, I expanded its use to a better understanding of how the 
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students solved communication breakdowns. Thus, this model was used as an additional 

explanation of negotiation of meaning. Among the categories for dealing with referential 

problems, the most frequently observed categories in this study were other-centered 

solutions, self-centered solutions, and unacknowledged problems. Other-centered 

solutions refer to when the sender tries to solve the problem based on the receiver‟s (and 

the sender‟s) perspective. A self-centered solution refers to the sender trying to solve the 

problem by making the receiver‟s perspective fit the sender‟s. Unacknowledged solution 

refers to a situation when a problem is identified by the receiver but not acknowledge by 

the sender
13

. Because of the similar nature of the two constructs of negotiation of 

meaning and communication effectiveness, with both dealing with communication 

breakdowns, explanations and examples sometimes overlapped.  

Because there have been few empirical studies in Second Life, I invented two 

other constructs to examine fully students‟ interaction during the official task period. 

Group dynamics refers to the general process of how a team went about solving the task. 

Group collaboration and approaches to a task were emphasized in this construct. Second 

Life environment indicates anything related to technical issues and avatar use.  

Negotiation of meaning routines and communicative effectiveness were used to 

show how my ESL students solved their comprehension problems in task-based Second 

Life activities from an interactional perspective. Group dynamics coding was used to 

show how team members collaborated to complete the task or how the team members 

approached the task. Second Life environment coding was used to show the effects of the 

Second Life environment on the students‟ interactions such as technical issues related to 

voice chat and avatar use.  

Below I first provide overall descriptions of the task process for each team and 

then descriptions of the four constructs. Next, I present some of the emerging themes that 

can explain Research Question 2 more fully.  

 

                                                      
13

 For more information, refer to table # of chapter 2.  
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OVERALL DESCRIPTIONS 

This section is divided by the students‟ proficiency levels. For each group of 

students, I address the four constructs for each task type. Excerpts from the transcripts are 

provided as evidence. All names in the excerpts are pseudonyms for the students‟ Second 

Life first names. However, if the students used their real world names, the pseudonyms 

for the real world name were used.  

 

High-Intermediate Groups 

The Jigsaw Task 

By the nature of Jigsaw tasks, which have a correct answer, it was possible for a 

team either to get the correct answer, or not. I selected two teams for more detailed 

description: A correct answer team and a wrong answer team.  

1. A correct answer team (Class II, JS1, G2: Jisook/Jasmine
14

, Hyunjin/Lauren, 

Abdullah/Dylan,) 

Overview of the process  

Before they started the task, the members of this team adjusted their volume and 

made their avatars sit at a desk so that it looked as if the avatars were talking while seated 

on a chair, facing each other around a round table (refer to figure 2). Right before the task 

began, the team members greeted each other:  

Jasmine: Nice to meet you. 

Lauren: Nice to meet you. 

Dylan: Nice to meet you.  

 

Because I had explained the task in detail during the pre-task period, they already 

understood what they were supposed to do and did not repeat the instruction to each other, 

sometimes some of the other groups did. Then, Jasmine, as the initiator and the leader
15

 

of the team, asked other team members to describe their pictures.  

                                                      
14

 The first name is the student‟s real world pseudonym, and the second name is the student‟s pseudonym 

of the Second Life first name.   
15

 A “leader” means that a student took the leadership role and initiated a task. I did not assign any roles to 

the students, and they decided their roles while they were engaging in a task.  
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Jasmine: and..Abdullah? Please describe your pictures first.  

 

After Dylan‟s description, Jasmine checked her comprehension:  

Jasmine: So, you can see one boy in the garage?  

Dylan: Yeah..one..one.. one boy and the garage playing with stuff in the garage.  

 

She did the same thing to Lauren, the second member, asking her to describe her picture 

and checking her comprehension. In addition, whenever one person was describing 

something, the other two members responded as a token of comprehension.  

Jasmine: My first picture is not garage. He‟s inside his room. 

Lauren: Ok. 

Dylan: Ok.  

 

Then, Lauren initiated describing her second picture. After that, Jasmine took the leader 

role, asking Dylan to describe his second picture with a comprehension check question. 

Then, Jasmine tried to make an initial ordering based on each team member‟s description.  

Jasmine: So..I think..ummmm..Lauren‟s picture C and D, Abdullah picture A…we have to order 

the.. we have to order…first, ACD.. could you…could you…do you have an opinion?  

 

Then, the team discussed the ordering led by Jasmine. She also asked each member to 

review the pictures.  

Jasmine: so.. you said your garage picture is very messy. 

Lauren: Uhuh.. 

Jasmine: Abdullah? 

Dylan: Yeah, the first one is messy and… 

 

Then, Jasmine summarized, 

Jasmine: So..Abdullah picture is A…and Lauren‟s pictures C and D.. and after that, he‟s cleaning. 

Dylan: yeah.  

 

Moreover, they tried to find some clues as a strategy rather than explaining everything 

again at the end of the task.   
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Jasmine: yeah, yeah, yeah..inside the garage, can you see ax? 

. . . . 

Lauren: I have a…I have an ax, too in two pictures. 

. . . 

Dylan: I think it‟s matter… because me too…the first one in the ground and the second one..in  

the wall… 

. . .  

Jasmine: the bicycle.. where is the bicycle? 

Lauren: in front of the car. 

. . . 

Jasmine: My bicycle… in my picture…the bicycle is…uh…in the corner of the garage.  

 

Then, they made a final ordering, led by Jasmine. 

Jasmine: So…I think A,C, uh…F A C D.  

Lauren: F A C D? 

Jasmine: Yeah. 

 

Finally, they all agreed with the order that they had made.  

Dylan: F A C D B E? 

Jasmine: F A C D B E…yeah, that‟s right. 

Lauren: F A C D B E… 

Dylan: yeah, good. Ok. 

Jasmine: ok.  

 

In sum, Jasmine took a leadership role to initiate other team members‟ 

description with comprehension check questions after each description. All members 

described their first picture and then their second picture. Then, Jasmine initiated the 

ordering, and this naturally led to a review of each picture. Then, they tried to explain 

their pictures again only with specific clues that would benefit to figure out the ordering 

such as the placing of the ax and bicycle. Even though Jasmine took the leader role, all 

members could exchange their opinions freely, and Jasmine sometimes asked for help for 

different opinions during the task. Finally, after they had figured out the order of pictures, 

all agreed with their decision. Table 9 summarized the overall process for this team.  
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Table 9. Overall Process of a Correct Answer Team 

Greetings  First picture description  Comprehension-check  Second picture 

description  Comprehension-check  Initial ordering  Review  Re-description 

with clues  Discussion of the ordering  Agreement with the order.  

 

Negotiation of Meaning 

When this team had a communication breakdown, they engaged in a negotiation 

of meaning routine, as described by Varonis and Gass (1985): T(rigger)  I(ndicator)  

R(esponse)  R(eaction to) R(esponse), which is optional. For example,  

 T  Dylan: He look like a country boy.   

I  Jasmine: So you…you.. you can see one guy in the garage?  

R  Dylan: Yeah..one…one…one boy..one guy.  

RR  Jasmine: Uh…   

 

Jasmine asked a question after Dylan‟s utterance that acted like a confirmation check, and 

then Dylan provided an answer as a response to indicator. Then, Jasmine said „Uh,‟ as a 

reaction to Dylan‟s response. I also found more complex routine:  

T  Jasmine: what is he grabbing? 

I  Lauren: Grabbing? 

R  Jasmine: Ah.. in hand…in his hand.. 

RR  Lauren: his hand is..like a ..his bag… 

I’  Jasmine: Bag? 

R’  Lauren: like a…uh…documented in the bag. Like a…square  

and…stiff…what can I say? Business bag?  

 

To Jasmine‟s question, Lauren expressed a lack of comprehension as a clarification 

request. Then, Jasmine provided more information as a response and Lauren provided 

some information as a reaction to response. Then, Jasmine expressed a lack of 

understanding as an indicator to Lauren‟s RR, thereby initiating a clarification request. 

Next, Lauren provided more information to Jasmine‟s I. So, one set of „I‟ R‟ was 

imbedded in a larger T I  R  RR routine. In addition, all the negotiation of 
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meaning was for comprehension of the situation of the pictures, not a specific lexical item. 

Moreover, all lack of understanding, or „I‟, received a respond from the interlocutor, so 

this team did not have any unsolved misunderstanding.  

Communicative Effectiveness 

All communication problems were solved by receivers‟ world solution. For 

example,   

Jasmine: and all you have the…the…the… picture of garages, right?  

Dylan: yeah, two..two pictures… 

 

To Jasmine‟s confirmation check question, Dylan provided an answer based on his (a 

receiver) own picture. However, one complicated negotiation of meaning pattern was 

solved by reference to both receiver‟s and sender‟s world solutions:  

T  Jasmine: what is he grabbing? 

I  Lauren: Grabbing? 

R  Jasmine: Ah.. in hand…in his hand..  

RR  Lauren: his hand is..like a ..his bag… 

 I’  Jasmine: Bag? 

 R’  Lauren: like a…uh…documented in the bag. Like a…square  

        and…stiff…what can I say? Business bag?  

 

The first part of this negotiation was solved from Jasmine‟s (the sender) point of view. 

However, for the second part, Lauren (the receiver) was providing information using her 

own picture. Moreover, since their outcome was correct, the team members successfully 

identified the problems and solved the problems appropriately.  

Group Dynamics 

Generally, this group exchanged their opinions fully and freely before they made 

the final decision. Moreover, Jasmine took the leader role so that the other members 

could focus on the task without wasting time. However, Jasmine was not a strict leader 

but a kind and open leader. She sometimes asked other members for any different 

opinions. Moreover, she summarized what others had said so that everyone had a clear 

understanding. In addition, when someone was talking, the other members said, “uhuh” 
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or “ok,” as a token of comprehension. Furthermore, because every member fully 

understood what they were supposed to do before they started the task, they could fully 

focus on the task. Finally, because they checked whether everyone was satisfied with the 

order, they could have a sense of completion with clear understanding of what they had 

done.  

Second Life Environment  

Based on interview and survey data, noise in the headphone sets was a critical 

factor that contributed to whether the task was completed successfully or not. This group 

did not have any volume or noise problems, and everyone could hear each other‟s voice 

clearly. Moreover, they had enough time to adjust their volume during the pre-task period. 

So, they did not waste time in fixing technical problems once the task began. In terms of 

avatar use, even though they did not use any avatar functions during the task, they made 

their avatars sit at a round table in Second Life, facing each other. So, the screen looked 

like the avatars were talking. This may increase telepresence (Schroeder, 2002) for better 

interaction. 

 

2. A wrong answer team (Class II, JS1, G3: Minjoo/Ella, Nurlan/Jackson, 

Oraz/Samuel) 

Overview of the process  

At the beginning of the task, even though one member, Samuel had logged in, the 

other members ignored him because his voice chat did not work. So, although they 

needed all three members to complete the task, they did not check or did not let me know 

about the other member‟s absence. Jackson started the task right away without checking 

on his fellow members. Moreover, they did not use any avatar movements to make their 

avatars sit, but their avatars were standing, facing in other directions. It looked as if they 

ignored their avatars‟ position in Second Life and jumped into the task as soon as they 

logged in.  

Jackson: there is two picture…  

 

With the very first utterance, Jackson abruptly began. Moreover, Jackson did not have a 
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clear understanding on the task, and he asked the other member, Ella, who had a clearer 

understanding. However, she did not provide correct information and just agreed with 

what Jackson said.  

Jackson: So, I have to describe the places, then you will guess what is that, right? 

Ella: Uhumm, ok.  

 

Thus, the team began on the wrong path from the very beginning. Jackson started to 

describe one of his pictures, C. Because Jackson‟s description was not clear, Ella kept 

asking for confirmation checks:  

Jackson: there is one car and…the man is standing..there to..with his bag, right? 

Ella: there‟s a car? 

Jackson: yeah. 

Ella: you..in your garage, there is a car, and..also…there are so many things standing up? 

Jackson: no..there are messy garage…there are many things on the floor.  

 

After Jackson‟s first description of picture C, Ella provided some correct instruction: 

Jackson: so…what else we have? 

Ella: and you can…you should describe about…picture D.  

Jackson: ok. 

Ella: and I‟m gonna..I‟ll also describe the…picture A and picture B, so we may..put …put the  

picture in right order. So, number C…number D…number A…number B..like 

this…something like this… do you understand? 

Jackson: this garage, so the man is come to garage but when he open the door… 

 

Thus, even though Ella agreed with what Jackson understood at the beginning, she 

seemed to have agreed more out of habit, not paying close attention to what Jackson had 

said. They did not establish a mutual understanding from the beginning. After his 

description, Ella asked him whether he understood picture A. As he said no, she described 

picture A again. After her description, Samuel, the third member who had been having 

technical problems, suddenly joined the team. 

Samuel: Jackson? 

Ella: Oh, Oraz. You come back. 
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Then, he started to describe his picture without any permission from the other members: 

Samuel: Actually, I should like…take part in your conversation. 

Jackson: Yeah. 

Samuel: Ah…I have two pictures, like…in the first …. 

 

While Samuel was speaking, Jackson expressed that he was experiencing a technical 

problem: 

Jackson: cause I don‟t hear you very well…I don‟t hear you very well… 

Samuel: problem in microphone… 

 

When Ella tried to describe her picture B, Samuel suddenly joined again and started to 

describe his picture E. So, Ella‟s turn was interrupted by Samuel. After Samuel‟s 

description, even though each person described only one of their two pictures, Jackson 

hurried to make an order: 

Jackson: I think this picture is number 1. 

Samuel: Yeah…I think so..because I think it like it‟s the start of the story. 

Jackson: Yeah..the second picture, your second picture number 2.  

 

Jackson, who did not have a clear understanding of the instruction, led the conversation. 

Instead of considering all pictures after descriptions of all the members, he tried to make 

an order of the pictures of each person and then order of each person, such as: 

Jackson: ah..so…ok..I guess this is number 1 and number 2.  

 

Even though Jackson‟s way of ordering was not correct, Ella, who had a clear 

understanding of the task, agreed with Jackson‟s way of ordering, and did not try to 

correct Jackson: 

Jackson: So, I guess mine is number 3. 

Ella: number 3 and number 4.  

Jackson: Yeah.  

Ella: So, yours number 3 and number 4, and my picture…picture A is number 5, because the..the 

man is cleaning up the garage, and…last one is…I think…my picture, number..picture B, 
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because the man is finish clean up, and…he…he is enjoying some coffee after the cleaning.  

 

Finally, Ella summarized the order, but nobody expressed agreement. Then, Samuel 

initiated the second part.  

Ella: That‟s it. So…the right order is number …picture E F C D A B.  

Samuel: What‟s second?  

 

Table 10 summarized the overall process of this team.  

Table 10. Overall Process of a Wrong Answer Team 

Starting by Jackson with a misunderstanding of the task  Description of picture C  

Correction on the task instruction by Ella  Re-description of picture C  Description 

of picture A  Description of picture D  Re-description of picture A  Samuel joins 

the group  Description of picture E  Technical problems for Samuel  Samuel 

joins again  Re-description of picture E  Making ordering (with misunderstanding) 

 No expression of agreement  

 

Negotiation of Meaning 

When they had communication problems, the members of this team also followed 

a negotiation of meaning routine: T(rigger)  I(ndicator)  R(esponse)  R(eaction to) 

R(esponse), which is optional. For example,  

T  Jackson: there is…bowl. something in here. 

I  Ella: Bowl? 

R Jackson: Yeah. 

RR  Ella: Uhum.. 

 

Ella (I) asked a clarification request of Jackson‟s utterance (T). They also showed a 

complex form of negotiation of meaning routine:  

T  Ella: I have different, different picture with you. 

I  Jackson: Do you have any man? 

R  Ella: Yes. Every picture..one man, yes.  

I’  So… do you have bicycle in your garage? Because I have tricyc

le, tricycle in my garage.  
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R’  Jackson: Yeah. 

RR’  Ella: Do you?  

I’’  Ella: Is that a tricycle or bicycle? 

R’’      Jackson: What? For me, everything is bicycle. Ah…f

or..for small kinds, right?  

RR’’      Ella: that is a tricycle, because wheels are three.  

RR’’      Jackson: Ok, I see. I have tricycle.  

 

Here, three sets of negotiation of meaning routines are combined. The first one is the first 

set of T  I  R to Ella‟s first utterance (T), followed by Jackson asking a question 

about the picture (I), and then, Ella giving an answer (R). At the second set, I‟  R‟  

RR‟, Ella asked a question of Jackson concerning bicycle (I‟). Then Jackson responded 

(R‟), and Ella also reacted to his response (RR‟). At the third set, I‟‟  R‟‟  RR‟‟  

RR‟‟, Ella asked Jackson again (I‟‟) and Jackson gave her an answer (R‟‟). Then Ella gave 

him correct information (RR‟‟), and Jackson accepted her information (RR‟‟). However, 

sometimes they showed incomplete forms of negotiation of meaning routine:  

T  Jackson: there is one car and..the man is standing..there to with his bag,  

I right? 

I’  Ella: there‟s a car? 

R’  Jackson: yeah.  

 

The first “I” of Jackson, which was a confirmation check and comprehension check 

(right?), was not responded to properly by Ella, and Ella asked another question (I‟) of 

Jackson. So, Jackson‟s indicator was not confirmed.  

Communicative Effectiveness 

Most of the problems were solved by attention to the receiver‟s world: 

Ella: I have different, different picture with you. 

Jackson: Do you have any man? 

Ella: Yes. Every picture..one man, yes.  

 

Jackson‟s (the sender) question was solved by Ella‟s (the receiver) description of 

her picture. Sometimes, a problem was solved from the sender‟s world perspective
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: 

Ella: Is that a tricycle or bicycle? 

Jackson: What? For me, everything is bicycle. Ah…for..for small kids, right? 

Ella: that is a tricycle, because wheels are three.  

Jackson: Ok, I see. I have tricycle.  

 

Ella (the sender) solved the problem only based on her picture. Sometimes, a problem 

was not acknowledged by the member and it was abandoned:  

Ella: Picture E, in your picture E, some people..entering the garage? 

Samuel: Yeah, yeah. 

Ella: with dirty hand? 

Jackson: I think this picture is number 1. 

Samuel: Yeah…I…think so, because I think it like it‟s the start of the story.  

 

The first problem by Ella was properly solved by Samuel. But the second question “with 

dirty hand?” was not acknowledged, and Samuel answered only Jackson‟s question. So, 

the second problem addressed by Ella was not solved. Overall, because this team went in 

a wrong direction and did not achieve a correct answer, the team members did not 

successfully identify or solve the problems properly.   

Group dynamics 

This team had some ineffective factors from the start. They did not check that all 

members‟ voice was working, even though they could see his avatar on the screen. 

Moreover, Jackson‟s misinterpretation of the instruction was not fully solved, and this 

ultimately led to a wrong answer. The major reason for their failure was that they did not 

properly identify what the problem was and did not fully pay attention to what every team 

member was saying. Even though Ella explained the instruction again, Jackson still did 

not understand it. As a result, they kept explaining the same picture over and over and 

Jackson as a presumed leader of this team led to a wrong solution. In addition, Samuel 

interrupted the conversation when he logged in in the middle of the conversation and 

explained his pictures without knowing what others‟ pictures were. So, they showed an 

incomplete form of negotiation of meaning and abandoned messages by the receiver. It 
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resulted in ineffective interaction among the members.  

Second Life Environment  

At the beginning, Samuel had technical problems and it took some time to be 

fixed. So, he joined the team in the middle, breaking the flow of conversation of the other 

members. He also had another problem during the conversation, and this also interfered 

other members‟ conversation. Moreover, all the members of this team did not worry about 

their avatar‟s position during the pre-task period and jumped into the task without 

establishing that they could communicate with every other member. .  

 

The Decision-Making Task 

Three teams were selected. The regular team represented the most common way 

of solving a decision-making task. The incomplete team was an example of how the 

members failed to accomplish a task. The role-playing team showed a different approach 

to the task compared to other teams.  

1. The regular team (Class I, DM1, G1: Taras/Daniel, Jungin/Ava, Siny/Dian) 

Overview of the process  

During the pre-task period, each team member checked whether all the members 

had no problem with voice chat and adjusted their volume. Moreover, they made their 

avatars sit on a chair so that it looked like the avatars were talking to each other. In 

addition, they listened to my instructions about the task so that everyone had a clear 

understanding of what they were supposed to do during the task. Ava opened the 

conversation, and then Daniel asked her to start: 

Ava: So, let‟s start.  

Dian: ok. Um… 

Daniel: Ava? You first? 

 

Each person described the items on their list, and whenever they did not understand an 

item, they asked each other for a clarification request: 

Dian: Bouquet. 

Ava: Bouquet? 
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Dian: it‟s a…bunch of flowers.  

 

Sometimes, the person who was reading his or her list asked the other members whether 

they knew the words or not, with a brief definition, as a comprehension check: 

Daniel: Razor, razor to shave, you know? 

Dian: Uhuh.. 

 

Then, they discussed which item would be good for each family member as a present: 

Daniel: and you can lie on it. I think…it will be good for daughter, maybe? Or for father. 

 

While they were discussing, if they did not remember or if they still did not understand a 

word, they asked again to have a clear understanding: 

Daniel: hammock. 

Dian: what was that? 

Daniel: hammock. 

Ava: what was that? Could you explain it again? 

Daniel: uh..it‟s the thing that you tide to trees and you can lie one it. 

Dian: Yeah. 

Ava: Ah! I see, I see.  

 

Everybody agreed on what they had decided for each item at the end: 

Dian: I have flower..I think flower is good for…Mrs. Jones. 

Daniel: Yes, maybe. I think razor is good for Mr. Jones? 

Dian: Yeah, yeah. 

Ava: Yeah, and how about hair dryer for Mary Jones? Daughter. 

Dian: Yeah, it‟s good. 

Daniel: Yeah, it‟s good.  

. . .  

Daniel: Then, ah..for Bill Jones, Hammock? 

Ava: Yeah, hammock.  

 

Table 11 summarizes the overall process of this team.  
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Table 11. Overall Process of the Regular Team  

Introduction of items  Meaning explanation of the items, if other members do not 

know  Making suggestions  Agreement  

 

Negotiation of Meaning 

By nature of the task, which involved figuring out the unknown words‟ meanings 

before the students made a decision, all negotiation of meaning routines were for word 

description. They followed the regular routine of clarification request: 

T Daniel: maybe only hammock for him? 

I  Dian: What was that? 

R Daniel: ah..it‟s the think that you tide to trees and you can lie on it.  

RR  Dian: Yeah.   

 

Dian‟s (I) lack of understanding as a form of clarification request was answered by 

Daniel (R). More complicated routines were also observed:  

T  Dian: I have bouquet, corkscrew, extension cord. 

I Daniel: what‟s it? First thing? 

R Dian: bouquet. 

I’  Ava: bouquet? 

R’  Dian: it‟s a…bunch of flowers. 

RR’ Ava: Ah!   

 

Daniel‟s clarification request was answered by Dian at the first set of the routine. Then, 

Ava‟s (I‟) clarification request was answered by Dian (R‟) at the second set of the routine. 

One example of an incomplete routine was observed: 

T  Dian: Wire. 

I  Daniel: Wire. Wire…for what? 

Dian: I think this two things are suitable for..the father.  

 

Daniel‟s (I) clarification request was not answered by Dian.  

Communicative Effectiveness 

Most of the problems were solved by other-centered solution (from receiver and 
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sender‟s perspective), because in order to explain the unknown word, the sender needed 

to use their own picture list, but at the same time the sender also needed to rely on the 

receiver‟s knowledge to make themselves understood. For example: 

Ava: C-O-R-K, B-O-A-R-D. Corkbord. 

Daniel: Ummm.. 

Dian: and what was that for? 

Ava: corkboard is a…something…board and you can..put your schedule…and you can attach the  

sheet on the..sheet where you put write down your schedule and you can put this 

sheet…can stick to this board…and you can see your schedule 

something…yah…something like that.  

 

To Dian‟s clarification request, Ava explained the meaning of corkboard, using both of 

their world knowledge. However, there was one unacknowledged problem:  

Dian: Wire. 

Daniel: Wire. Wire…for what? 

Dian: I think this two things are suitable for..the father.  

 

Daniel‟s clarification request was not acknowledged by Dian and it was not resolved. 

Overall, the regular team successfully accomplished the task, and it indicated that all 

members appropriately identified and solved the problems.  

Group Dynamics 

Even though this team had no particular leader, everyone volunteered so that the 

conversation flowed without pause or break. They also showed good use of negotiation of 

meaning by continuining to ask until they had a clear understanding. At the end, they 

came to an agreement to increase a sense of completion.  

Second Life Environment  

This team had no technical problems while they were focusing on the task. 

Moreover, this team checked each member‟s voice and made their avatars sit on chairs 

before they started the task. It might increase their telepresence and allow them to have a 

conversation in an anxiety-free environment in Second Life. 
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2. The incomplete team (Class II, DM1, G4: Chao/Kevin, Abdullah/Dylan) 

Overview of the process  

Unlike other teams, these two male students made use of their avatars quite a bit, 

such as walking, flying, and texting. However, throughout the task period, they did not 

listen to my instructions in terms of volume adjustment and task directions, and they 

started the task right away as soon as they logged in. Moreover, their avatar positions 

looked awkward. Dylan‟s avatar was sitting on the chair, and Kevin‟s avatar was standing 

on the floor. They were facing opposite sides of each other. So, the students did not care 

about avatar position, even though they were very skillful in terms of making gestures. 

Right after they checked that their voice chat was working properly, Kevin began: 

Kevin: What do you have? 

 

Then, Dylan described the items on his list, and so did Kevin with a brief definition of 

items for better understanding: 

Kevin: uh…I have razol (raezol)…you know razol? 

Dylan: No. what‟s that? 

Kevin: Razol is uh…it..it is knife…you can shave your beard.  

Dylan: Oh, ok.  

 

After Kevin had finished his list, Dylan asked Kevin whether he remembered his items 

and he asked Kevin whether he knew the items, just as Kevin had done to him. When 

Kevin did not know the meaning of a word, he explained it: 

Dylan: extension cord and the…magnifying glass…do you know what magnifying glass is?  

Kevin: What? I don‟t know what magnifying… 

Dylan: It‟s like a…lens that enlarge words and…something for elderly people.  

 

After six minutes, when the other team that had followed my instructions had started the 

task, Kevin heard my instructions to get together and talk near the small robot in Second 

Life. So, while Dylan was explaining the meaning of corkscrew, Kevin suddenly 

suggested moving to the robot, and it broke the flow of conversation. 

Dylan: it‟s it‟s it‟s like a scre, but not screw scres but..uh..like a…you know tire..uh..when the tire  
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go down, you know…..hey hey hey! 

Kevin: Hey hey hey. 

Dylan: Chao, Chao! 

Kevin: for …a..for a second… 

Dylan: what? 

Kevin: say that again? 

Dylan: Yeah, I will say that again. Really listen to me carefully… 

Kevin: near robot, ok. 

Dylan: ah… 

Kevin: we have to… we have to go…near the robot.  

Dylan: ok. 

Kevin: Let‟s go. 

 

Finally, they made their avatar stand near the robot, facing each other, looking more as if 

engaged in face-to-face conversation. And then, they continued talking about a corkscrew.  

Kevin: ok. What‟s screw? 

Dylan: Ah..screw…corkscrew is like a…when the tire…go down with no air. 

 

When Dylan did not know what a corkboard was, he asked me directly. And then he 

explained the meaning of corkboard to Kevin. While Dylan was asking me this question, 

Kevin made his avatar walk around. This also broke the flow of the conversation. After 

they figured out each other‟s items, they started to discuss which item would be good for 

each family member. However, because they had not paid attention to my instructions at 

the beginning, they read the directions to figure out the number of family members. Even 

though they had the same host family and they had to decide which item they would give 

to each family member, Dylan assumed that they had different family member.  

Dylan: What‟s you decide to choose for family? 

Kevin: Uh…I think… 

Dylan: Now…how many family you have? 

Kevin: Let me see…uh…I got one father…mother…and the… 

Dylan: son and daughter.  
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Kevin: Fifty (fifteen)
16

 years old son, and the forty (fourteen) years old Mary Jones. Yeah, 

daughter.  

Dylan: Ok..ok. We have same family them.  

 

Then, they started to choose items for the father. However, Dylan still did not understand 

the task, and he also chose one item for the father even though Kevin had already chosen 

one. In addition, Kevin did not pay attention to Dylan‟s items because of the interruption. 

So, he chose corkscrew, but it was not on both lists. Even though both students were 

wrong, they did not recognize it and continued to talk.  

Kevin: I.. I think I will give the father…let me se..screw… 

Dylan: My screw or your screw? 

Kevin: your your your screw. Your screw.  

Dylan: Ok. Me, I will give the father hammock.  

 

They sometimes made jokes.  

Kevin: he need to take a nap.  

Dylan: hahahaha..yeh yeh yeh…he‟d like take a nap.  

Kevin: yeah.  

Dylan: he‟s..he‟s some kind…lazy guy.  

Kevin: after after he dig a hole, he can take a break. Hahahaha… 

Dylan: Hahahaha… 

 

Before they came to an agreement on the gift for Bill Jones, Kevin had a technical 

problem in terms of voice chat, so their conversation was stopped for a while.  

(pause) 

Dylan: Chao, Chao, I can‟t hear you. 

Chao, Chao? No, I can‟t hear you. 

      Chao, Chao? Hello? 

      Chao, Chao? Hello?  

      Hello? You can hear me? 

 

                                                      
16

 He mispronounced “fifteen” as “fifty” and “fourteen” as “forty”. 
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After they had decided on gifts for the father, mother, and the son, Kevin suddenly 

suggested doing the next task.  

Kevin: We have part two, right?  

Dylan: what? 

Kevin: After…we have part, we have two task. 

 

Then, Dylan reminded him that they had not decided a gift for Mary Jones. However, 

Kevin did not pay attention to what Dylan said, and he moved on to the next task, the 

Discussion. Dylan simply followed what Kevin wanted to do without any complaint or 

correction.  

Kevin: After…we have part, we have two task. 

Dylan: Yeah…what about the daughter? 

Kevin: the…the…gift giving custom.  

Dylan: What? 

Kevin: We have two..we have discuss another thing. 

Dylan: Yeah, yeah, yeah. But what about the daughter?  

Kevin: you can see the blackboard…discuss the gift-giving custom. 

Dylan: Ok…what about your…country?  

 

Table 12 summarizes the overall process of this team.  

Table 12. Overall Process of the Incomplete Team  

Dylan, introduction of items  Kevin, introduction of items with meanings  Dylan, 

introduction of items again with meanings  Avatar position adjustment  Selection 

of gifts for father and mother  (joking)  Technical problems for Kevin Selection of 

a gift for son (joking)  Move to the second task (a gift for Mary is not chosen)  

 

Negotiation of Meaning 

The regular pattern in negotiation of meaning was observed as a form of 

clarification request and most of the routines were for lexical problem: 

T  Kevin: and the…another one is..um..crocheting. 

I  Dylan: what‟s that? 

R  Kevin: kind of traditional tide..traditional tide…hahaha 
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RR  Dylan: ok.    

 

To Dylan‟s (I) clarification request, Kevin (R) provided an answer. An extended model of 

a negotiation of meaning routine, including CC (Comprehension Check), was also 

observed: 

T  Kevin: and the…third one is..um…a hammock. Hammock. 

I  Dylan: Hammock? What is hammock? 

R1  Kevin: Hammock is…uh..if you have yard, two tress, and then… 

CC  Dylan: Ok. 

R2  Kevin: you can…you can..you can tide the…something on the tree… 

CC  Dylan: Ok. 

R3  Kevin: and you can sit on it.  

RR  Dylan: Ah! Ok..ok..ok… 

 

To Dylan‟s (I) clarification request, Kevin provoded an answer (R1, R2, and R3). To evey 

R, Dylan reponded ”Ok” as a token of understanding. One example of negotiation of 

meaning that was not about lexical meaning was observed.  

T  Kevin: I…I think I will give the father…let me see, screw… 

I  Dylan: My screw or your screw? 

R  Kevin: your your your screw. Your screw.  

RR  Dylan: Ok.  

 

In addition, these two members used comprehension checks most frequently as a strategy 

of negotiation. For example: 

T  Dylan: Uh…I have…razol
17

.. 

I        you  know  razol? 

R  Kevin: No.  

I’  What‟s that? 

R’  Dylan: Razol is..uh..it..it is knife.. you can shave your beard.  

RR’  Kevin: Oh, ok.  

 

                                                      
17

 He mispronounced “razor” as “razol”.  
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Dylan was asking Kevin at the first I, “you know razol?” as a comprehension check. 

Moreover, one example of an incomplete routine was observed: 

T  Dylan: I have ..a.. corkscrew…corkscrew.. 

I  Kevin: Corkscrew? 

Dylan: extension cord..and magnifying glass…and corkboard. What about you? 

 

To Kevin‟s (I) clarification request, Dylan did not answer.  

Communicative Effectiveness 

Other-centered negotiated solutions were observed: 

Kevin: Uh…I have…razol (razor)…You know razol? 

Dylan: No. what‟s that? 

Kevin: Razol is..uh…it…it is knife..you can shave your beard.  

Dylan: Oh, Ok.  

 

To Dylan‟s clarification request, Kevin provided an answer using both of their world 

knowledge. One unacknowledged pattern was observed at the beginning: 

Dylan: I have ..a.. corkscrew…corkscrew.. 

Kevin: Corkscrew? 

Dylan: extension cord..and magnifying glass…and corkboard. What about you? 

 

Kevin‟s clarification request was not solved by Dylan. Overall, because this team could 

not complete the task, they were not successful at identifying all problems and solving 

them.  

Group Dynamics 

This team showed a free and open relationship. One member kept asking until he 

understood, and the other member helped him. He sometimes asked me for a direct 

solution. They also showed successful negotiation of meaning pattern with jokes. 

However, in the end, Dylan‟s opinion about a gift for Mary was not accepted, and they 

moved on to the second task, led by Kevin.   

Second Life Environment  

They both were good at making avatar movements, but they used this function 
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too frequently, especially Kevin. This sometimes resulted in distracting away from what 

the other member was saying and not enough understanding of the task at the beginning. 

Moreover, they did not establish a sense of being together during the pre-task period and 

simply used avatar movements and gestures for fun. In addition, they had technical 

problems at least once during the task and it interrupted the conversation.  

 

3. The role-playing team (Class 1, DM1, G2: Abril/Julia, Eunsook/Emma) 

Overview of the process  

This team approached the task in a different way compared to other groups. 

Rather than telling each other the list of items and then picking items for each family 

member, they solved the task using a role-play situation. They situated their identity in 

the task situation and made a story. Julia started the task:  

Julia: I need to buy four presents for my host family in the US. 

Emma: Yes.  

Julia: And the..my host family has a daughter. 

Emma: Uh.. 

Julia: the name is Mary Jones, and I‟m thinking about buy an hammock. It‟s like… kind of bed  

that we can put outside for relax because she‟s younger I think it‟s a good idea. She can 

read books in hammock. So, I think it‟s a good idea. But…I don‟t..I don‟t know if you 

have some options for me, because I really need to buy the present for my fam..for my 

host family.  

 

This team did not introduce items at the beginning. But they first picked one person to 

give a present and tried to find a good one for him or her within their list. Moreover, they 

explained what the item meant and invented reasons to explain why this item was good 

for the family member:  

Julia: I also saw…another present, it‟s a bouquet…for…Mrs. Jones. Because..she is not younger  

anymore and…she like decorate the house, I think it‟s a good option..give her a bouquet of 

flowers.  

 

Julia also asked for help from her team member, Emma, as if it was a real situation: 
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Julia: . . .if you have some…ideas? Because I really want to buy something…they will like it. So,  

do you have some options? Can you give me…some help?  

 

Finally, they came to an agreement on the gifts for the host family: 

Julia: So…we can buy um…the bouquet for Mrs. Jones, the hammock for the daughter…and we 

can buy also the game for the son? 

Emma: and magnifying glass for Mr. Jones? 

Julia: Yeah…I think it could be a good gift for them. Let‟s go buy together…and then…we can 

give next week. 

Emma: Ok.  

 

Negotiation of Meaning 

These two followed the negotiation of meaning routine. Emma used a 

confirmation check: 

T  Julia: . . . I really need to buy the present for my fam…for my host family. 

I  Emma: Abril, we are roommate and we choose four presents for our family? 

R  Julia: Yeah. 

RR  Emma: so…ah 

R2  Julia: our host family. 

 

Even though Julia‟s correct response to Emma‟s question came at R2, it followed the 

regular routine of negotiation of meaning. Negotiation of meaning for lexical items was 

also observed. 

T     Julia: . . .  I think it‟s a good option…give her a bouquet of flowers.  

I     Emma: Bouquet? 

R’  Julia: Bouquet? 

I’  Emma: Yeah, what is that? 

R  Julia: It‟s a bunch of flowers. 

RR  Emma: Ah… 

 

Emma‟s (I) clarification request was answered by Julia (R), and even though it induced a 

small embedded set of R‟ I‟, it followed the T I  R  RR routine.  

Communicative Effectiveness 
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Solutions were found by using the receiver‟s world:  

Julia: . . . I really need to buy the present for my fam…for my host family. 

Emma: Abril, we are roommate and we choose four presents for our family? 

Julia: Yeah. 

Emma: so…ah 

Julia: our host family. 

 

Emma‟s confirmation check was solved from Julia‟s (the receiver) point of view. In terms 

of lack of knowledge on word list, other-centered solution was observed: 

Julia: . . .  I think it‟s a good option…give her a bouquet of flowers.  

Emma: Bouquet? 

. . . 

Julia: It‟s a bunch of flowers. 

Emma: Ah… 

 

Emma‟s clarification request was solved by both of their world views. I also found one 

solution from a sender‟s world view:  

Emma: . . . I think…magnifying glass is… 

Julia: what? 

Emma: Magnifying glass is…for…Mr. Jones? Father? 

Julia: Uhuh.. 

 

Julia‟s clarification request was solved by Emma‟s (the sender) own opinion.  

Group Dynamics 

Instead of citing a list of items and choosing four gifts among them, they situated 

their identity in the task and asked for help and suggestions. It seemed as if they were 

really choosing gifts for their real host family. In the end, they also came to an agreement.   

Second Life environment  

They did not have any technical problems during the task and they established 

telepresence during the pre-task period. Moreover, they made their avatar sit as in a face-

to-face conversation before they started the task, which may have resulted in affective 

benefits. 
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The Discussion Task  

Four types of discussion task teams were identified. One team I called the task-

only team focused only on the task. Even though some avatar movements were observed, 

these were minimal and not related to the topic of their conversation. The task and small 

talk team had a small talk after they finished an official task. The task, small talk, and 

avatar use team used their avatars very often while they chatted after they finished the 

first official task. Finally, the small talk and avatar use team did not finish the first 

official task properly, and they decided to chat while playing with their avatars.  

 

1. The task-only team (Class I, DM2, G2: Ming/Sarah, Ly/Olivia, Minji/Hannah -

Garage Sale) 

Overview of the Process 

As a continuation of the first part of the garage sale task (the Decision-making 

task), this team had to discuss how to sell the items. As they began their discussion, this 

team focused immediately on the discussion topic without any small talk or avatar 

movements. This was true even though Olivia made her avatar move and changed its 

appearance during the discussion; even so, it was not recognized by the other team 

members. Each member made a good argument for advertisement of their items, for 

example: 

Hannah: Um…yeah..I want to buy..I want to sell banjo.  

Sarah: uhuh.. 

Hannah: It‟s like guitar. 

Sarah: banjo.. 

Hannah: Uhuh..um..absolutely it‟s cheaper..first you one.. 

Sarah: Ah… 

Hannah: and if you have boy friend or girl friend..so.. 

Olivia: Oh, yeah.. 

Hannah: so..you can play banjo..with your friends.. 

Sarah: yah..it can relax? 

Hannah: Yeah..relax..and then..you can make a…good moods. 

Sarah: Mood..yeah. 
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Hannah: playing with banjo..your friend.. 

 

And after they had made up their advertisement for the four items, they decided to finish 

the conversation: 

Olivia: Ok, we finish, right? 

Hannah: We finish. 

Olivia: ok. 

Sarah: bye. Thank you. 

Olivia: Thank you. 

Hannah: Bye everyone. You have good day. 

Sarah: you, too. 

 

Thus, this team had no initiator for another topic and all the members focused on the task.  

Negotiation of Meaning 

Because the discussion task was the least structured task type, what the students 

needed to do was to express their opinions. So, there were not many negotiation routines. 

One negotiation of meaning routine was observed as a form of confirmation check: 

T  Sarah: Ly, what do you want to sell? 

I  Olivia: I think Hannah have another thing…to sell? 

. . .  

Olivia: the water something? 

R  Hannah: Ah, it‟s…if you buy banjo…you can get water purifier for free. 

 

Olivia‟s (I) confirmation check was answered by Hannah (R).  

Communication Effectiveness 

By nature of the task as expressing their own opinions, all problems were solved 

from the sender‟s world perspective. Moreover, because the team successfully 

accomplished the task, the team members appropriately identified problems and solved 

the problems.   

Group Dynamics 

None of the members brought in an off-task topic, allowing them to focus on the 

task only. Moreover, by taking turns, each member expressed freely his or her ideas and 
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thoughts about how to advertise each item.  

Second Life Environment 

Because they were only focusing on the task, the members of this team did not 

use any particular avatar movement during the task. Even though Olivia‟s avatar made 

some minimum movement such as walking, and she also changed her avatar appearance 

from a dinosaur to a human being, no one acknowledged it. Moreover, during the pre-task 

period, they made their avatars face each other, like a face-to-face conversational 

situation.  

 

2. The task and small talk team (Class II, JSI, G1: Mariam/Anna, Kyungah/Lily, 

Marisa/Jessica - best holiday) 

Overview of the Process 

The topic of the discussion for this team was “the best holiday in your country.” 

After each member briefly introduced one holiday from their country, they started to talk 

about other topics:  

. . . 

Anna: how call your holiday? 

Jessica: Carnival..it is in February and it‟s summer. Right not it start summer.  

Lily: are you planning to go there at that time? 

 

Then, after Jessica‟s answer, Lily asked Anna about the temperature of her country: 

Lily: How‟s the temperature in your country? 

Anna: now..it is…about…minus twenty degree.. 

 

Then, Anna asked: 

Anna: Do you have another topics to talk about?  

 

Lily suggested talking about drugs, which had been discussed by another team. (Since 

they were in a small room all together, they sometimes overheard other team‟s 

conversations.)  

Lily: They talk about Marihuana. 
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Jessica: about what? 

Lily: Marihuana. 

Jessica: Oh… 

Lily: Have you ever tried Marihuana, Jessica? 

Jessica: No.. 

 

After they talked about drugs, Jessica brought up a new topic: 

Jessica: Do you have any plans for Thanksgiving, Anna? 

 

Finally, as other teams logged out, they said goodbye and logged out.  

Anna: Ok, bye.. 

Lily: Ok, nice talk.  

Anna: Nice talk to you.. 

 

Thus, topics were freely changed by the team members after they finished the official 

task.  

Negotiation of Meaning 

This team spent about 20 minutes in the discussion period. So, they showed 

many negotiation of meaning routines. However, these routines were for confirmation 

checks. For example: 

Anna: When you have this holiday? What time of year? 

T  Jessica: Summer. February…February. 

I Hannah: February is summer? 

R  Jessica: yes… just February.  

RR  Hannah: Ah..   

 

To Jessica‟s utterance (T), Hannah asked a confirmation check (I).  

Communication effectiveness 

By the nature of the discussion task, which is an exchange of opinions, all the 

problems were resolved from the sender‟s world perspective. Moreover, team members 

appropriately identified problems and solved them. 

Group Dynamics 
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This team talked about the best holiday from their country at the beginning, but 

with very brief explanations. Other members asked very few following-up questions. 

After each brief introduction, the team changed the topic and started to talk about topics 

that were not related to the given discussion topic. Various topics were exchanged by the 

members.  

Second Life Environment 

During the pre-task period, these students did not care about their avatar‟s 

position. At the end, only two members used any avatar movements and gestures for a 

minute. Moreover, one member had a technical problem during the task, and it 

interrupted the flow of conversation.  

 

3. The task, small talk and avatar use team (Class II, DM1, G2: Oraz/Samuel, 

Marisa/Jessica, Minjoo/Ella – Gift-giving custom)  

Overview of the Process  

This team‟s discussion topic was “gift-giving customs.” At the beginning, this 

team took a turn concerning the best holidays in their country, after Ella read the direction. 

Ella: Ah, part 2. We are gonna jump to part . (direction reading)  

Samuel: In Kazakhstan, we give the present..we pit in a boxes..and then..we covered with the  

boxes..and then..we covered with..the boxes with special..uh..with special paper..like 

colorful papers… 

 

Then, the topic was changed to gift items by Jessica‟s question: 

Jessica: and the gift..gift is usually..you can give different gift? Or what kind of gift?  

 

While they were talking about gift items, Ella talked about “money” as a gift in Korea: 

Ella: In nowadays Korean..usually..give the present for..our family member as a..money. Money 

is best way…best thing… 

 

This initiated Samuel to talk about his family and how family members gave him money 

as a present:  

Jessica: How many older brothers do you have? 
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Samuel: I have..no..I don‟t have sibling brothers..like cousins..and I nave maybe ten or twelve.. 

Jessica: Ah.. 

Samuel: they are all.. 

Ella: you are only child in your family? 

Samuel: no, no.  

Ella: No? 

Samuel: I have..a younger brother. All..all the cousins are older than me and they are working. So,  

they..give me the money, sometimes.  

 

Right after his utterance, Samuel brought in a new topic: 

Samuel: Sometimes in Kazakhstan, give..don‟t give bouquet from hands to hands. We just..for the 

special organization delivers bouquet for you..the card inside, saying, „it‟s from..‟ for 

example..‟with love, Oraz.‟  

Ella: Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah.. 

Jessica: Yeah, we have this service, too.  

 

This led to talk in bouquet-giving customs, and it initiated a new topic on Valentine‟s Day 

by Samuel (However, Ella confused Valentine‟s day with White day): 

Samuel: I know…I know in Korea..that..uh..February 14 is that..is the day when the girls give  

gift.. 

Ella: Ah, Yeah, yeah, yeah..that day..we call..”white day.” I don‟t know why, but we call it, White  

day.  

Samuel: So, after I hearing that, I decide to..buy ticket to Korea, 14, February.  

 

After they talked about Valentine‟s Day in their countries, Jessica tried to finish the 

conversation.  

Jessica: So, guys we finish, right? 

Samuel: Yes, yes. 

Ella: Uhum.. 

 

However, they still had time to discuss. After they found out that they did not have any 

interesting topic to discuss, Ella started to use avatar gestures just for fun. Then, other 

team members followed her. 
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Ella: I think we can keep talking. 

(pause) 

Samuel: what do you want to discuss? 

Ella: I don‟t know.  

(pause) 

Ella: Laughing (Gesture) 

I‟m just try to make may avatar gesture.  

Jessica: Yeah, I can…I would try.  

 

After two minutes later, Jessica suddenly asked Ella about the party after class, and they 

spent about two more minutes to talk about that topic. Then, they heard me saying “three 

more minutes and please log out when you finish.” However, they did not talk anymore 

and logged out without closing remarks or good-byes.  

Thus, they were making a turn by asking questions to other members. Moreover, they just 

played with their avatars for fun or to kill time without talking when they had more time 

to talk at the end.   

Negotiation of Meaning 

This team showed clarification request as a strategy of negotiation for meaning. 

For example,  

I Jessica: and the gift..gift is usually..you can give different gift?  

Or what kind of gift?  

R Samuel: ah.. . you can give anything..anything… 

 

Communication effectiveness 

Just like other discussion teams, problems were solved from the sender‟s world 

perspective. Also, team members successfully identified and solved problems. 

Group Dynamics 

This team freely exchanged their thoughts and opinions on the topic, “Gift-giving 

custom.” They continuously asked questions about what they wanted to know about other 

members‟ cultures. Also, they used only the extra time to use their avatars and for 

chatting on topics not related to the discussion topic, and they made a closing remark to 
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increase a sense of completion of the task.  

Second Life Environment 

To kill time after they had finished their discussion, they played with their avatars, 

making gestures and some movements. This began with one member, and the other 

members imitated her gestures. When somebody did not know how to make a gesture, the 

other members helped him or her. However, their avatars‟ gestures and movements were 

not closely related to the task completion but seemed solely to be for fun. During the pre-

task period, they had set a certain level of telepresence by making their avatars sit facing 

each other.  

 

4. The small talk and avatar use team (Class II, DM2, G2: Mariam/Anna, 

Hyunjin/Lauren, Kyungah/Lily- How to sell items at a garage sale) 

Overview of the Process 

This team did not follow the directions and decided to change their assigned 

discussion topic. After they had finished the first part of the task, they were supposed to 

discuss how to sell the items in the garage sale. However, instead a Discussion task, they 

simple decided on the items to sell and their prices and changed the topic, with Anna 

suggesting one topic and then, Lily suggesting directly changing the topic: 

Anna: why do we use so..boring topics? 

Lily: do we speak part 2, too? 

Lauren: Oh, yes. 

Anna: yes. We already talked about that. It will be interesting to talk like…to dress up for  

Halloween..to do something for thanksgiving..or how we take vacation. 

Lauren: yes. 

Anna: go somewhere..something like that.  

Lily: why don‟t we change the topic?  

Lauren: yeah. 

Anna: Yeah, let‟s change the topic.  

 

The group then started to talk about their plans for vacation, initiated by Anna: 

Anna: Are you going back December? 
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Lauren: Maybe January.. 

 

After that, Anna brought up another topic: 

Anna: what are you going to do this weekend? 

 

However, the other members ignored her question and started to move their avatars. 

Anna: what are you going to do this weekend? 

Lily: Laughing (gestures) 

Are we hit, Mariam? Oh, Amy , I‟m sorry. (Lily‟s avatar is walking and hits Lauren‟s avatar) 

Lauren: I wanna sit down..but I don‟t know how to sit. 

 

Other members helped her to make her avatar sit down.  

Lily: how about „page down, „press the „page down.‟ 

. . . 

Anna: Check..command like apple button..and mouse button..and click „sit.‟  

 

After their avatars sat, Lily used avatar gestures and other members followed her:  

Lily: Looking Good! (Gesture) 

    Hahahahah… 

Anna: Who said „Looking good?‟ 

Lily: Yeah..look good..I say.. 

    Hey! (Gesture) 

Anna: you 

     Looking Good! (Gesture) 

     Hey! (Gesture) 

. . . 

Lauren: Boo! (Gesture) 

      (changing appearance) 

 

Having played with their avatars for a short while, they then said goodbye as other teams 

finished the task. In sum, even though it was not what they were supposed to do, one 

member suggested changing the topic because she felt the official topic was boring. After 

the other members agreed, they talked about whatever they wanted and at the end, played 
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with their avatars making gestures and movements without purpose.  

Negotiation of Meaning 

This team showed only three times of negotiation of meaning routines. These 

routines were for confirmation check. For example: 

T  Lauren: and..Hannah, you should go to..cruise trip. 

I  Hannah: Cruise trip? 

R  Lauren: Yah…cruise.. 

 

Communication effectiveness 

Because all the negotiation of meaning was only for confirmation check, this 

meant that the sender‟s world was used as perspective to arrive at a solution. Moreover, 

even though this team did not actually discuss the assigned topic, they had a conversation 

about various topics. Because the main purpose of the Discussion task was to foster 

students‟ free talking, their outcome was positive. Thus, they successfully identified 

problems and solved them during the task.  

Group Dynamics 

Caused by not fully understanding the instruction, the team seemed confused 

about whether they already finished the second part. So, they thought they had more time, 

and when one member suggested changing the topic, the other members all agreed. Then, 

they simply talked about whatever came to mind.  

Second Life Environment 

After they spent some time in free talk, they started to move their avatars. They 

made some gestures and movements. When somebody asked questions about avatar 

movements, the other members provided appropriate answers. So, all members could 

play with their avatars. Again, their use of their avatars was generally not central to task 

completion. Moreover, during the pre-task period, they did not care about their avatar 

position, even though their avatars got together by chance.  

 

Low-Intermediate Groups 

Because of technical problems during the early period of the study, only two 
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teams in the Low-Intermediate group were recorded by Camtasia while doing the Jigsaw 

task. However, even the recordings of the two teams had many problems in terms of 

sound quality. So, the Jigsaw task teams of this proficiency level were not considered for 

further analysis.   

 

Decision-Making Task 

Two teams were observed: a complete team and an incomplete team.  

1. A complete team (DM2, G3: Alano/Austin, Jieun/Grace, Ravil/John) 

Overview 

During the pre-task period, the members of this team checked each other‟s voice-

chat. When Austin had a problem, the other two members, Grace and John, helped him to 

solve the problem without my help. Moreover, their avatars were standing, facing each 

other, looking like a face-to-face conversation. They also listened carefully to my 

instructions before they started the task. After the researcher‟s explanation, Austin, as a 

leader opened the conversation: 

Austin: Ok. Begin the garage sale.  

Grace: Ok. Start. 

Austin: Eh…Jieun, you begin.  

 

Then, Grace stated the items on her handout. Moreover, she checked whether the other 

team members understood the meaning of each item, and she explained the meanings of 

any that were not known. Moreover, because they had pronunciation problems, they 

devised one solution, which was text-chat.  

Grace: and..the other thing is stampler (stapler)
18

…stampler.. 

John: Stampler.. 

. . . 

Austin: Stampler? I, I don‟t know.  

Grace: Stampler..do you know? 

John: Ah… 

Grace: stampler, S..T..A.. 

                                                      
18

 Grace pronounced „Stapler‟ as „Stampler‟.  
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Austin: It‟s like what? 

Grace: P..L..E..R  

      stapler (Texting) 

John: It is for step paper. 

Grace: Stapler…when you..when you… 

Austin: Ah! Ok.  

Grace: together the… 

Austin: for bind sheets? 

Grace: Yeah..yeah.. 

John: it is for step papers (Texting) 

Austin: ok..ok.. very..useful advice.   

 

Grace then designated John as the next turn, she then asked Austin for his list. They 

followed the same pattern: introduction of one item  typing the spelling  explanation 

of the item. Moreover, whenever they did not understand, they seemed not to shy away 

from stating that they did not understand. Then, more explanation was provided by either 

the item holder or the third team member.  

John: Ok..and the…pencil sharpiner (sharpener)
19

? Ah, I think..it is for restroom.  

Grace: Restoom? 

John: Yes. It is for the restroom when you go to the restroom..it is gor..your hands..when you  

wash your hands… 

Grace: Ah! 

Austin: for hands? 

Grace: after wash? 

John: Uhuh.. 

Grace: in the wash? Ah! Ok. I know, I know.. 

Austin: I don‟t understand..yet.  

John: Ah… 

Grace: more express… 

Grace: Ah..I think when you..when you after your wash your hand, you dry your hand. So..it  

is useful when you dry your hand.  

John: Yes, with some paper. 

                                                      
19

 John pronounced „Sharpener‟ as „Sharpiner‟.  
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Even thought John had the wrong definition of a pencil sharpener and provided the wrong 

meaning, he tried to make the other team members understand. When Austin expressed 

his lack of understanding even after his explanation, Grace, the third member who 

understood John‟s explanation, tried to provide extra help. Furthermore, they sometimes 

showed their pictures to the other member, who did not understand it, in face-to-face way. 

When Austin still did not understand the meaning of pencil sharpener even after two 

explanations, he showed his picture to the other members in face-to-face, as a last resort.  

John: ok..I can show you. 

Austin: Ok..my.. 

 

After each member relayed their items and after each member had a clear understanding 

of each item, they started to discuss what to donate. Austin initiated the second part of the 

task: 

Austin: ok..ok…choose the four items.  

 

Then, they exchanged their opinions, focusing on the usefulness of each item such as: 

Grace: uh…I think stampler is the good item for…the garage sale. Because stampler is very useful 

to student, I think. 

 

Austin, taking the lead, reviewed what they had decided: 

Austin: the number one, water purify (purifier)
20

. 

John: Uhuh.. 

Austin: number two, scissors. 

 

After they had decided on the items, they closed the decision-making task with a 

statement of agreement: 

Grace: ok, I think..we finish the part one? 

Austin: Yes. We finish the part one.  

 

                                                      
20

 Austin pronounced „Purifier‟ as „Purify‟.  
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Table 13 summarizes the overall process of this team.  

Table 13. Overall Process of the Complete Team (Low-Intermediate) 

Austin, initiator of the conversation  Grace, introduction of items with explanations 

(using Text-chat)  John, introduction of items with explanations (using Text-chat and 

showing a picture to others in face-to-face)  Austin, introduction of explanation 

(using Text-chat)  discuss the items  Agreement  

 

Negotiation of Meaning 

Regular negotiation of meaning routines using clarification checks was observed, 

and all of the routines are for lexical problems. For example, 

T  John: I have…I have a banjo. 

I  Grace: banjo? 

R  John: it is..yes.. 

I’  Grace: what is it? 

R’  John: It is…musical instrument.  

 

To Grace‟s (I and I‟) clarification request, John provided an answer (R‟). Moreover, 

because each team member tried to explain the meanings of words after they checked 

their understanding, sometimes a comprehension check question played a trigger role. For 

example, 

Grace: Ah..ok..uh..I have stampler and bongos and…blender. 

T  Do you know bongos? 

I  Austin: No.  

R       Grace: uh..it is look like drum, so…you can heat the bongos, it can..uh..it sounds like  

drum.. 

 

Grace‟s (T) comprehension check triggered Austin‟s expression of lack of understanding 

of what bongos (I). This led an explanation of “bongos” by Grace (R). In addition, 

pronunciation problems caused by nonnative-like accents were solved by the text-chat 

function in Second Life: 

Austin: you can spell bongos, please? 

Grace: bongo..B. 
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Austin: B.  

Grace: O. 

John: Just write..write..write.. 

Grace: Ah, B-O-N-G-O-S.  

     Bongos (texting) 

Austin: bongos, ah, ok.  

 

And, face-to-face display was used as a last resort solution.  

John: ok..I can show you. 

Austin: Ok..my.. 

 

Communicative Effectiveness 

Even though they were using their own pictures for the items, they explained 

each item from both the receiver‟s and sender‟s perspectives, called other-centered 

solutions, to make sure others understood each list. For example,  

Grace: Alano. I‟ll explain..I‟ll explain to you. 

Austin: Yes.  

Grace: when your pencil, not sharp, so you want to make the sharp your pencil, so..you put  

the…sharp..the make…make…pencil to sharp..ah…how can I say? 

 

Grace provided the meaning of pencil sharpener using both of her and Austin‟s world 

knowledge. Moreover, there was no ignored problem, and all problems expressed by the 

team members were solved by each other‟s collaboration. Thus, this team successfully 

accomplished the task by indentifying problems and solving the problems appropriately.  

Group Dynamics 

Taking the leadership role in the conversation, Austin initiated discussion, 

reviewed the items, and also asked opinions of the other members. They freely showed 

their lack of understanding and helped each other to understand the one who was having a 

problem understanding the meaning of a word. In addition, they used extra resources such 

as text-chatting and showing the picture face-to-face to compensate for their lack of 

English. They also came to an agreement at the end to increase a sense of completion of 
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the task.  

Second Life Environment  

They made their avatars face each other, even though their avatars were standing 

ups during the pre-task period. A technical problem for one member at the pre-task period 

was also solved by the other members, and they had no technical problems during the 

task.  

 

2. An incomplete team (DM2, G4: Phuong/Jennifer, Cebba/Allison, Camran/Evan) 

Overview of the process  

During the pre-task period, each member checked each other‟s voice. However, 

they did not make their avatars sit or get together. Instead, their avatars moved about 

freely. After my instructions, they began the conversation with Allison, taking the lead. 

However, she simply called only one of the members, Evan.  

Allison: Camran, let‟s begin.  

Evan: Yes, begin.  

 

Then, Allison read the direction in the handout, and said: 

Allison: (reading the direction) I‟m finish. Jennifer, it‟s you.  

 

Allison did not understand what she was supposed to do, and she also saw the other 

member‟s item list in face-to-face, which violated my instruction.  

Allison: Let me see.. (pause) 

            No, it‟s not the same. 

 

Then, each member stated their items. However, even though they had pronunciation 

problems such as “win” for wine and “manefikyung” for magnifying, no one recognized 

them or corrected them. After they checked the items, they started to discuss items for 

gifts. However, they still misunderstood the original instruction, and continued to do the 

task in their own way.  

Allison: and..I need to give a…gift for my…my mother. I will give flowers.  

Evan: flowers? Yeah, flowers is very simple gift. Maybe..you want necklace? Gold and  
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diamond…necklace? Maybe bracelet? Usually…girl friend..boy friend..the present…party.. 

Jennifer: Ok..and the..father.. 

Evan: Father? 

Allison: are you going to gift your father? 

Evan: what do you do..buy..gift..your father? 

Jennifer: maybe..razor.. 

 

Then, suddenly one other team member‟s avatar came over and they started to talk about 

his avatar‟s appearance, ignoring the task.  

Evan: Aska
21

r, where are you? Come on. We‟re talking that one Jennifer, Cebba. Come on. You 

join us. Oh~ who is coming? 

Jennifer: Hahahaha 

Allison: who is that? 

Evan: Very handsome.  

Jennifer: Maybe.. 

Allison: It‟s ugly.. 

 

While they were talking about Jordan (Askar), Allison abruptly read the second part of 

the instruction, and the team began to do the second task, the Discussion task. Thus, they 

did not finish the first task. Table 14 summarizes the overall process of this team.  

Table 14. Overall Process of the Incomplete Team (Low-Intermediate) 

Allison, reading the directions  Allison, citing her items  Evan, citing the items 

with a comprehension check (other members see his picture in face-to-face)  Jennifer, 

citing the items with brief explanation  Allison, citing the items with brief 

explanation, but Evan wants to see the picture in face-to-face  Discussion of the gifts 

(but in their own way)  Askar join them Talking about Askar‟s avatar  Starting 

the second task   

 

 

 

                                                      
21

 Askar is Jordan‟s real world pseudonym.  
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Negotiation of Meaning 

Because Allison and Evan saw the pictures in face to face, there was not much 

need for negotiation of meaning in their conversation. In other words, the indicator of not 

understanding was “show me”, and the response was actually showing the pictures to the 

team members. Some examples of the routine were very simple as a form of clarification 

request. For example,  

T  Jennifer: another one is hammock. 

I  Evan: Hammock? 

R  Jennifer: Yeah. 

I’  Evan: what is this? Hammong? 

R’  Jennifer: you…in a tree and..you can sit in here, you know? 

RR’  Evan: Really? 

R’’ (to RR’)  Jennifer: Yeah. 

 

Evan‟s (I and I‟) clarification requests were answered by Jennifer (R) with a simple 

explanation. Moreover, throughout the conversation, there was no strong evidence on 

whether they fully understood the meaning of the word even when they expressed a token 

of understanding such as “yeah” to an explanation. In addition, even though they all had 

pronunciation problems with mispronunciation or strong accents, they did not identify 

these problems and continued the conversation.  

Communicative Effectiveness 

Other-centered solutions were observed.  

Jennifer: another one is hammock. 

Evan: Hammock? 

Jennifer: Yeah. 

Evan: what is this? Hammong? 

Jennifer: you…in a tree and..you can sit in here, you know? 

Evan: Really? 

Jennifer: Yeah. 

Evan: Oh.. 

 

To Evan‟s clarification request, Jennifer provided a short answer using both of their world 
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knowledge. Overall, because this team failed to accomplish the given task, it would seem 

they were not successful in identifying problems and in finding solutions to the problem.  

Group Dynamics 

There was no particular leader. Moreover, two of the team members, Allison and 

Evan, violated the rules and showed their pictures face-to-face. The other member, 

Jennifer, however, did not violate any rules but she did not speak much. This restricted 

fuller negotiation of meaning. Moreover, they did not show whether they really 

understood the meaning of words and continued talking. In addition, as another person 

from a different team, Jordan, joined, they abruptly changed their topic, and they did not 

finish the Decision-making task.  

Second Life environment  

This team did not have technical problems during the task. However, an avatar 

from a different team interrupted the conversation, and their free movements of avatars 

just for fun interfered with task completion. Moreover, they did not take care to position 

their avatars properly during the pre-task period.   

 

The Discussion Task 

Because of limited data (problems with recording), only one team, a task, small 

talk, and avatar use team, was analyzed.  

1. A task , small talk, and avatar use team (JS1, G1: Phuong/Jennifer, Jieun/Grace, 

Elisa/Zoe – Best Holiday)  

Overview 

For this team, the discussion topic was “What is the best holiday in your 

country?” Rather than engage in a true discussion, the students seemed more like they 

were engaginging in a simple question and answer session, and they did not discuss the 

topic fully. Jennifer initiated the discussion: 

Jennifer: Next question is what is holiday of your country.  

 

Having asked the question, she simply answered it herself and asked it of her team. 

Jennifer: My best holiday in country is Christmas. Yeah, we are in..and you? What is best holiday  
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in your country?  

 

Grace and Zoe followed the same pattern. After each turn, Zoe started to use avatar 

gestures. Then, they were all using gestures without any specific purpose, but for fun.  

Zoe :afk (gesture) 

Hahahaha… 

Zoe: It‟s too funny.  

over hear (gesture) 

boo! (gesture) 

Grace: looking good! (gesture) 

Jennifer: over here ! (gesture) 

please! (gesture) 

Grace: get lost! (gesture) 

Hahahaha…. 

Jennifer: please (gesture) 

 

Then, Grace‟s avatar started to fly and Zoe‟s avatar began walking around. Because time 

was not over for the discussion, I gave one more topic to discuss, “plans for Halloween,” 

and they started to talk about that. At this time, however, they used more avatar 

movements and became interested in objects in the Second Life environment. Moreover, 

they moved to another place in Second Life to talk and make their avatars sit:   

Grace: wow (avatar is sitting on a sofa.) 

I have a …. 

(The avatars are sitting on a chair, facing each other.)  

Jennifer: what are you doing, Elisa? 

Elisa? What are you doing? 

Jennifer: sorry.  

Zoe: Jieun, do you want to drink cola?  

Grace: yeah, I want cola.  

Hahahaha….. 

Grace: can you pack it?  

Zoe: yeah, I hope 

Grace: try!  

Hahahaha….. 
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Then, they talked about Halloween. This time, their talk sounded more like a discussion, 

rather than a simple question-answer talk.  

Jennifer: …And…what do…what..do you wanna do in Holloween?  

Grace: Ah…my culture… don‟t have and..celebrate about Halloween..so ..just pass away in a  

Halloween. How about you, Elisa?  

Jennifer: I don‟t know…maybe I will go …to…one holiday dinner. I want to…dress…with.. 

I don‟t know.  

Grace: How about you, Jennifer. 

Zoe: Ok. Holloween…um…in my country, we don‟t have Halloween. But, I know in Austin,  

Grace: Oh, similar in our country? 

Zoe: Is very crazy. 

Grace: Crazy? 

Zoe: So, maybe in holloween, maybe I will go to sixth street.  

 

Jennifer suddenly brought up a homework issue she wanted to discuss, and they talked 

about that topic:  

Jennifer: ..headache with all the…  

When I go, I wanna wake up and to be happy.  

Zoe: your ending is happy? No? 

Jennifer: I have a lot. But I wanna go to be happy. Not to be angry with…with you. I‟m just  

kidding. I‟m not angry with you.  

Zoe: um.. too tired.  

 

When they heard me call for the end of the session, they finished their talk.  

(Researcher: finish your conversation) 

Jennifer: see you now. You are in front of me, so I can tell you…..finish you? 

Grace: ah…finish? 

(Researcher: when you finish, please log out) 

Grace: ah.. 

 

In sum, after they finished the second part of the task, they freely played with 

avatars. They imitated each other‟s movements and seemed to be interested in the 

environment of Second Life. Moreover, they chatted until time was up.  
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Negotiation of Meaning 

Since their utterances were relatively short compared to the High-Intermediate 

students and they did not elaborate, only four routines of negotiation of meaning were 

observed. They were all for clarification requests. For example,  

T  Jennifer: Next question is what is holiday of your country. 

I  Zoe: what‟s question is? 

R  Jennifer: what…what is the best holiday in your country.  

  

One incomplete form of negotiation was found:  

T  Grace: not scared…hahaha.. 

I  Jennifer: you what? 

Grace: I did more…  

 

Jennifer‟s clarification request was not answered by Grace, and Grace started to talk 

about something else.  

Communication Effectiveness 

Because it was a discussion task, during which students were suggested to 

exchange their own opinions, the sender‟s world view use mainly used. Also, as I just 

mentioned, there was one instance of an unsolved communication when Jennifer‟s 

clarification request was not solved by Grace. Overall, because the team accomplished 

the task, they successfully identified problems and figured out solutions.   

Group Dynamics 

Even though their limited English proficiency restricted fuller discussion on the 

topic, they did not abandon the opportunity to talk and filled the time slot until the end. 

Moreover, their discussion on the assigned topics improved by the second topic.  

Second Life Environment 

This team seemed interested in playing with their avatars, as soon as each person 

talked about her country‟s best holiday. When someone made a gesture, the others 

followed her. Moreover, they became interested in Second Life environment as they tried 

to make their avatars drink cola. They also made their avatars sit on a chair, facing each 
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other during the pre-task period, and they did not have any technical problems during the 

discussion period.  

 

THEMES ABOUT TASK  

Based on these overall descriptions, I synthesized the emerging phenomena, and 

drew four themes from the data about the talk while doing assigned tasks. The following 

is a description of each theme with specific examples from the data where needed. Data 

from the High-Intermediate groups were mainly used to draw the themes, because of 

limited data from the Low-Intermediate groups and commonalities across the two levels. 

Explanation of the Low-Intermediate group will be provided whenever needed. In terms 

of successful factors and failure factors (Themes 1 and 2), only the Jigsaw and Decision-

Making tasks were referenced, because as a main task of each lab session, students 

devoted themselves well to these tasks from the beginning. As an unstructured type of 

task, students did not show any systematic ways of engaging the Discussion task, and 

they tended to follow the patterns that they had shown during the first part of the session. 

Thus, data from the Discussion task figured only in a minor way.  

 

Theme 1: Successful Factors  

The Jigsaw Task 

Because of technical problems in recording the computer screens by Camtasia, 

only data from the High-Intermediate groups contributed to my understanding of factors 

that made during the Jigsaw task successful. Based on the open coding and initial analysis 

of students‟ interaction Jigsaw task, there were several factors that contributed to success. 

First, all the members of successful teams had a clear understanding of what they were 

supposed to do. This clear understanding led to taking a correct direction in their way of 

solving the task. This also resulted in no extra talk about the instructions during the task, 

saving time for the team members to focus only on the task. Moreover, one student took 

the role of welcoming leader. The leader also assigned a role to other members, by asking 

the others to describe their pictures, and checked her comprehension so that all members 
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had a clear understanding without confusion. She also initiated the next step in the task 

asking for ideas about ordering, and then, she summarized during the process of decision 

making to avoid any confusion. Finally, she confirmed what they had decided. So, the 

leader organized their way of solving the task with a clear understanding on each step. 

Moreover, in an open-minded way, the leader set a comfortable environment for free 

opinion exchange by accepting and asking other members‟ opinion. 

Another factor for the success of the team may have been the structured way of 

solving the task. This team first described their own pictures and reviewed with initial 

ordering. Next, they described their pictures with clues for correct ordering. Finally, they 

came to an agreement on their decision, which enhanced a sense of completion. In 

addition, there were no abandoned or unsolved problems, and all negotiations of meaning 

were successful. The team members also showed a token for comprehension when 

somebody was talking, and this enhanced their sense of “copresence” in voice-chat and 

helped them to check whether other members were clear about what they were talking 

about. Moreover, they did not have any technical problems during the task, and they 

arranged their avatars so as to face each other during the pre-task period, enhancing 

telepresence and helping them set up an environment that focused on the task.  

 

The Decision-Making Task 

Successful teams in the Decision-making task, all the members listened to the 

researcher‟s instruction before they started the task. So, they already had a full 

understanding of what they were supposed to do. Even though this team did not have a 

strong leader, every member volunteered appropriately establishing smooth flow of 

conversation. There was no pause or break in conversation. Moreover, this team 

approached the task in a systematic way so that nobody lost track. Each member 

introduced items and explained what they were if the other members did not know it. 

Then, they made suggestions for items for gifts. Finally, they came to an agreement on 

what they had decided. Moreover, whenever they did not understand the items, they 

asked the explainer, and kept asking until they had a clear understanding. Thus, this team 
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set an environment for free and open exchange by expressing their lack of knowledge and 

requesting any explanation needed until they understood. As a result, their negotiation of 

meaning was successful, and it led to a completion of the task without any problem. 

Moreover, they could have a sense of completion at the end by agreeing on what they had 

decided. In addition, they did not have any technical problems during the task.  

In terms of the Low-Intermediate group, the same factors as in the High-

Intermediate groups occurred except they had a leader who organized the task process. 

They also devised new ways of compensating for their strong accents or limited 

knowledge of English such as text-chatting and face-to-face demonstration. Moreover, 

they helped each other very well while they were explaining word meanings. Whenever 

one of the members did not understand the meaning of words, not only the person who 

had the item but also other members who knew the item provided extra explanation. So, 

even though strong accents and limited English sometimes restricted their interaction and 

understanding, they collaborated well using extra resources and scaffolding.  

 

Summary 

As for the successful factors of both the Jigsaw and Decision-making tasks, all 

the members had a clear understanding on the instruction. They also had a leader, who 

initiated the task, summarized and confirmed their decision at the end. Moreover, they 

approached the task in a structured way, and they solved problems as they arose. This led 

to effective communication and negotiation of meaning processes. Acknowledging 

whenever they comprehended, they increased their copresence to avoid any confusion. 

They also set an environment for free opinion exchange for effective negotiation of 

meaning. In addition, they did not have any technical problems during the task, and they 

already established telepresence during the pre-task period by arranging their avatars for 

conversation. Toward the end of the task, they reviewed what they had decided on to 

increase a sense of completion. Furthermore, the Low-Intermediate group consulted extra 

resources such as text-chat and face-to-face picture showing for clear understanding of 

the others to compensate for their limited English proficiency.  
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Theme 2: Failure Factors  

The Jigsaw Task  

Contrary to the correct answer team, the wrong answer team had a member who 

misunderstood the instruction at the beginning, and this team did not show full 

understanding of each other‟s utterances. This led to members having to ask about the 

same topic or issue. This phenomenon of not paying attention to each other resulted in 

many unsolved negotiation and ineffective communication.   

One more failure factor was their way of approaching the task. In contrast to the 

correct answer team, they tried to solve the task in an unstructured way. They jumped 

from one member‟s description to another member‟s description. Because of insufficient 

information, they kept asking each other about the same picture. Interruption by a 

member in the middle of the task also resulted in repetition, and they abruptly made an 

order without fully understanding all the pictures. As a result, their answer was not 

correct. In terms of technical issues, one member had a problem with voice-chat during 

the pre-task period, and he could not join the team at the beginning. However, other 

members did not worry about him, and the other members started the task without 

checking on all members‟ voices. As a result, when this member joined the team, it 

interrupted the two other members‟ conversation. Furthermore, this team did not make 

any changes in terms of avatar positions in Second Life during the pre-task period, 

perhaps affecting this team members‟ likelihood of success.   

 

The Decision-Making Task 

This team ignored my instructions and began the task as soon as they had 

checked on each other‟s voices (they began the task 2 minutes and 52 seconds after they 

logged in, whereas other teams started the task around 7 minutes after they logged in). 

This resulted in not enough understanding on the directions for the task. Even though 

they had enough negotiation of meaning about the meanings of words, a technical 

problem interfered their conversation. Moreover, they did not have a review of what they 

had chosen as a gift for each family member. A breakdown in conversation caused by a 
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technical problem and no review seemed to lead one member to suggest moving to the 

next task, even though they had not finished their task. The other member‟s insistence on 

finishing was not accepted, and they moved to the next part without an agreement on the 

first part. In addition, they did not set the Second Life environment for telepresence at the 

beginning, and one member made a lot of meaningless avatar movements during the task. 

In terms of the Low-Intermediate group, they showed similar patterns to the 

High-Intermediate groups such as lack of understanding of the instructions at the 

beginning, no leader, and technical problems during the task. However, there were two 

dominant speakers who misunderstood the instructions and they led the team in a wrong 

direction. Moreover, to compensate for their lack of knowledge on the meanings of words, 

they mostly used face-to-face showing of pictures, which resulted in not sufficient 

negotiation of meaning.  

 

Summary  

As for the failure factors in the Jigsaw and Decision-making tasks, the team 

members did not have a clear understanding of the instructions at the beginning. Their 

lack of paying attention to other members‟ utterances also led them to inefficient 

interactions, causing unsolved negotiation of meaning and ineffective communication. 

Furthermore, their unstructured way of solving the tasks without any particular leader led 

to a wrong interpretation of the pictures and a wrong answer. Moreover, unsolved 

technical problems at the beginning interrupted the flow of conversation during the task, 

as did not establishing telepresence at the beginning.    

 

Theme 3: Task effects (more structured vs. less structured) in terms of Language 

Use, Approaches, and Avatar Use  

In terms of negotiation of meaning, the wrong answer team of the Jigsaw task 

and the incomplete team of the Decision-making task of the High-Intermediate students 

engaged in more negotiation routines than the correct answer team of the Jigsaw task 

and the complete team of the Decision-making task. With an unstructured approach and 
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unclear understanding of the instructions, students in these teams had more problems 

than the successful or complete teams. The Discussion task made fewer negotiation of 

meaning routines compared to the other two task types, but the students showed similar 

use of strategies: comprehension checks, conformation checks, and clarification requests. 

Moreover, the Decision-making task elicited more negotiation of meaning caused by 

lexical problems as a form of clarification request, and the Jigsaw task elicited 

negotiation of meaning for picture descriptions or confirmation checks. In addition, the 

students seemed to focus more on meaning than form, as indicated by the nonuse of 

such strategies as repair or self-correction.  

In terms of the influence of task type, the more structured task, the Jigsaw task, 

had only two approaches, either the correct answer or the wrong answer teams. The less 

structured task, the Decision-making task, had three approaches, and the least structured 

task, the Discussion task, had four approaches. This reveals that structuredness of a task 

affects students‟ interactions as more structured tasks restricted the variety of 

approaches to task completion of the students.  

Concerning avatar use, none of the students used any avatar movements or 

gestures during the Jigsaw task. Only the incomplete team members used their avatars 

during the Decision-making task. In terms of the Discussion task, the task, small talk, and 

avatar use team used their avatars most frequently, and the other teams used their avatars 

to a much lesser degree. Their avatar use was simply for fun and did not contribute to the 

task. However, as in pre and post-task period activities, simply playing with avatars, 

especially during the Discussion task, may explain another type of interaction in Second 

Life, maximizing the affordances of the virtual environment. The students cleverly 

devised a way of communicating in Second Life, even if it looked like simple off-task 

play from a task completion perspective.  

In contrast to the High-Intermediate students, the complete team members of the 

Low-Intermediate students had more negotiation of meaning routines than the incomplete 

team members. This was probably caused by their lack of English proficiency to 

complete the task in the face of an intention and goal to complete the task. Moreover, the 
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complete team had a structured way of solving the problem with full comprehension of 

the task, which caused more negotiation than the incomplete team. The members of the 

complete team did not use their avatars during the task, and they focused only on the task. 

However, the incomplete team abandoned finishing the task with misunderstanding of the 

task at the beginning, and they relied on face-to-face display rather than verbal 

negotiation when they had problems. These team members also used many avatar 

movements and gestures during the task. As the High-Intermediate students, the students 

tended to use more avatar movements and gestures during the Discussion task than during 

the Jigsaw or Decision-making tasks.  

 

Theme 4: Similarities and Differences between High-Intermediate and Low-

Intermediate Teams 

Similarities 

Both levels shared similar factors that led to successful or unsuccessful 

completion of the task. For successful factors, they began the task having already set 

telepresence and solved any technical problems concerning voice-chat. They also fully 

understood what they were supposed to do. During the task, a leader emerged and 

organized the task process, and all members solved communication problems by 

collaboration and by negotiation of meaning. Finally, they came to an agreement that the 

task was completed. They also did not have any technical problems during the task and 

they did not make their avatars distract them from the task. The teams who were not 

successful did not have a clear understanding on the instruction and they did not 

established telepresence at the beginning. Caused by misunderstanding of the task, they 

finally reached to an incomplete or wrong answer to the task. Moreover, there was no 

leader who organized the process. They also had some technical problems, and they 

sometimes made avatar gestures and movement during the task. These hindered the flow 

of communication. In terms of avatar use in general, both levels of students used their 

avatars‟ movements or gestures only for fun when they had extra time.   
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Differences  

In terms of language use, the Low-Intermediate students used fewer words in an 

utterance than the High-Intermediate students. They also showed a short question and 

answer type of talk during the discussion task. Moreover, the Low-Intermediate students 

had more problems in terms of pronunciation. Because they had strong accents impeding 

others from understanding certain words, they devised practical solutions such as using 

text-chat or showing the picture face-to-face. Some of the High-Intermediate students 

also used text-chat and face-to-face showing, but it was much more rare. Thus, the 

completion team of the Low-Intermediate groups had more negotiation of meaning 

routines for lexical problems than the High-Intermediate groups. For the High-

Intermediate students, most of the negotiation of meaning was for confirmation check and 

clarification requests. Moreover, while the successful teams of High-Intermediate had 

fewer negotiation of meaning routines than the incomplete or failure teams, the Low-

Intermediate completion team had more negotiation of meaning routines than the 

incomplete team. Because the High-Intermediate students did not have serious problems 

in terms of lexical meanings or pronunciation, true neither of the complete nor 

incomplete teams. However, because the incomplete team in the High-Intermediate 

grouping had many misunderstandings, and they did not provide clear explanations, they 

had more negotiation to solve problems. That is why the High-Intermediate incomplete or 

failure team had more number of negotiation of meaning routines. For the Low-

Intermediate students, because the incomplete team only relied on face-to-face showing, 

they solved the problem as soon as they saw the pictures in face-to-face. Thus, they did 

not have to engage in negotiation. However, the complete team used only one face-to-

face showing, and tried to solve the problems by negotiation, and thus, they had more 

negotiation of meaning routines.  

In terms of group members, Low-Intermediate and High-Intermediate students 

had a different opinion of the effect of familiarity of the group members. Low-

Intermediate students said that if the members of their teams in Second Life were all 

close friends and they were familiar with each other, they tended to go off topic. instead 
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of focusing on the task. However, if the members were not their friends and they were not 

close enough, they could focus on the task. For the High-Intermediate students, 

familiarity with group members in Second Life made them fully focus on the task, 

because they already knew each other and did not need to talk about off-task topics. This 

might be affected by classroom activity routines of the different levels of students. The 

Low-Intermediate students often had discussions with students sitting near them during 

the regular face-to-face classroom sessions. Because they did not change their sit, it was 

natural for them to get close with only a few students. Because there were 13 students in 

a small room, it was hard for them and for the teacher to change partners all the time. 

However, the High-Intermediate teacher always changed the members of discussion 

groups. With nine to ten students, this made it easy to change their partners. So, the 

students had all become friends.  

In addition, from my observation and field notes, I could tell that Low-

Intermediate students were more active than High-Intermediate students in terms of using 

their avatars. I sometimes felt it was difficult to control the Low-Intermediate students. 

They sometimes ignored my instructions and simply played with their avatars. However, 

the High-Intermediate students followed my instructions and tried to focus on the task, 

rather than using avatars. This might be caused by English proficiency and task difficulty. 

Because the Low-Intermediate students had very limited knowledge of English, they 

might not be able to understand my instructions fully. Moreover, because the tasks were 

originally designed for intermediate level ESL students, they may have seemed difficult, 

causing the students to lose interest and instead, choose to play with their avatars. 

Moreover, because there were many students in the same room, they had more technical 

problems than High-Intermediate classes. This also may have caused a breakdown in the 

conversation or the flow of task process, and the students lost interest in completing the 

task and played with their avatars, which allowed them to have more control than task 

completion, which required a certain level of English proficiency. For the High-

Intermediate students, my instructions were easy to understand, and the task was likely 

appropriate or a little bit easy, enhancing their interest or desire to complete the task. 
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Moreover, with a smaller number of students in a small lab, they had less technical 

problems than the Low-Intermediate class. Also, they could fix their problems without 

my help after the first few sessions.  
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Chapter 5. Discussion 

 

In this study, I investigated Low- and High-Intermediate ESL students‟ 

interactions in synchronous computer-mediated communication (SCMC) in Second Life. 

Specifically, I examined students‟ interaction patterns during the unofficial task period 

before and after the task and during the official task period, using qualitative methods and 

open coding and selective coding. In the following pages, I discuss my findings in terms 

of negotiation of meaning, Second Life environment, group organization, playfulness, 

and learner attitude by comparing and contrasting my results with those of previous 

studies. I then propose some implications for practice and for research in using Second 

Life in language teaching and learning situations. Finally, I conclude my study with 

limitations and suggestions for future research.  

 

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 

 In this section, a more in-depth discussion of my findings is provided, organized 

in terms of five topics, negotiation of meaning, Second Life environment, group 

organization, playfulness, and learner attitude. Second Life environment is discussed in 

terms of avatar use, telepresence, and affordance.  

  

Negotiation of Meaning 

In terms of negotiation of meaning routine of the High-Intermediate students, the 

failure teams of both task types had more routines than the successful teams. This caused 

by failure team member‟s misunderstanding of the instructions and each member‟s 

unclear way of explanation. However, the complete team of the Low-Intermediate 

students made more negotiation of meaning routines than the incomplete team in the 

Decision-making task as I will explain it later. Moreover, both levels of students had 

fewer negotiation of meaning routines in the Discussion task than the Jigsaw or Decision-

Making tasks. Table 15 summarizes the negotiation of meaning routines and strategies of 

each team. 
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Table 15. Negotiation of Meaning Routines and Strategies  
Task Type (Level) Team Frequency 

(NofM/Total utterances 

during approx. minutes) 

Strategies 

(frequency) 

Jigsaw  

(High-Intermediate) 

Correct answer team 7/191 (12 min.) Comprehension check (2), 

Confirmation check (3), 

Clarification request (2) 

Wrong answer team 14/159 (11 min.) Comprehension check (7) 

Confirmation check (6), 

Clarification request (1) 

Decision-Making 

(High-Intermediate) 

Regular team 15/130 (9 min.) Comprehension check (6), 

Confirmation check (1), 

Clarification request (8) 

Incomplete team 21/192 (10 min.) Comprehension check (8),  

Confirmation check (4) 

Clarification request (9),  

Role-play team 10/55 (7 min.) Comprehension check (4), 

Confirmation check (1), 

Clarification request (5) 

Decision-Making 

(Low-Intermediate) 

Complete team 17/176 (11 min.) Comprehension check (7), 

Confirmation check (3) 

Clarification request (7), 

Incomplete team 9/117 (11 min.)  Comprehension check (6), 

Clarification request (3) 

Discussion  

(High-Intermediate) 

Task-only team 7/141 (8 min.) Comprehension check (4), 

Clarification request (3)  

Task, small talk team 9/174 (9 min.) Comprehension check (3),  

Confirmation check (3) 

Clarification request (3),  

Task, small talk, avatar 

use team 

2/50 (8 min.) Comprehension check (1), 

Clarification request (1) 

Small talk, avatar use 

team 

3/90 (8 min.) Confirmation check (3) 

Discussion 

(Low-Intermediate) 

Task, small talk, avatar 

use team  

4/91 (10 min.) Confirmation check (2) 

Clarification request (2),  
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Negotiation of meaning routines were mostly caused by lexical problems and this 

finding corresponds to previous studies of task-based SCMC (Lee, 2001; Fernandez 

Garcia & Matinez-Arbelaiz, 2002; Blake, 2000; Smith, 2003, 2004). However, the High-

Intermediate students had more negotiation of meaning in the Decision-making task than 

the Jigsaw task, which corresponds to studies by Smith (2003, 2004) and Peterson (2006) 

mainly for lexical meaning. The finding contrasts with those by Blake (2000) and Pica et 

al. (1993) that Jigsaw tasks elicited more negotiation of meaning. Because I adopted the 

tasks that were used by Smith (2003, 2004) and Peterson (2006), this may explain why I 

obtained the same result of their studies, indicating that only task types do not affect 

students‟ communication but other factors such as content of the task and level of 

students‟ proficiency may play a bigger role in eliciting negotiation. 

In terms of strategy use, the High-Intermediate students used comprehension 

checks, confirmation checks, and clarification requests during both Jigsaw and Decision-

making tasks. They mainly used comprehension checks and confirmation checks during 

Jigsaw tasks, and clarification requests for word meanings during Decision-making tasks. 

They also used comprehension checks, clarification requests, and confirmation checks 

during the Discussion task, and this corresponds to Lee‟s (2001) study, that the most 

frequently used strategies were comprehension checks, clarification checks, and 

confirmation checks. The teams that used their avatars had less negotiation of meaning 

and less use of strategy because visual play with avatars restricted verbal negotiation of 

meaning within the required time. The Low-Intermediate students also used 

comprehension checks, confirmation checks, and clarification requests during the 

Decision-making task, and clarification requests and confirmation checks during the 

Discussion task. Because these students were required to use only voice-chat, their use of 

strategy may have been more restricted than students in other text-chat based studies (Lee, 

2001; Fernandez-Garcia & Matinez-Arbelaiz, 2002), focusing on meaning rather than 

form. None of the teams used recast or self-repair for grammar correction, and 

grammatically incorrect forms did not seem to interfere with their understanding. Also, 

especially for the Low-Intermediate students, their limited English proficiency may have 
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made make them stick to only some strategies rather than using a wide variety of 

strategies. Furthermore, the Low-Intermediate students sometimes made explicit 

statement of non-understanding words, such as “I don‟t understand it” (Fernandez Garcia 

& Matinez-Arbelaiz, 2002) and had pronunciation problem as a cause of negotiation, 

such as “stampler” for “stapler” (Blake, 2000).  

In the case of the Low-Intermediate students, the team that successfully 

completed the task had more negotiation of meaning than the team that did not complete 

the task or the regular team of High-Intermediate students. This might be explained by 

task difficulty. As Pallettieri (2000) suggested, if students have difficulties caused by their 

lack of knowledge, especially knowledge of lexicon items, they are likely to have 

communication breakdowns, and so they are likely to need to negotiate meaning. So, the 

task was difficult for Low-Intermediate students, and it led to more negotiation of 

meaning than for the regular team of High-Intermediate. For the incomplete team of 

Low-Intermediate students, the difficulty of the task proved daunting to the students‟ 

motivation, and they ultimately failed to complete the task with limited verbal negotiation 

and relied on face-to-face showing.  

 

Second Life environment (Avatar Use, Telepresence, Affordance)  

 Both levels of the students rarely used their avatars during the official period of 

the Jigsaw and Decision-making tasks, except for some avatar movements for the 

incomplete teams of both levels. Even though they used more movements and gestures 

during Discussion sessions, their use was limited to flying, walking, or sitting on a chair. 

Moreover, most of the avatar use was not related to task completion and seemed just for 

fun, given than the students could not use their avatars in a way to contribute to their task 

completion. However, as I said before, these behaviors may represent another way of 

communicating in Second Life (playfulness will be further discussed later). This 

corresponds to Peterson (2005, 2006) who reported that learners used some of the 

movement features at the initial introduction and lack of time to practice caused limited 

use of avatars in Active World. In the survey after all the lab sessions, most of the 
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students mentioned feeling uncomfortable about using their avatars because of lack of 

practice with limited time.  

In addition, because of the more structured nature of the Jigsaw and Decision-

making tasks, students did not feel the need to use their avatars during the task and 

focused on the task by mainly looking at their handout rather than at their computer 

screens. Moreover, with limited practice, they were not skillful in their use of their 

avatars, did not know how to move in a contextually relevant way for completing the task, 

and used only some default gestures and easy movements. Moreover, individual 

differences such as sex and age seemed to affect their control of their avatars. Based on 

my observation, the Low-Intermediate group, who had more younger individuals, played 

with their avatars more than the older High-Intermediate groups. Groups with male 

students of both levels also used their avatars more than groups with only female students. 

Furthermore, task difficulty or motivation to complete the task may have affected their 

use of their avatars. The Low-Intermediate students seemed to feel that the task was quite 

difficult with their limited English proficiency, so that they finished the task as quickly as 

possible and played with their avatars, which did not require any language proficiency. In 

contrast, the High-Intermediate students seemed to see the task as doable, so that they 

focused on the task during the task period and did not use their avatars.  

Furthermore, physical proximity seemed to restrict the students‟ reliance on 

avatar gestures and movements. In the same room, the students could see each other, and 

when they had a problem, they could ask face-to-face, particularly true of the Low-

Intermediate students. This actually hindered them from watching their computer screen 

even when they had problems needing to be fixed. Also, some technical issues such as 

volume control and interfering noises may have made them focus more on what the other 

members had said rather than watching the screen and responding by using avatar 

movement. In the final survey and interview, most students complained about these 

technical problems as disadvantages of the Second Life activity that annoyed them and 

made it difficult for them to concentrate on the task.  

In terms of telepresence, the virtual setting for talk may have affected the 
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students‟ establishment of telepresence. To provide the students as much as similar an 

environment to a regular classroom, because I was giving them a task as part of a 

classroom activity, I chose virtual places in the UT 1 Region of Second Life, where chairs 

and tables were already set up. However, the settings for the successful teams seemed to 

be slightly better designed for setting telepresence or be more similar to real world talk 

settings than the settings for the less successful teams. For example, the correct team of 

High-Intermediate was designated to a room with a large round table and chairs. Their 

avatars appeared close to the chairs and the table when they logged in. So, they may 

naturally have felt the need to make their avatars sit on the chairs and be face to face 

before they started the task. However, the incomplete team of the High-Intermediate class 

was designated to an open place with two large couches facing each other. Even though 

their avatars also were placed close to the couches, because it was an open place with 

trees and grass around them, they may have felt it was something different and did not 

care about their position in Second Life. In fact, one member who had technical problems 

and could not join the conversation at the beginning explored the area beyond the couch 

area, and his avatar was quite a bit distant from the other two members, perhaps causing 

the other members not to recognize his presence in Second Life. Thus, setting in Second 

Life can affect students‟ decisions about establishing telepresence. 

Finally, the affordances of Second Life can explain at least in part telepresence. 

In fact, both teams who were successful and unsuccessful in terms of setting telepresence 

used the affordances of Second Life maximally. For the successful teams, they saw the 

chairs and a table, and they did not have any distracting objects in the room. The setting 

in Second Life was very similar to a face-to-face classroom setting, so the students 

simply made their avatars sit without any hesitation at the beginning. They used the 

affordances of Second Life in their own way. However, the unsuccessful teams had more 

distracting objects near their avatars in an open space, which was a bit different from their 

classroom environment. Perhaps this is what led them to want to explore the affordances 

of Second Life, which had the effects of not establishing telepresence. 

Moreover, students‟ use of their avatars and Second Life objects during the pre 
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and post-task periods showed how well the students used the affordances of Second Life. 

During the pre-task period, after they had checked important conditions for further 

conversation such as checking the voice chat function with each member, most of the 

team members played with their avatars or they were curious about some objects near 

their avatars, and this became a topic of their small talk. Less frequently, students also 

played with their avatars during the post-task period. Because they did not have any 

restrictions in terms of their behavior during the pre and post-task period, students 

immediately began exploring the affordances of Second Life when they had resolved 

other aspects necessary for better interaction and when they had extra time before and 

after the official task. Interestingly, even though the tasks did not allow the students much 

to rely on the affordances of Second Life, students found a way to use these affordances 

during the task period. The students sometimes used text messaging to clarify some 

words, and some team members played with their avatars during the Discussion task, a 

task that allowed them more freedom than the Jigsaw or Decision-making tasks. Some 

team members even finished the Discussion task and simply played with their avatars or 

explored the Second Life environment out of curiosity. This resulted in more 

conversation after the official task. Thus, students were very good at using the 

affordances of Second Life no matter how the task was structured and no matter that they 

were physically in the same room. Second Life itself enabled, even demanded, the 

exploration of affordances of the settings.  

 

Group Organization 

 Even though I did not assign any roles to the students and gave them total 

freedom in terms of roles, the students showed systematic ways of organizing their group 

work. Most of the teams, especially the successful teams, had a naturally emerging leader 

who smoothly organized the task process. Students seemed to follow their classroom 

practice. For example, Austin of the complete team in the Low-Intermediate class took a 

leadership role from the beginning, and the other two members followed his way of 

organizing the task process. As the oldest male student in his class, he usually took a 
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leader role in his class, and other students assumed that he would be the leader of the 

team in Second Life as usual. Similarly, Jasmine of the complete team of the High-

Intermediate class, took the leader role, and she was usually assumed to be a leader in 

group discussion in real world classroom activities. However, Kevin and Dylan of the 

incomplete team of the High-Intermediate class and Jennifer, Allison, and Evan of the 

incomplete team of the Low-Intermediate class had no particular leader in their teams 

during the Second Life activities. This may have been because they shared similar 

positions in their real world classroom activities. So, it may have been hard for them to 

assume one of their members as a leader at the beginning. In fact, it was commonly 

observed that with relatively same real-world status, the students were likely to have no 

strong leader, and instead they shared the role by speaking a similar portion of the time in 

their conversation. Thus, a naturally emerging phenomenon in Second Life activities was 

affected by real world practice and position.  

 

Playfulness 

 It is interesting to consider whether playing with avatars or Second Life objects 

may facilitate second language learning (SLL). Because of the intensity or structuredness 

of the official task period, there was only limited evidence of “language play”, especially 

in the conversation of the complete team of the High-Intermediate class. Thus, highly 

structured tasks might not be conducive for students to explore and play in ways that may 

facilitate SLL, especially in terms of raising awareness of linguistic forms (Cook, 2000; 

Sullivan, 2000). However, during the pre-task period and during the Discussion task, the 

students were likely to play with their avatars or they were curious about objects near 

their avatars in Second Life. Even though their play with avatars and exploring the 

Second Life environment looked meaningless and inappropriate from a task completion 

perspective, these activities generated more small talk and humor, which can be 

interpreted as important elements of successful SLL. While the students were playing 

with their avatars and/or exploring the environment of Second Life, it became the topic of 

their conversation. This generated more talk from the students, standing as more “input” 
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and “output” for each other. While the students were teaching and learning from each 

other how to operate their avatars in Second Life, they not only learned some of the 

features of Second Life but also practiced their English, as a side effect of the task. 

Eventually, the students engaged in more talk practice than I expected, and this is 

definitely helpful for them to improve their English. Thus, the interface of Second Life 

enhanced the students‟ playfulness, which may have led to more conversation practice 

and better SLL in the end.     

 

Students’ Attitudes 

 Two surveys were administered to ask students‟ opinions about the Second Life 

activity. One was conducted after the first task sessions, and the other was administered 

after all the task sessions. In terms of opinion about the experience with Second Life, the 

students had a generally positive attitude, corresponding to Kuriscak and Luke (2008)‟s 

study (refer to Appendix G for details of the result). Concerning communicating in 

Second Life and avatar use, both levels of students generally had neutral to slightly 

positive opinions, and there were no large differences between the students‟ opinions 

about Second Life activity after the first task sessions and those after all the tasks were 

done, except that the High-Intermediate students‟ mean scores had slightly decreased and 

those of the Low-Intermediate students had increased. Thus, the Low-Intermediate 

students felt more comfortable communicating in Second Life and using their avatars as 

the lab sessions went by, but the High-Intermediate students seemed to lose interest in 

Second Life as time went by. In terms of telepresence, the Low-Intermediate students had 

changed their opinions from slightly negative to slightly positive. However, the High-

Intermediate students‟ scores had decreased. As the Low-Intermediate students, with a 

greater number of younger students, used their avatars more actively than the High-

Intermediate students, and the High-Intermediate students tended to focus more on the 

official tasks, I want to claim that the Low-Intermediate students were more interested in 

Second Life as they were more familiar with such programs, and the High-Intermediate 

students lost interest in Second Life as indicated by using fewer functions of Second Life 
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as lab sessions went by. Moreover, the novelty effect seemed to affect only the High-

Intermediate students. At the interview, some of the High-Intermediate students said they 

liked Second Life just for the first few sessions, and that they lost interest throughout the 

rest of the lab sessions.  

Compared to face-to-face classroom activity, both levels of students felt negative 

at first but, after they had finished all the tasks, the mean scores of both levels had 

increased, especially for the High-Intermediate groups. Thus, for the High-Intermediate 

students, Second Life activity was more comfortable than classroom activity. Because the 

main medium of communication was voice-chat in cyber space, the Low-Intermediate 

students seemed to experience difficulty communicating without any paralinguistic cues 

such as facial expressions or hand gestures, which might have been helpful in solving 

communication breakdowns. At the first survey, some Low-Intermediate students 

mentioned that they could not use body language, and it made it hard for them to explain 

some pictures. The High-Intermediate students did not feel any difference between 

classroom communication and Second Life activity, perhaps because they did not have as 

significant problems in terms of language. In the interview, most of the High-

Intermediate students stated they did not notice much difference between face-to-face and 

Second Life activities. However, some of the Low-Intermediate students said they liked 

classroom activities when they can see each other and use body language as an extra 

resource in understanding each other.    
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IMPLICATIONS 

 This section is divided into two large sub-sections: Implications for practice and 

implications for research. For practice, suggestions for using Second Life, tasks in 

Second Life, and level consideration are provided. For research, suggestions for voice-

chat research in Second Life are provided based on my experience.  

 

Implications for Task-based ESL/EFL Classroom Activities using Second Life  

Second Life as A Learning Place 

Features of Second Life interface can benefit second or foreign language 

education. First, as an alternative to text and voice-based SCMC environments, Second 

Life can create a non-threatening environment that can facilitate more interactions, 

specifically for those who are reluctant to communicate face-to-face. Furthermore, 

avatars and visually built objects and buildings can allow learners to have a real-world 

experience. Learners may feel they are in a face-to-face environment, thereby enhancing 

a sense of being there or a sense of being a part of a group. These “telepresence” or 

“copresence” feelings may facilitate learning in a comfortable place, which may elicit 

better participation and better learning than real-world classes (Bradley & Lomicka, 

2000; Roed, 2003). In addition, for shy or timid learners, Second Life can give them 

opportunities to express themselves freely with confidence by rendering them a complete 

control of their appearance and clothing. It also provides an immersive environment by 

creating a target-language-only environment or teleporting to a target language 

community. Also, Second Life becomes a venue to share resources for teaching and 

learning, and even researching, for second or foreign language educators by developing 

their own islands for conferences or sharing experience and information. Furthermore, 

there are a number of islands for second or foreign language virtual classrooms with 

different objectives and levels for learners (if you type a keyword in the “search” window, 

you can see a list of classes or organization and teleport to the selected place.). With the 

recently developed voice function, learners can experience more real-world face-to-face 
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conversations with the same target language learners or native speakers of the target 

language.  

However, students need to have enough practice time to learn the basic functions 

of Second Life. As the students in my study had more experience with Second Life, they 

had fewer technical problems, reducing the interference in their interaction. The Low-

Intermediate students especially did not have any technical problems during the last lab 

session and they could focus fully on the task. Given that students were still playing with 

their avatars until the end of the lab session (the sixth meeting at the lab), and some 

students still had problems using their avatars, it is clear they needed more time to 

practice. Some students even did not try to use their avatars at all, because they did not 

know how to do so. In addition, I came to think it would be better to allow students to use 

other basic functions during the task, such as text-chat and teleporting. Allowing them to 

use all resources to solve the task might enhance students‟ success at the task.   

In terms of technical problems, the students had more problems with their voice-

chat function during the early lab sessions, but they could fix most of the problems by 

themselves as time went by. So, it is also important to inform students about the possible 

problems and to discuss possible solutions during the orientation period. Then, 

communication breakdowns that hinder communication flow would be less likely.  

In addition, Second Life can be a tool for learner autonomy (Benson, 2001). As 

one technology-based approach of Benson‟s (2001) suggestions to foster learner 

autonomy in foreign or second language classes, if students learn functions of Second 

Life and they can use these independently, Second Life can be a good environment for 

students‟ life-long English learning. Because Second Life itself owns “Orientation Island” 

for newcomers, and there are many cyber communities in Second Life such as blogs, it is 

not difficult for students to learn the functions of Second Life by themselves. Thus, once 

the students learn the basic functions of Second Life, they will have more and better 

resources to learn English independently. In the same vein of self-learning environments, 

Second Life also can be an alternative testing tool, especially for listening and speaking 

classes. If students learn how to record their activities or the computer screen with voice-
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chat (such as with Camtasia or Screenflow), they can record their interactions in Second 

Life, either with native speakers or other non-native speakers. Then, they can evaluate 

their English on their own while they are watching or listening to their interaction. Or, 

they can send the recorded files to an instructor and she or he can give feedback. Because 

the language sample would be very natural and authentic in an anxiety-free environment, 

an instructor can give more practical feedback to the students. Moreover, for instructors, 

it would be a better resource than formal classroom testing to understand their students‟ 

interlanguage development stage. Thus, if it is a distance learning class or a life-long 

learning class, it would be more practical and effective.  

Also, as other researchers predicted (Skyes, Oskoz, & Thorne, 2008; Kuriscak & 

Luke, 2008), Second Life can be a place to foster students‟ L2 pragmatics. Sample 

excerpts from pre and post activities showed a potential for developing certain speech 

acts, such as openings and closings. Moreover, young learners were sometimes better 

than their teacher in terms of manipulating computers, and because Second Life provides 

user-friendly game-like environments, they might be more interested in learning English 

in Second Life than using other programs. Given that technology is developing fast and 

the cost of the equipment is lowering these days, it is predictable that teachers of ESL 

and/or EFL will have more techno-savvy students than ever. Thus, if it is well adopted, 

Second Life can be a new and effective environment for ESL and/or EFL students.  

 

Task 

In terms of task type, various discussion topics would elicit more various 

interaction patterns with various approaches. The relaxed environment in Second Life 

might enhance students‟ free talking. Moreover, because the students in this study 

preferred the discussion tasks over the other task types, it would be better to give the 

students interesting topics to discuss. Or, it would also be good if they could have a 

chance to choose their own discussion topics. Jigsaw tasks or Decision-making tasks 

using handouts may not be a good option for Second Life activities because of heavy 

cognitive overload. From my observations, students did not use any Second Life 
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functions, except voice-chat, as they tried to solve the task. They were busy looking at the 

handout and speaking or listening to each other. Thus, various tasks, not limited to Jigsaw 

or Decision-making tasks, would benefit students not only to explore fully the Second 

Life environment, but also to have communication with other partners around the world. 

For example, if students are asked to find a native speaker of English in Second Life, and 

they have to ask the native speaker‟s opinion on a topic, the students will not only meet a 

native speaker of English but also have to use Second Life functions. The experience 

might enhance the students‟ intrinsic interest for learning English and for using Second 

Life as a future English learning tool. In addition, if students have become adept at 

dealing with computers, other resources such as online materials, audio or video podcast, 

webpages, and PowerPoint presentations in Second Life can be incorporated (for more 

information, see Cooke-Plagwitz, 2008, and Deutschmann, Panich, & Molka-Danielsen, 

2009).   

Second Life also can allow students to engage in more authentic tasks than the 

classroom environment, even more structured types of task. Because Second Life 

simulates many places that resemble the real world such as restaurants, cafes, and major 

cities like New York, if students are asked to find information about these places, they 

can teleport to the place and find appropriate answers. Moreover, they may once there 

meet someone who is also visiting the same virtual space and have a conversation while 

they are solving the task. This kind of activities might enhance students‟ motivation to 

learn and enhance the authenticity not only of the environment but also of language use 

per se.  

In terms of task process, it would be better if the students established a sense of 

being together in Second Life (telepresence), and had control over solving technical 

problems that arose during the task. Also, it is important for students to have a clear 

understanding of the task instruction so that they do not waste time and instead, focus on 

the task. During the task, it would be better if one team member was assigned the role of 

leader with the charge of organizing the task process. If there is no volunteer as a leader, 

assigning roles to the students might be helpful. Moreover, to have the students use a 
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structured way of solving the task, especially with a structured task type, a brief 

explanation on how to solve the task or giving them a sample practice before the actual 

task would be helpful. Also, guiding them to come to a summary agreement on the task at 

the end would be important to have them a sense of accomplishment or completion of the 

task. Finally, because the students in this study engaged in much more play with avatar 

movements and gestures after the official task was completed seemingly for fun and to 

kill time, it would seem to be beneficial if the students were given a task that depended 

on their avatars. This would increase their skills and give them a chance to explore the 

Second Life environment.      

 

Levels 

For the lower level students, providing them a clear understanding of their 

instructions is very important. Without a clear understanding of the task, students might 

lose track and not be able to complete the task in the right way. They sometimes lost 

control and lost interest in the task, and simply played with their avatars. In addition, if 

the task is too difficult, students‟ motivation may suffer and they may give up on the task. 

It would also be helpful for the lower level students to learn other technical resources 

such as text-chat or using an online dictionary to compensate for their limited English 

proficiency. For higher level of students, however, a task that is little bit difficult or 

challenging might increase their motivation. Because they do not have serious problem in 

terms of English use, it would be better to give them less structured tasks. For example, if 

they have a chance to meet a new partner from a different country in Second Life, and 

talk to them, they can have a chance to meet and talk with native speakers. It would 

enhance their motivation to learn English and to use Second Life as an English learning 

tool in the future.  

 

Implications for Second Life Voice-chat Research  

As a result of this study, I came to appreciate the importance of the researcher 

being familiar with Second Life. One expert of Second Life suggested to me that I use 
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Second Life at least 200 hours before I started the study. Then, a researcher or teacher can 

teach students not only basic functions but also some solutions to frequently occurring 

technical problems in Second Life. Doing a pilot study would be very helpful to diagnose 

potential obstacles and solutions, not only of technology per se but also how to conduct a 

lab session with students who do not know about Second Life at all. Getting help or 

assistance from experts in technology or faculty member is also a good way of setting a 

better research environment. Furthermore, having an open area or public area in Second 

Life for students is important. Otherwise, the cost is high and it takes a lot of time to 

make a room in Second Life if the researcher is not very skillful at making virtual objects. 

Computer capacity is also a problem for smooth connection to Second Life because it is a 

3D virtual world, which requires good graphic card and sound card (for computer 

requirement, see http://secondlife.com/support/system-requirements/). In addition, in 

terms of recording program, “Camtasia” is designed for PC and “Screenflow” is for Mac. 

However, Camtasia has some problems in Windows Vista and it requires a large capacity 

to save the screen. Most of all, good communication with the students during the lab 

sessions is very important for the success of a study.  

 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 There are several limitations that need to be kept in mind when considering the 

findings and conclusions of this study. The first limitation is related to the nature of 

qualitative research. Because I gathered an extensive amount of data from students‟ 

verbal interaction in Second Life, surveys, interviews, and classroom observation, as I 

analyzed the data, I faced the difficult task of reducing and synthesizing what I had 

observed into themes. Such a task necessarily required me to highlight some data and 

devalue other data, especially determining the representative teams for each task. 

Although I tried to select teams that most well represented each task of both levels, my 

main interest in general interactional behaviors of pre and post task periods and task 

effects led me to focus on certain parts of the data in more detail. Thus, there were certain 

realities that I deliberately left out and some that I may have missed inadvertently 

http://secondlife.com/support/system-requirements/
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because of my focus. In addition, some of the realities I reported here may have been 

misrepresented even though I worked hard to enhance credibility by triangulating the 

findings from various data sources.   

 Another limitation relates to the uniqueness of the research site and the 

participants of the study. Because intact classes were used in this study, they already had 

a certain curriculum and time schedule to follow. Thus, the students could have only four 

sessions of 45-minutes and two 45-min orientation sessions throughout the semester. 

Thus, the students did not have much chance to explore fully Second Life functions. 

Moreover, having to wait two weeks between lab sessions made them forget some of the 

functions in Second Life, and it took extra minutes to get them on the right track. In 

addition, because all the students were in the same room as they participated, they 

preferred to talk face-to-face when they had a problem. This also restricted the potential 

for Second Life as a virtual world. Moreover, because they had a class right before the lab 

session, their familiarity with their classmates may have changed their need to interact. If 

the classes were run solely virtually and the students did not know each other except in 

Second Life, I may have seen different, perhaps more enthusiastic use of Second Life.   

In addition, because of technical problems during the early lab sessions, some of 

the Low-Intermediate data were not saved. Thus, fuller comparisons between the two 

levels could not be explored. Furthermore, because the tasks were designed based on 

previous studies rather than considering the current curriculum of these classes, the tasks 

may not have been interesting for some students. Finally, because the tasks were designed 

more for the level of proficiency of the High-Intermediate students, they may have been 

too difficult for the Low-Intermediate students.  

 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

There have been only a small number of data-driven studies using Second Life in 

ESL or EFL contexts, and even these studies have used very restricted functions of 

Second Life. Thus, there is a need for more studies on using multi-functions of Second 

Life such as combination of voice-chat, text-chat, and teleporting, and how these 
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functions promote English learning. Moreover, studies on various tasks in Second Life 

are needed. To take advantage of Second Life as a virtual community, studies on ESL or 

EFL classes in distance learning or virtual learning contexts should be conducted. In 

addition, studies to foster learner autonomy in Second Life would contribute to our 

understanding of learning. Finally, studies with various levels and various foreign or 

second languages will expand the potentials of Second Life as a language learning 

environment.   

 

CONCLUSION 

 As the first study using Second Life as a part of classroom activities in ESL 

instruction with different task types, my study had mixed results. Given that the students‟ 

interaction patterns were similar to other SCMC studies and face-to-face conversation in 

terms of negotiation of meaning and of using strategies for negotiation, this study showed 

the potential for Second Life as an alternative learning and teaching environment for 

ESL/EFL students and teachers. However, because there were many limitations such as 

limited time for practice and unexpected technological problems, using Second Life as a 

classroom activity seems to require various efforts and preparations for teachers and 

students. Nevertheless, considering that there is a growing body of research on Second 

Life in various content areas, and that new technologies are themselves changing and 

changing education radically, my study is important for its examination of a new 

technology, Second Life, in the SLA context to provide pedagogical benefits to ESL/EFL 

teachers and students. As technology develops, it becomes important to learn new literacy 

or e-literacy, and it is more likely that in the near future, traditional classroom learning 

will adopt at least some kinds of technology, and the number of non-traditional students 

will grow. Thus, there is a need for more studies like this one on technology use. 
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APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX A 

Survey on background information  

Date: ____________________  Name: ______________________ 

 

Please fill out the following questionnaire. The purpose is to provide the researcher of the project with 

background information, your English learning experience, and computer experience and learning 

satisfaction with the technology in the ESL class. Please complete this survey as honestly as possible. Your 

responses will remain confidential. 

Demographic information  

1. Gender: female (     )          male (     ) 

2. Age: 

3. Major:     (undergraduate/ graduate) 

4. How long have you been studying English in your country? 

5. Have you ever studied English in the US? 

If, yes: 

Where: 

How long: 

6. What were your scores on the TOEFL or TOEIC or other standardized test?  

 - Test name:    - score:  

7. Please order the following skills from 1 to t, 1=most confident, 4= least confident 

- reading (     ) 

- writing (     ) 

- speaking (     ) 

- listening (     ) 

8. Why do you take this course?  

 

Computer use in general 

1. I have been using computers for (        ) years. 

Please check. Write additional comments you would like to make in the space provided.  

2. I use a computer.         I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 

Almost Never  Seldom   Sometimes  often  very often 

3. I feel comfortable using a computer.        I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                      Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

4.Using a computer gives me more opportunities to read and write.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I  

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

5.Using a computer gives me more opportunities to listen and speak.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

6.Learning how to use a computer is important for my English learning.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

7. I use computer to study English.    I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
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Almost Never  Seldom   Sometimes  often  very often 

 (Please specify your use of technology in your English learning:____________________________) 

8. I would enjoy using a computer to practice my English in the future.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

9. What do you use computers for? Check as many as applicable: 

- games (   ) - word process (MS WORD)  - email  

- online chat (texting, making a call, videoconferencing)  - internet search 

- English learning  - others (Please specify: _____________________) 

10. I am familiar with avatars.          I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

If agree or strongly agree,  

What program do you use?  

How long have you been using the program?  

Why do you use the program? 

11. I am familiar with Second Life.       I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree  

If agree or strongly agree,  

How long have you been using Second Life? 

Why do you use Second Life? 

12. I am familiar with voice-chat.          I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree  

If agree or strongly agree,  

What system do you use? 

Why do you use? 

How often do you use? 
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APPENDIX B 

Jigsaw I (3 Students)  

Student1  

 

Part I 

Messy Garage 

 

Look at the series of picture about a messy garage. You have two or three pictures and your friend has 

different pictures. Together with your friend put the pictures in the correct order. To do this, you will need 

to describe each of your pictures to your friend since she/he cannot see your pictures. You may use the 

words below to help you describe your pictures. Your friend will do the same for you.  

The pictures are marked A, B, C, D, E, F. When you finish, please write the correct order. For example, 

“The correct order is C, B, F, A, D, E.” 

 

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE CORRECT ORDER!!! 

 

 

Tricycle          

Broom       Thermos      

 

 

 

Part II 

After the task, please discuss:  

 

- What is the best holiday of your country? 

Introduce your country‟s best holidays. Please provide specific examples of how your people celebrate 

the holidays. Find any similarities or differences between your and the other‟s holidays.  
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Jigsaw I 

Student 2 

 

Part I 

Messy Garage 

 

Look at the series of picture about a messy garage. You have two or three pictures and your friend has 

different pictures. Together with your friend put the pictures in the correct order. To do this, you will need 

to describe each of your pictures to your friend since she/he cannot see your pictures. You may use the 

words below to help you describe your pictures. Your friend will do the same for you.  

The pictures are marked A, B, C, D, E, F. When you finish, please write the correct order. For example, 

“The correct order is C, B, F, A, D, E.” 

 

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE CORRECT ORDER!!! 

 

 

Snow shovel     Rake  

 

 

 

 

 

Part II 

After the task, please discuss:  

 

- What is the best holiday of your country? 

Introduce your country‟s best holidays. Please provide specific examples of how your people celebrate 

the holidays. Find any similarities or differences between your and the other‟s holidays.  
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Jigsaw I 

Student 3 

 

Part I 

Messy Garage 

 

Look at the series of picture about a messy garage. You have two or three pictures and your friend has 

different pictures. Together with your friend put the pictures in the correct order. To do this, you will need 

to describe each of your pictures to your friend since she/he cannot see your pictures. You may use the 

words below to help you describe your pictures. Your friend will do the same for you.  

The pictures are marked A, B, C, D, E, F. When you finish, please write the correct order. For example, 

“The correct order is C, B, F, A, D, E.” 

 

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE CORRECT ORDER!!! 

 

 

Ax      

Dustpan   Overalls   

 

 

Part II 

After the task, please discuss:  

 

- What is the best holiday of your country? 

Introduce your country‟s best holidays. Please provide specific examples of how your people celebrate 

the holidays. Find any similarities or differences between your and the other‟s holidays.  
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Jigsaw II (3 Students)  

Student 1 

 

Bus Trip 

 

Part I 

Look at the series of pictures about a bus trip. You have two or three scenes (pictures) and your partner(s) 

has two or three different scenes. Together with your partner(s), put the scenes in the correct order. To do 

this, you will need to describe each of your scenes to your partner since he/she cannot see your pictures. 

You may use the words below to help you describe your pictures. Your partner(s) will do the same for you.  

 

The scenes are marked A, B, C, D, E, F.  

 

 

Wrench               Pilers   

 

Tow truck  

 

 

 

Part II  

Discussion 

 

With your partner(s), discuss public transportation in the USA and your country. Hoe do most people get 

around in your country? Is this the same or different to your partner‟s country/the USA?  
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Jigsaw II  

Student 2 

 

Bus Trip 

 

Part I 

Look at the series of pictures about a bus trip. You have two or three scenes (pictures) and your partner(s) 

has two or three different scenes. Together with your partner(s), put the scenes in the correct order. To do 

this, you will need to describe each of your scenes to your partner since he/she cannot see your pictures. 

You may use the words below to help you describe your pictures. Your partner(s) will do the same for you.  

 

The scenes are marked A, B, C, D, E, F.  

 

 

Swing Set    Barn  

 

Raccoon               

 

 

Part II  

Discussion 

 

With your partner(s), discuss public transportation in the USA and your country. Hoe do most people get 

around in your country? Is this the same or different to your partner‟s country/the USA?  
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Jigsaw II  

Student 3 

 

Bus Trip 

 

Part I 

Look at the series of pictures about a bus trip. You have two or three scenes (pictures) and your partner(s) 

has two or three different scenes. Together with your partner(s), put the scenes in the correct order. To do 

this, you will need to describe each of your scenes to your partner since he/she cannot see your pictures. 

You may use the words below to help you describe your pictures. Your partner(s) will do the same for you.  

 

The scenes are marked A, B, C, D, E, F.  

 

 

Binoculars    Goat  

 

 

 

 

Part II  

Discussion 

 

With your partner(s), discuss public transportation in the USA and your country. Hoe do most people get 

around in your country? Is this the same or different to your partner‟s country/the USA?  
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APPENDIX C 

 

Decision-making I (3 Students)  

Student 1 

 

 

Part I 

Shopping for a gift 

 

You and your friends are trying to decide on some gifts for your home stay family here in the US. Your host 

family has four members: Mr. Smith (father), Mrs. Smith (mother), Janet Smith (15 years old daughter), 

and Mike Smith (10 years old son). You and your friends are in a shopping mall and have seen different 

thing. Since the presents will be from all of you, you must decide together on one present for each family 

member (four in total).  
 

 

 

 

Razor           crocheting  

Hammock     

 

 

 

Part II 

 

After you have decided on the four gifts you will buy, discuss gift-giving customs in your countries. Is there 

any difference in gift giving practice between your country and your partner‟s country? If not, or if you 

come from the same country, discuss similarities or differences you have noticed in gift-giving practices 

between your country and the U.S. 
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Decision-making I 

Student 2 

 

Part I 

Shopping for a gift 

 

You and your friends are trying to decide on some gifts for your home stay family here in the US. Your host 

family has four members: Mr. Smith (father), Mrs. Smith (mother), Janet Smith (15 years old daughter), 

and Mike Smith (10 years old son). You and your friends are in a shopping mall and have seen different 

thing. Since the presents will be from all of you, you must decide together on one present for each family 

member (four in total).  
 

 

 

Bouquet        Corkscrew    

Extension cord  

 

 

   

Part II 

 

After you have decided on the four gifts you will buy, discuss gift-giving customs in your countries. Is there 

any difference in gift giving practice between your country and your partner‟s country? If not, or if you 

come from the same country, discuss similarities or differences you have noticed in gift-giving practices 

between your country and the U.S.  
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Decision-making I 

Student 3 

 

Part I 

 

Shopping for a gift 

 

You and your friends are trying to decide on some gifts for your home stay family here in the US. Your host 

family has four members: Mr. Smith (father), Mrs. Smith (mother), Janet Smith (15 years old daughter), 

and Mike Smith (10 years old son). You and your friends are in a shopping mall and have seen different 

thing. Since the presents will be from all of you, you must decide together on one present for each family 

member (four in total).  
 

 

Magnifying glass    Corkboard  

 

 

Hair dryer  

 

 

 

 

Part II 

 

After you have decided on the four gifts you will buy, discuss gift-giving customs in your countries. Is there 

any difference in gift giving practice between your country and your partner‟s country? If not, or if you 

come from the same country, discuss similarities or differences you have noticed in gift-giving practices 

between your country and the U.S.  
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Decision-making II (3 Students) 

Students 1 

 

 

Part I  

 

Garage Sale 

 

Students at the ESL Services at UT are having a giant garage sale to raise money for a trip to Yosemite 

national part. In addition to working as “sales assistants” next Saturday, students have all been asked to 

donate (give) some items that they no longer need for the sale. These items will be re-sold at the ESL 

garage sale next Saturday.  

 

Pretend you and your friend(s) are living together in an apartment near UT. Below is a list of items you 

have found in your room/apartment. Your friend(s) have also found some items. Together, decide on four 

(4) items you can donate to the garage sale.  

 

Scissors   Chain saw  

 

Sled  

 

 

 

Part II 

 Sometimes it is not easy to sell things at a garage sale because the items may be old, broken, out of 

fashion, etc. After you decide on the four items you will donate, discuss how you will convince (persuade) 

people to buy these items. You may wish, for example, to talk about the usefulness of the items, values, 

their conditions, etc.  
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Decision-making II 

Students 2 

 

Part I  

 

Garage Sale 

 

Students at the ESL Services at UT are having a giant garage sale to raise money for a trip to Yosemite 

national part. In addition to working as “sales assistants” next Saturday, students have all been asked to 

donate (give) some items that they no longer need for the sale. These items will be re-sold at the ESL 

garage sale next Saturday.  

 

Pretend you and your friend(s) are living together in an apartment near UT. Below is a list of items you 

have found in your room/apartment. Your friend(s) have also found some items. Together, decide on four 

(4) items you can donate to the garage sale.  

 

Stapler    Bongos  

 

Blender   

 

 

Part II 

 Sometimes it is not easy to sell things at a garage sale because the items may be old, broken, out of 

fashion, etc. After you decide on the four items you will donate, discuss how you will convince (persuade) 

people to buy these items. You may wish, for example, to talk about the usefulness of the items, values, 

their conditions, etc.  
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Decision-making II 

Students 3 

 

Part I  

 

Garage Sale 

 

Students at the ESL Services at UT are having a giant garage sale to raise money for a trip to Yosemite 

national part. In addition to working as “sales assistants” next Saturday, students have all been asked to 

donate (give) some items that they no longer need for the sale. These items will be re-sold at the ESL 

garage sale next Saturday.  

 

Pretend you and your friend(s) are living together in an apartment near UT. Below is a list of items you 

have found in your room/apartment. Your friend(s) have also found some items. Together, decide on four 

(4) items you can donate to the garage sale.  

 

Banjo  Pencil sharpener   

 

Water purifier   

 

 

Part II 

 Sometimes it is not easy to sell things at a garage sale because the items may be old, broken, out of 

fashion, etc. After you decide on the four items you will donate, discuss how you will convince (persuade) 

people to buy these items. You may wish, for example, to talk about the usefulness of the items, values, 

their conditions, etc.  
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APPENDIX D 

Feedback survey  

Name: __________________________________   Date: _____________________________________ 

 

Please check. Task means decision making of “Shopping for a gift” and “Garage Sale.” 

  Strongly Disagree(SA)  Disagree(D)  Neutral(N)  Agree(A)  Strongly Agree(SA) 

1. I felt comfortable communicating in English in Second Life.   

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

 SD      D      N       A      SA 

    2. I like the task.     I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                SD      D       N      A      SA 

    3. I think the task was difficult.  I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                           SD      D      N      A      SA 

    4. I felt comfortable using Second Life.  I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                                  SD     D       N       A      SA 

    5. I felt comfortable using avatar.     I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                             SD      D      N       A      SA 

6.I tried to use my avatars as much as possible during the task.   

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

       SD     D       N      A      SA 

    (If Strongly disagree or disagree, why?__________________________________________________) 

 

7.I felt I was talking to my friends‟ avatars in Second Life.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

       SD     D      N      A      SA 

    (If Strongly disagree or disagree, why? _________________________________________________) 

    8. I felt more comfortable when I spoke in Second Life than when I spoke in face to face in the  

classroom.  I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                  SD      D       N     A      SA 

    9. I think Second Life task was more interesting than classroom activity.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

       SD      D      N      A      SA 

    10. What was(were) the most interest thing(s) in Second Life task?  

 

 

    11. What was(were) the most difficult thing(s) while you were doing the task in Second Life?  

 

 

    12. What do you think about your avatar? Do you think your avatar represent yourself? Why and why  

not? 

 

 

    13. Do you have any suggestions for Second Life task?  
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APPENDIX E 

Survey on learning experience in Second Life (Voice-chat) 

Date: __________________  Name: _____________________ 

You have completed a task via Second Life using voice-chat. Please complete this survey based on your 

experience. Your responses will remain confidential. Please answer as honestly as possible.  

Please check, SD – Strongly Disagree D - Disagree N – Neutral /No Opinion A – Agree SA – Strongly 

Agree 

1. I felt comfortable communicating in English in Second Life. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                                                SD      D       N      A      SA 

2.I felt comfortable with my friend hearing mistakes I made in English.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

3. I spoke less, because I was afraid of making mistakes in English.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

4.I felt more confident about participating/ speaking in English than classroom activity.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

5.I felt like I had enough English to get understood by my friend(s).  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

6.I got to know my friend(s) better, because of the Second Life tasks.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

7. I was interested in what my friend(s) spoke during the tasks. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                                                SD      D       N      A      SA 

8. I like the task. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

9. My favorite task(s) was(were):  

10. The Second Life tasks were a welcome change from the usual classroom routine.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

11. I looked forward to the Second Life task sessions. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                                  SD      D       N      A      SA 

12. I felt that participating in the Second Life task has been a positive experience.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

13. Second Life helped me to communicate with my friends(s). I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                                                SD      D       N      A      SA 

14. I felt comfortable using Second Life. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 
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                                SD      D       N      A      SA 

15. I felt comfortable using avatar. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

 SD      D       N      A      SA 

16. I will use Second Life to study English in the future. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                                      SD      D       N      A      SA 

17. Second Life helped me to improve my English. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                            SD      D       N      A      SA 

Why?___________________________________________________________________________ 

18. I actively participated in the task because of the avatars. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                                           SD      D       N      A      SA 

19. I would do better if there were no avatars. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

                     SD      D       N      A      SA 

20. I do not think I was learning. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

21. I corrected my friends‟ mistake. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

22. I asked my friends for help during the task when I did not understand something.  

I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

23. I have difficulties with the tasks. I-----------I-----------I-----------I-----------I 

SD      D       N      A      SA 

If you have, what type of difficulty did you have? ______________________________________________ 

Please check as many as applicable.  

1. Completing online tasks helped me improve the quality of my (speaking skills, reading skills, 

listening skills, writing skills, grammar, vocabulary) in English.  

2. The skills that I practiced during the tasks were (speaking, listening, reading, writing, grammar, 

vocabulary).  

 

Open Response 

1. How did you feel about voice-chat in Second Life during the task? What were the advantages 

and disadvantages?  

- advantages: 

- disadvantages:  

 

2. What suggestions would you make to improve the use of voice-chat of Second Life in a 

future English class?  
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APPENDIX F 

 

Interview Questions: 

1. Tell me about your experience with Second Life during the task.  

2. What are the major challenges using voice chat in Second Life? 

3. What are the advantages of using voice-chat in Second Life?  

4. What do you think about avatars?  

5. What do you think about the task? Did you like it? Did you feel they were 

difficult?  

6. What were the challenges to complete the task? 

7. How did you solve the problems?  

8. Did you feel that your avatar is talking or you are talking to your friends? 

9. What was the most interesting thing in Second Life? 

10. What was the most difficult thing in Second Life? 

11. How was your team? Did you like your team members?  

12. Compared to classroom conversation, did you like Second Life activity more or 

not? What was the difference between face-to-face classroom conversation and 

Second Life activity?  

13. Do you have any suggestions for a better use of Second Life? 

14. Please tell me anything you want to say about Second Life activity. 
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APPENDIX G  

 

The students participated in two surveys. One was administered after the first task sessions were 

completed midway through the experimental tasks, and the other was administered after all the task 

sessions were completed. Table 16 and 17 show selected questions for general learning experience, 

telepresence, comparison between Second Life activity and face-to-face classroom interactions, and the 

mean scores for the Low-Intermediate and the High-Intermediate students.  

 

Table 16. First Survey 
Questionnaire22 Mean Score of 

Low-Intermediate 

Mean Score of 

High-Intermediate 

1. I felt comfortable communicating in English in Second Life.  

I----------------I---------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD(1)      D (2)      N (3)      A (4)     SA(5) 

3.4 3.6 

4. I felt comfortable using Second Life.         
I----------------I---------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD(1)      D (2)      N (3)      A (4)     SA(5) 

3.3 3.3 

5. I felt comfortable using avatar.        

I----------------I---------------I--------------I--------------I 

SD(1)      D (2)      N (3)      A (4)     SA(5) 

3.2 3.4 

6. I tried to use my avatars as much as possible during the task.  

I----------------I---------------I--------------I--------------I 
SD(1)      D (2)      N (3)      A (4)     SA(5) 

2.8 3.1 

7. I felt I was talking to my friends‟ avatars in Second Life.      

I----------------I---------------I--------------I--------------I 
SD(1)      D (2)      N (3)      A (4)     SA(5) 

2.8 3.3 

8. I felt more comfortable when I spoke in Second Life than when I 

spoke in face to face in the classroom.  

I----------------I---------------I--------------I--------------I 
SD(1)      D (2)      N (3)      A (4)     SA(5) 

2.6 2.5 

 

Table 17. Final Survey 
Questionnaire23 Mean Score of Low-

Intermediate 

Mean Score of High-

Intermediate 

1. I felt comfortable communicating in English in Second Life.  

I----------------I---------------I--------------I--------------I 
SD(1)      D (2)      N (3)      A (4)     SA(5) 

3.5 3.5 

6. I got to know my friend(s) better, because of the Second Life 

tasks.  

I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  
SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

2.8 2.8 

9. The Second Life tasks were a welcome change from the usual 

classroom routine.  
I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  

SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

3.4 2.9 

10. I looked forward to the Second Life task sessions.  

I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  
SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

3.5 2.9 

11. I felt that participating in the Second Life task has been a 

positive experience.  
I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  

SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

3.8 2.9 

12. Second Life helped me to communicate with my friends(s) 

better than in classroom talk.    

2.9 2.4 

                                                      
22 Question numbers 1, 4, 5, are for general opinion using Second Life, question number 7 is for telepresence, and 

question number 8 is for comparison to face-to-face classroom activity.  
23 Question numbers 1, 13, 14, are for general opinion using Second Life, question number 16 is for telepresence, and 

question number 4 is for comparison to face-to-face classroom activity.  
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I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  

SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

13. I felt comfortable using Second Life.  
I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  

SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

3.7 3.1 

14. I felt comfortable using avatar.  

I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  
SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

3.4 3.2 

15. I felt my avatar represent myself.  

I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  
SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

3.4 2.7 

16. I felt I was speaking through my avatar to my friends‟ avatar.  

I--------------I--------------I--------------I--------------I  
SD(1)     D(2)       N(3)      A(4)      SA(5) 

3.6 3 
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